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Statement of Purpose

The purpose of this Historic Structures Report is to fimction as a central repository of information,

analysis and conclusion resulting from the investigation of the South Dependency (South Servant's

Quarters) at Arlington House, The Robert E. Lee Memorial, by National Park Service (NPS) histo-

rians and their associated consultants in 2002 and 2003. Based on a resulting understanding of the

history, appearance and use of the structure over time (with particular emphasis on the period around

1860), this document will also propose an appropriate restoration program that will enable the NPS
to better interpret the building, its occupants and functions during the period of significance.

The Building Today

Part of the Arlington House, The Robert E. Lee Memorial in Arlington. Virginia, the South Depen-

dency (South Servant's Quarters) is one of two buildings contemporary with the Arlington House at

the time when the Robert E. Lee family was in residence, just prior to the Civil War. This National

Park Service site is administered by the George Washington Memorial Parkway, Turkey Run. Vir-

ginia, and is within the National Capital Region. Similar in architecture to the North Dependency

across the yard (courtyard), these two detached buildings extend perpendicular off the back or west

elevation of the Mansion House.

The South Dependency is of masonry construction, largely covered by stucco, and is one room deep

and three rooms across. This early nineteenth-century building is one story in height. On the front

fa9ade, the fenestration consists of three doors, with each door opening to a separate room inside.

The simple pitched roof is covered in flat tiles with a chimney at the west end.

The historic roadway circling the yard passes the front fa9ade and at the east there is an area used at

times for parking. Both of these elevations are devoid of immediate vegetation. Along the west and

south elevations, there is vegetation cover on the ground.

The South Dependency is a contributing building to the Arlington House, The Robert E. Lee Memo-
rial National Register listing of October 15, 1966, the first year of the National Register of His-

toric Places. It is identified as the South Servant's Quarters-Arlington House in the National Park

Service's List of Classified Structures (see Appendix A). The Management Category is "Must Be

Preserved and Maintained" that dates to December 5, 1990. Under the current General Management

Plan, the ultimate structure treatment is identified as "restoration."

Investigation History

The current investigation is part of the third significant effort in the last seventy years to return the

structure to its mid-nineteenth centuiy appearance during the time of the occupancy by the family of

Robert E. Lee, and to also help tell the stoiy of slavery and the African-American life at Arlington.

The first restoration campaign began with a "Joint Resolution of Congress authorizing the Restora-

tion of the Lee Mansion in Arlington National Cemetery, Virginia, (Public Resolution No. 74, 68""

Congress) (H.J. Res. 264). The resolution was approved March 4, 1925, and reads as follows:

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States in Congress as
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sembled. That the Secretary of War be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed, as nearly

as may be practicable, to restore the Lee Mansion in the Arlington National Cemetery,

Virginia, to the condition in which it existed immediately prior to the Civil War and to

procure, if possible, articles of furniture and equipment which were in the Mansion and

is used by occupants thereof. He is also authorized, in his discretion, to procure replicas of

the furniture and other articles in use in the Mansion during the period mentioned, w ith a

view to restoring, as far as may be practicable, the appearance of the interior of the Mansion
to the condition of its occupancy by the Lee family.

As a result of the resolution, the dependency was restored in 1930 by the U.S. Army to what they

believed to be its appearance immediately before the Civil War. An exhaustive study was not under-

taken at the time and field investigations were inconclusive in some key components of the build-

ing's appearance. For the next thirty years, the NPS (which acquired the park in the 1930s) opened

Arlington to the public as a memorial to George Washington Parke Custis and his son-in-law, Robert

H. Lee. Never entirely comfortable with the Army's restoration of the structure, NPS embarked upon

a second investigation in the 1960s. Repairs and some alteration of the structure was undertaken as a

result of the NPS research, but essentially NPS retained the same interpretive use as the U.S. Army.

In 2002, the NPS initiated the third major effort to understand the historic appearance of the South

Dependency. The current effort builds on the archival infomiation, remaining physical evidence and

complicated history of the two previous restorations. It has involved extensive onsite investigation of

the exterior and center room and more limited investigation of the east and west rooms.

Investigation of the physical evidence of the masonry and the remaining woodwork, paint, plaster,

and wood nailing blocks, along with other clues of the past have enabled the investigating team to

better understand the building's construction. Of particular interest, it was determined that the South

Dependency was built sometime after the North Dependency and not at the same time as previously

believed.

Information and material from different eras were identified and evaluated, to fonn an accurate pic-

ture of a building that primarily served as secured storage for plantation goods and at the same time

housed what would become the most famous of all the slave families at Arlington. It tells the story

of a structure, exceptional in many ways: from engaged columns and recessed arches, making this

an especially ornate plantation dependency, to a smoke house located in the center room, to exterior

brick walls coated with a roughcast stucco, a remarkably early use of this masonry finish.

The results of the investigative research and documentation are contained in this Historic Structures

Report, which is arranged in the following manner:

Introduction: This section includes a general description of the property and a brief overview on

restoring the Arlington House dependencies. It also documents the scope of the project, tlie project

team members, and the investigation methodology.

Part 1
:
Developmental History (Historical Background and Context; Chronology of Development

and Use; and Physical Description) for the Historic Structures Report on the Arlington House De-

pendencies in accordance with Cultural Resource Management Guideline NPS-28 (Release No. 5,

Executive SiintnuiiT
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August 1997). This section documents and analyzes historic information as it relates to the social

history and physical evolution of the building and overall site. A detailed chronology of the South

Dependency, including summarizations and references to historic documentation previously com-

piled by the federal government, as well as original information gathered by the current project team,

is included in this section. In addition, it contains a description of the existing conditions, including

annotated drawings based in part on the measured drawings produced by HABS during the spring of

2002.

Part 2: Treatment and Use (Ultimate Treatment and Use; Requirements for Treatment; and Bibli-

ography) for the Historic Structures Report on the Arlington House Dependencies in accordance

with Cultural Resource Management Guideline NPS-28 (Release No. 5, August 1997). This section

explores possible treatments and uses of the South Dependency.

Project Team Members
Following the objectives of the George Washington Memorial Parkway (GWMP), which requested

the preparation of a historic structure report to cover the physical history and analysis of the South

Dependency of the Arlington House: The Robert E. Lee Memorial, the following team of profession-

als were engaged: Charles E. Fisher, 111, historian.

Technical Preservation Services, National Park Ser-

vice; Chad Randl, architectural historian. Technical

Preservation Services, National Park Service; Kaaren

Staveteig, architectural historian. Technical Preser-

vation Services, National Park Service; John Volz,

AlA, preservation architect, Volz & Associates, Inc.,

Austin, TX; George Fore, architectural conservator,

George T. Fore and Associates, Raleigh, NC; Doug
Reed, architectural conservator. Preservation As-

sociates, Inc., Hagerstown, MD; and Richard Pieper,

architectural consultant, Jan Hird Pokomy Associ-

ates, New York, NY.
Lead team members: Chad Randl, Kaaren Staveteig and

Chuck Fisher

Assistance provided by the staff of the George

Washington Memorial Parkway was invaluable to

the study: Kendell Thompson, site manager, Arlington House: The Robert E. Lee Memorial; Andrew

Wenchel, architect, GWMP; Tim Buehner, GWMP External Programs and Land Use; Malcomb
Willoughby, facility management specialist, Arlington House: The Robert E. Lee Memorial; Karen

Kinzy, historian, Arlington House: The Robert E. Lee Memorial; Colleen Curry, site curator, Arling-

ton House: The Robert E. Lee Memorial; Catherine Weinraub, museum technician, Arlington House:

The Robert E. Lee Memorial; John V. Stefaniak, woodcrafter, GWMP; Tim Marshall, maintenance,

Arlington House: The Robert E. Lee Memorial; and Matthew Virta, historian, GWMP. Louis Berger

Group was hired by the GWMP to undertake limited archeology. Luis Teran, NPS architectural engi-

neer for GWMP, consulted on condition of the roof

Methodology

The project team conducted an in-depth study of primary and secondary resources as well as field

investigations. Primary textual resources include official and familial correspondence, Office of the

Executive Summary ^
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Quartermaster General Cemetery Reports, National Park Service memoranda and reports, oral histo-

ry accounts, and historical narratives. Secondary sources including books and National Park Service

reports were utilized primarily to provide additional context. Graphic resources include drawings,

maps, and historic photographs. Material testing and both destructive and nondestructive investiga-

tions were discussed with the project and site managers and approved in advance of the work. Site

visits were coordinated with primary park staff. Stucco and some paint samples were evaluated at the

conservation lab in Lowell, MA under the direction of Peggy Albee, manager of the Historic Archi-

tecture Program NER/NPS.

Of necessity, the research is not concluded with the completion of this report. Rather it will be

supplemented in the fiiture by further infonnation gathered through archeological and architectural

investigations, and by subsequent documents as they are discovered.
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Restoring the Arlington House Dependencies

Built by G.W.P. Custis, the North and South Dependencies are exceptional buildings that supported

the Arlington Mansion at the time of residency of Robert E. Lee's family, prior to the outbreak of

the Civil Wan Commonly referred to as the kitchen (North Dependency) and slave quarters (South

Dependency), even by Lee, the more accurate description by function would be slave quarters

(North Dependency) and storehouse (South Dependency). The North Dependency originally had

five rooms; all but one were used as quarters for household slaves. In addition, the North Depen-

dency housed the Arlington Mansion's main kitchen, used year around, for which Lee recorded its

use in an 1859 insurance policy. One of the rooms in the South Dependency was the quarters of the

Gray family, the most notable of the household slaves. Yet the other two rooms served as the gen-

eral storehouse for meats and other foods, as well as for domestic supplies for the African-American

slaves at Arlington.

This historic structures report clearly establishes three important points:

1) The North Dependency was built sometime before the South Dependency. For a period

of time after the South Dependency was constmcted, the buildings were finished somewhat

differently, including color By the time of the Lee family residency, both buildings

were finished on the outside to match each other.

2) Despite the age of the buildings, their numerous uses, periods of major neglect, and

three major renovations, both buildings retain a relatively strong degree of historic fabric.

3) These two buildings are important in American architecture. The original interior

plan of the North Dependency is extremely unique for its time and especially for its function.

Probably nowhere else in the ante-bellum South did such a plan ever exist in a similar build

ing. As to the South Dependency, the location of a smoke house in an interior or center room

of a building, adjacent to a room used as living quarters and the other a storehouse for cloth

ing and other domestic supplies, is very unusual.

The historic rough cast stucco, which has survived in large areas on the exterior, represents perhaps

the earliest surviving example of this finish in the United States. This original stucco is also impor-

tant to understanding how the stucco on the lower walls of Arlington House appeared at the time of

the Lee's residency.

In most preservation work on properties such as Arlington, attention to authentic detail and mate-

rial conservation are components of restoration work on the main building, not dependencies. Yet

the work on these two buildings in the 20th century, first by the military and later by the National

Park Service, reflects a strong preservation philosophy. For example, in the 1960s, the National Park

Service abruptly cancelled its plans to restore the interior of the North Dependency, being unable to

untangle potentially conflicting evidence.

During the 1920s restoration campaign by the military to restore Arlington House and the two De-

Resloring the Arlington House Dependencies '^
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pendencies, the Quartermaster General's office that helped to guide the project instructed the Quar-

termaster Supply Officer as to the following:

The work... "should be carried out strictly with old methods, and every detail should be carefully

supervised to avoid irreparable injury to work which must be preserved in its historic character."

While the military's restoration did make certain key mistakes in their restoration of the dependen-

cies, they tried to keep to the spirit of the Quartermaster Generals instruction. Attention to detail,

good craftsmanship, and care not to damage historic fabric—these are essential to any preser\ation

work on the North and South Dependencies in the future.

Restoring the ArUngion House Dependencies
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Figure 1 . An interpretive iiis-

toric map of Fairfax County,

Virginia in 1760 by Beth

Mitchell which shows prop-

erties owned by the Alex-

anders. Edited by Donald

M. Sweig. Published by the

Office of Comprehensive

Planning, County of Fairfax,

1987.

1778-1802

The tract of land on which the Arhngton estate was built became part of the

Custis-Lee legacy in 1778. John Parke Custis, adopted son of George Wash-

ington, purchased the land from Gerrard and Robert Alexander. The property

was close in proximity to his stepfather's estate at Mount Vernon and to his

wife's childhood home at Mount Airy in Upper Marlborough County. The

hilltop setting offered spectacular views along the Potomac River, and the

prospect of cultivating the site's rich alluvial soil near the river and turning it

into a profitable working estate was very appealing.

John, his wife, Eleanor, and

two children moved into

Robert Alexander's fomier

house located near the mouth

of Four-mile Creek in 1779.

Unfortunately they only lived

on the land for a short period

of time. In September 1781,

John traveled to Williamsburg

to serve as a volunteer aide to
Figure 2. "The Waihingion Family" by Fdward Savage

depicts George and Martha Washington with her two grand-

children, George Washington Parke Custis and Eleanor

Parke Custis, 1 796.

George Washington, caught

camp fever and died. In an effort to comfort his be-

reaved daughter-in-law, George Washington adopted

the two youngest of their four children, George Washington Parke Custis (G.W.P. Custis) and Elea

nor Parke Custis, and moved them in to live with him and their grandmother, Martha.

As a young boy, G.W.P. Custis followed his guardian around the Mount Vernon estate, listening to

him talk with prominent visitors about issues pertinent to both the estate

and the country. Washington frequently discussed the importance of good

transportation routes to free the young nation from its dependence on

Europe. He also spoke about the need to breed hardier agricultural stock

to promote the economic and political freedom of the country. As a grown

man, G.W.P. Custis embraced these principles, experimenting with farm-

ing techniques and animal breeding.

1803-1850

Upon reaching the age of 21 in 1802, G.W.P. Custis inherited over 18,000

acres of land and approximately 200 slaves from his father, John Custis,

his grandmother, Martha Custis Washington, and his guardian, George

Washington. During that time, Custis moved from Mount Vernon to the

overseers four-room cottage on reclaimed marshland of the Potomac River

on the Arlington property.' His stay in this damp and unhealthy location

Figure 3. George Washington

Parke Custis, likeness by Charles

Fevret de Saint-Memin, 1805.

Historical Background and Context
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was brief. Within a year, Custis and his young bride, Mary Fitzhugh, began construction of a new

home on the most prominent and highest point on the 1,100 acres, which he named Mount Wash-

ington. Although larger than the overseer's residence, the house was humble compared to the later

Mansion. Of brick construction, the first floor of the two-story house had only three rooms.

To improve the flat, rich plains by the river, G.W.P. Custis directed his sixty Mount Washington

slaves to restore the remnants of the previous tenant farm—fixing and building enclosures, clearing

the land of scrub growth and the river of snags. It was at this fertile location that Custis chose to

cultivate a market garden, a large plot of land where crops were grown to provide fresh vegetables

and fruits to nearby towns. This farm operation was a profitable venture in part because he could

utilize his inexpensive slave labor to improve transportation routes and with close proximity to urban

populations, he could deliver fresh produce in little time at less cost. However, it did not make the

estate self-sufficient.

Of the extensive properties purchase by G.W.P. Custis's father in the mid-eighteenth century, the

Custis family income was primarily generated by two estates, the White House and Romancoke, lo-

cated about ten miles apart on the Pamunkey River in the central tidewater of Virginia. On the other

hand, the Mount Washington estate (renamed Arlington shortly after Custis brought his bride there to

live) was designed to be a Custis and Washington family showpiece and not necessarily a profitable

operation.

When Custis was ready to design his grander home on the hill, he sought the assistance of a profes-

sional architect. George Hadfield, a brilliant, young English architect, had been in America only a

few years at the time he first visited the site. A student of Wyatt at the Royal Academy of Arts. Had-

field had been the only architectural student in forty years to win the Academy's annual gold medal

award. With it went a traveling scholarship enabling him to study classical architecture in Italy for

three years, during which he drew restoration plans for several ancient temples. When exhibited at

the Academy in 1 795, the restoration plans caused quite a sensation. Shortly after he returned to

England, Hadfield accepted a position to take over the construction of the U.S. Capitol in Washing-

ton, DC. Unfortunately, he became embroiled in controversy over plans for the building and was

ultimately discharged.

Presumably Custis was using Hadfield's plans when he started construction at Arlington for there is

no physical indication that any change was made in the design of the Mansion after it was begun.

That Hadfield designed the entire structure—not just the center section and portico—is demonstrated

by the close resemblance of the windows in the wings to those

in other buildings from his drawing board, and to the fact that
•*"^"

the wings are obviously designed to balance the massive portico. ''•^Wl^-

According to recent scholarship, Arlington House was the first

temple-form residence built in the United States, a design sub-

sequently repeated from Massachusettes to New York and in the

eastern Midwest states of Ohio, Michigan, and Illinois.'

Custis completed the two wings by 1 804. The work included

extensive changes to the north building, his early home on the top

of the hill. A large chimney breast of solid brick was constructed .loim Farley.

Kmuic 1 \i liiiiiU'ii House. 1824.

Historical Background and Context
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as part of the west wall flanked by doorways leading to outside steps. Near the chimney breast,

an inside stairway went down to the kitchen and laundry in the basement. The exterior walls were

coated with a stucco plaster, scored with lines and tinted to resemble stone. The south wing, similar

in size and shape to the north, was divided into a large parlor and a smaller room on the south end

for a study and office. A basement was located under the larger room. The floor level in the south

wing was several inches lower than in the north wing, necessitating an awkward step when the rest

of the house was connected to the lower level. At the north end of the parlor was a great semi-circu-

lar arch, spanning the width of the room and touching the ceiling.

For 14 years, the Custis family lived in the two brick wings, divided by an open yard approximately

fifty-eight feet wide, probably connected by a temporary hyphen structure or walkway.' Due to a

shortage of funds, the main block was not completed until 1818. Classical in style and designed to

appear impressively large from a great distance, the main block of the Mansion reinforced the hierar-

chy of the estate, it is likely that the horse stable, the ice house, and the two surviving dependencies

located immediately west of the Mansion were completed around this time as well. ' Custis' slaves

,
,^ _ are said to have done much of the preliminary work—leveling the

f -—»-_-:.-..,-.. --:ri!L__^
site, digging the foundations, and clearing the road down to the

--:^.t:::: Hvcr. By thc tuTic C ustis complcted thc Mattsiott and numcrous

^'^xr^w3^-i£S2~.Tr,':r'j!L:: outbuildings, the farm contained a market garden, crop field, pas-
yj'r,^

\2--f^^^ ture, fishery, and living quarters for approximately 50 slaves.

•^'^^s^--^-

^ s?-^-^i=, ^'ivL_^-^p'i«i_r;5^ Formally aligned with the wings of the main house, the North
"'^^ -^-'^•-^' -r-

and South Dependencies were also classical in appearance and

of masonry construction. The elevations facing outward toward

:rrri:j: vt,7,-z7t.-'^^^rc^^: the formal spaces of the gardens were highly ornamented with

*- ~
' ^"/:-'_^'"^i-;p-^"£, engaged columns and recessed arches, reflecting design elements

t—

,

ns.^^.
*,../. vi .... .i-.,.:., 4f..i ..'tcA,^^^, found on the main house. The elevations facing the work yard

•^";:i11^^::;:A'^£p± were relatively plain. Similar to the farm and quarters below
-js.-LM.-j- ^~ f^^£-;^s-'ii^"-^''-i:-v

Arlington house, the yard was at least partially the domain of the

-~7^'~ "
house slaves—a space appropriated by the individuals through

their many tasks. Historic images reveal that the work yard was
Figure 5 The 1859 insurance application

screened by a row of cedar trees from the formal carriage turn-
prepared by Robert E. Lee describing the

-^

,,

'^

two slave dependencies about in front of the house.

In an 1859 insurance application prepared by Robert E. Lee, the South Dependency was described as

"a one story brick store house. . .covered with wood."" The western portion of the building served

as a sleeping room for the Gray family: Selina, the estate housekeeper; Thorton, her husband; and

their six children. The center room served as a smoke house during the mid- 1800s. The eastern-

most room in this building was used as a store house for dry goods and slave rations-kept under

lock and key by Mary Custis and Mary Lee as managers. Further description of the two dependen-

cies within the yard comes from Elizabeth Randolph Calvert in 1875, the granddaughter of Mary
Randolph and a cousin of Mrs. Lee, as she remembered them in 1845. ".

. .Opening into this road

at equal distances from the house, and as proportions will allow, are two long buildings consisting

of three rooms each on one floor, the one right of the east contains a kitchen and furnished homes

for some of the house servants. The opposite one accommodates a storeroom, wash and sleeping
)•> I'

rooms.

Historical Background and Context 5
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Though G.W.P. Custis was the owner of the property for all but four years of the Custis and Lee

families" tenure, other family members, hired employees, and slaves managed and influenced the

development of the estate in many ways. Mary Custis and Mary Lee each helped manage various

elements of the property including providing for the physical and spiritual needs of the slaves. Paid

employees like Austin Brahm oversaw slave activities in the market garden and fields. Marriages,

births, and deaths of family members and slaves at Arlington also affected the development of the

property. In June of 1 83 1 , Mary Randolph Custis, daughter of G.W.P. Custis, married her childhood

friend Robert H. Lee.' Although a member of southern aristocracy through both the Lee and Carter

lineages, Lee had little inheritance and limited financial resources. He cultivated strong emotional

ties to Arlington even though throughout their forty year marriage, his military obligations as an

army officer frequently kept him away from home. In contrast, his wife, Mary Custis Lee, and their

seven children spent considerable time at Arlington.

Records show that late in the tenure of the Custis and Lee families, five log cabins provided housing

for many of the slaves. The exact appearance of the cabins is unknown. Two cabins were located

along the road that led west from Arlington Spring, at the edge of the Potomac River, to Arlington's

main gate off the Alexandria and Georgetown Turnpike. Other slave quarters were located near the

estate's collection of fann buildings. These farm buildings included a wheelwright's shop, black-

smith, saddlery, poultry yard, carriage shop, granary, large feeding bam, and pump house.' Some of

these buildings also housed slaves. This wide variety of farm buildings was not unusual during the

first half of the nineteenth century as many large landowners sought to be as self-sufficient as pos-

sible. Slaves on the estate included people who were multi-skilled in blacksmithing, animal hus-

bandry, and the working of leather for saddles and other goods. More duties undertaken by the slaves

meant that less cash outlay was required by the Custis and Lee families.

In addition to the market garden and fields, farm animals such as cattle, chicken, and hogs were kept.

Slaves also had family vegetable plots near their cabins to supplement their diets. By the 1840s, the

estate had a fenced orchard stretching to the south of the road, running from the overseer's house

east to the Alexandria Canal. The overseer's house (Custis'original home when he mo\ ed to Ar-

lington) was one of the few log structures on the farm. It was two stories with a porch that stretched

across the back overlooking a yard and slave quarters. Fields of com, rye, and other crops were

located to the north and south of the fami buildings. In 1850, the fami produced 200 bushels of rye,

900 bushels of Indian com, 150 bushels of oats, 20 bushels of peas, 50 bushels of Irish potatoes, and

30 tons of hay." Unfortunately, land use and production levels at Arlington Fami were inconsistent.

Crops were rotated, new crops were grown and areas fomierly uncultivated were cleared in cycles of

native vegetation re-growth and crop tillage in an effort to increase productivity.

.lust to the east of the farm was an area which

came to be known as Arlington Spring. Cus-

tis delineated the eight-acre site along the

Potomac River with a fence. The site cen-

tered on a naturally fed spring flowing up

from a rocky outcropping near an enormous

oak tree. Custis developed the Spring as a

place to hold his public sheep shearings and

it included benches, a kitchen building, and
Figure 6. Detail from Environs ofWashington map, c.1864 show-

ing location of spring buildings.

Historical Background and Context
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pavilion. There in 181 1, he publicized his new native breed sheep, the "Arlington Improved." Cus-

tis believed that by raising wool and making it into clothing on the plantations. Southerners could

improve the lot of their slaves. Wool produc-

tion would also check the steady deterioration

of the land, as an over reliance on tobacco and

cotton was exhausting southern farm lands.

Though Custis' breed never gained widespread

acclaim, the Spring became extremely popular

as a day resort for people from surrounding

areas to relax, picnic, and dance. Beginning in

1843, the resort was physically separated from

the Arlington farm by the construction of the

Alexandria Canal and plans were carried out to

further promote visitation at Arlington Spring

through a building campaign. All structures

were rustic, creating a sylvanian resort. Though

slaves would sometimes serve the guests, free

blacks were not permitted. Custis frequently

visited with the Spring's patrons, sharing stories

of George Washington and enjoying the role of host. Little comment was made by contemporary

visitors about the healthful benefits of the water from the spring. Yet the setting provided a gathering

place for socializing among a primarily middle-class clientele.

Figure 7. Arlington Spring, from Benson Lossing, Harpers

Magazine 1853.

1850-1865

Only during the few years that Lee was stationed near Arlington did he assist his wife Mary Custis

and her father in overseeing the estate. In 1 857 G.W.P. Custis died, three years after his wife. Custis

left considerable debt, a poorly maintained and unproductive Arlington estate, and much confusion

over his intention to free his slaves. Upon the death of his father-in-law, Robert E. Lee returned to

Arlington to direct the development of the estate and sort out the will.

In his will, Custis directed the division of some of the property among his descendents, in particular

he separated Arlington from the support of the White House and Romancock plantations. Eager to

see his father-in-law's wishes fulfilled, Lee set about improving the farm and grounds with the help

of his son George Washington Custis Lee, who would ultimately inherit the property. Lee resur-

faced the roof on the Mansion, the stable, and the overseer's house, and also laid a new foundation

for a bam. He fertilized the fields with lime, guano, and plaster, and also made improvements to the

Arlington Mill which he later rented out for additional income." The buildings and grounds at Ar-

lington Spring were improved for lease to a concessionaire in the summer of 1859. To increase the

efficiency of Arlington, Lee rented out a number of slaves to other estates—at least one from every

slave family.

'

On April 17, 1 861 , as the state of Virginia succeeded from the Union, war came to the estate. At

home, surrounded by friends and family, Robert E. Lee, officer of the United States Army for over

thirty years, resigned from his federal post. Two days later, he accepted command of the Virginia

forces and left Arlington never to return. Acceding to her husband's pleas, Mary Lee soon departed
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Arlington with her children, her dearest possessions, and a few of her slaves, leaving others behind

to tend the estate.

Arlington House, perched high on the slope overlooking the city of Washington, conformed to the

ideals of the nineteenth-century, picturesque, family-seat. Unfortunately, this commanding prospect

also met the strategic needs of the Union forces. So on May 24, 1861, the Union army moved in

and occupied the estate. Major General Charles W. Sandford, in charge of all New York regiments

within the District of Columbia, established his divisional headquarters at Arlington House. Instead

of moving into the Mansion, he had three large tents erected between the house and the flower gar-

den. The following day he issued a proclamation stating that all property taken for use by the federal

forces in Fairfax county, in which Arlington was then located, would be protected and used only for

suppressing unlawful acts against the Union. Preventing

vandalism on the 1,100 acres of the estate proved more dif-
"

ficult as time progressed.

.fJ^

The slaves who worked primarily in the house, yard, and

garden—including Selina Gray, George Clarke, Eleanor

Harris, Perry Parks, Daniel, and Ephriam—and most of the

slaves whose quarters were located on the farm portion of

the estate, remained at Arlington. " Some assisted the fed-

eral soldiers with tasks such as washing and cooking, while

others continued with agricultural work. On the farm, about

fifty slaves remained in the quarters at least through 1862

and most likely continued to garden in their family vegetable

plots.'

At the end of May of 1862, Brigadier General Irvin McDow-
ell, in charge of the newly named Anny of the Potomac, took

over the tent headquarters erected by General Sandford. A
telegraph line connecting Arlington with Washington was set

up on wooden poles that descended down the estate's east

facing slope. Within the woods to the north, south, and east of the Mansion, thousands of soldiers

bivouacked.

Figure 8. Mrs. Lee's perseinal maid and house-

keeper, Selina Gray, and her family li\ed in the

South Dependency building for many years.

General McClellan replaced General McDowell as Commander of the Army of the Potomac soon af-

ter the Battle of Bull Run (First Battle of Manassas). Since McClellan lived in Washington. DC, Mc-
Dowell remained at Arlington to preserve the estate from damage. One reason the estate remained

in relatively good condition that first year—at least in the vicinity of the main house—was attributed

to the care given by the slaves. Of particular note was Selina Gray, identified by Mary Lee in her

letter to General Sandford as "the woman in the yard." During the residency of the Custis and Lee

families, she lived in the western third of the Southern Dependency with her husband and children.

While federal troops occupied the estate, Selina worked to protect the inherited personal items that

had belonged to George Washington and had been left behind with the departure of the Lee family."

During and after the War, Sclina's family had the use of the entire South Dependency as their family

residence. Doorways were cut by Selina's husband between the smoke house and the two end rooms
for interior circulation."'
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In March 1862, most of

McClellan's army departed

for Fort Monroe to begin

the advance up the pen-

insula toward Richmond.

The only evidence of their

occupation at Arling-

ton were the "blackened

circles of campfires" that

dotted the hillsides. Al-

though several thousand

enlisted men remained on

the heights to help guard

the federal capital, the

shift of the war campaign

south slowed the intensity

of activity at Arlington.

Lower ranking officers

and their families stationed at nearby forts moved into the Mansion vacated by McClellan and his

staff. The departure of the higher ranking officers that shared the ..ocial circles and personal connec-

tions with Lee and his family prior to the war, led to neglect of the site. "All the boundaries, garden

plats and smooth reaches of green turf. . . were swept away and even gradually descending terraces

were broken down and became ragged embankments." ' In fact, after the Union defeat at the Second

Battle of Manassas in late August 1862, General McClellan ordered the Arlington Mansion burned

if the Confederates moved on Washington. Fortunately, the southern forces retreated and the estate

was spared.

Figure y. In 1S64 the yard west of the mansion was so trampled that Mttle vegetation grew.

Photo by Andrew Russell, U.S. Army photographer.

On December 29, 1862, Lee, as executor of G.W.P. Custis's will, complied with a court order re-

quiring that the slaves at Arlington—one hundred and eighty eight in total—be given their freedom

by January 1, 1863. Their departure from the estate

was optional. Many that remained became the early

residents of Freedman's Village, a community estab-

lished in the southeastern section of the estate in May
of 1 863. At least a few individuals spent the rest of

their lives at Arlington, later working for the military

cemetery that was established and providing insight into

what the property was like before the war.

During the war, the bams, slave cabins, and other struc-

tures associated with the agricultural pursuits of G.W.P.

Custis were taken over by the federal forces and utilized

in support of the Arlington Stables. Large corrals and

stables for military use were constructed, supplementing ^. ,„ ^, ju ^•' rr- c Figure 10. Map commissioned by General Montgomery
the existing early nineteenth-century buildings on the Meigs in June of 1 864, in preparation for the creation

farm. of the National Cemetery at Arlington.
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Figures 1 1 and 12. Union soldiers quartered at Arlington in 1 864. photographs taken by Andrew Russell, tor the

U.S. Anny. The south elevation of the South Dependency is shown on the far right of the top photograph; the west

elevation is shown in the lower photograph.
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Until 1863, Arlington was occupied by the federal government without legal title to the property.

Mary Lee owned the land as direct inheritor of the estate of her father G.W.P. Custis. Shortly after

McClellan's departure south in March 1862, Congress passed a law authorizing "the collection of

direct taxes in the insurrectionary districts within the United States." Under this legislation, property

owned by individuals loyal to the Confederacy, such as the Lee's, could be assessed federal taxes. If

these taxes went unpaid, then the property would be forfeited to the government and auctioned to the

highest bidder. This law was amended in 1863, to wit "any such sale of any tracts, parcels or lots of

land which might be selected under the direction of the President for government use for war, mili-

tary, naval, revenue, charitable, educational, or police purposes might be at said sale, be bid in under

the directions of President and struck off to the United States." It was under the authority of this law

that the United States government acquired ownership of the Arlington estate.

On September 16, 1863, Mary Ann Randolph Lee,

was assessed approximately $92.70 in taxes on prop-

erty worth $34,100.00, according to the 1860 census.

She was allowed 60 days to pay. Mary, suffering

from acute rheumatism, was unable to make the

journey across enemy lines and so she sent someone

else to make the payment. However, the person Mrs.

Lee sent to make the payment was turned away. The

taxes unpaid, Arlington was forfeited to the United

States. On the sixth of January 1864, President Lin-

coln made an order directing a bid on the Arlington

estate and subsequently acquired it for the United

States for war, charitable, and education purposes.

The property was purchased for $26,800.00.

Figure 13. Arlington trees being cut down by Union sol-

diers, C.1861.

C>t?W^ l-'LAH :-f'.!). &^ V\ .1 . fvi^ii '.v. rw..|| !.<. „ |.>.i».A.r^

f^^ .--»<." '!*""'•

By late 1863, the primary federal burial

ground in the city of Washington, the Soldiers

Home, was nearly fiill. Following an enor-

mous loss of life in the Battle of Wilderness

in early May 1864, the staff of the Quarter-

master General's office was ordered to make

an examination of all sites eligible for burials

near the District. The Arlington estate was

an immediate favorite. The Mansion and the

grounds adjacent to it were quickly appropri-

ated for a military cemetery with 200 acres

to be surveyed, laid out, and enclosed for

this purpose. A circular drive was laid out

in the northwest comer of the property to

access graves to be located there. The car-

riage roads that wound around Arlington House during the time of the Custis and Lee families were

regraded and redefined. The drive that circled around the work yard west of the house was reestab-

lished, as was the circular turn around to the east of the northern wing.

\Cr.
:;f;

Figure 14: Plan of Freedman's Village.
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In 1 K65, the graves were concentrated in two areas—in the northeast comer of the property and just

southwest of the house. The graves of 13,000 soldiers were marked with simple, wood headboards

painted white with names written with black letters. Within three years, over 14,000 soldiers were

buried at Arlington. By the end of the centuiy. their numbers increased ten-fold.

Five years after the war, the fomier home of General Robert E. Lee, a hero of the South and a man

esteemed by many in the North, was almost empty—its once grand rooms were used for storage and

to house cemetery workers. Monuments to the dead stood nearby in the garden bordered on two

sides with graves of Union officers.

Although a battle never occurred on the soil of Arlington, the use of the estate to house and train

Union soldiers during the four and one half years of the Civil War. caused the destruction offences,

forests, and buildings, and the deterioration of gardens, fields, and roads. The yard north of the

South Dependency was so trampled that little vegetation grew. Instead, the firm earth spread almost

smoothly to the trunks of the scattered trees. All the buildings were worn. Dampness that siphoned

up from the soil during the rainy season and dust that blew in dry weather alternately clung to the

foundations. The stucco walls were chipped, revealing the brick beneath. The agricultural buildings

on the farms and the picturesque kitchen and pavilion of G.W.P. Custis' Arlington Spring were modi-

fied by the Army to serve specific functions during the war; some were remo\ ed completely for lum-

ber. The overseer's house, where Custis lived in 1802, had also suffered damage. It was surrounded

by temporary structures and the modified agricultural buildings that contained the horse corral and

veterinary facility of the Union Amiy. Following the war, the enormous corral and the structures that

could not be used were removed. The remaining buildings were later incorporated into Freedman's

Village.

Eventually the appearance of Arlington Cemetery and the privately held farmland sunounding the

federal property improved. The land of the former Arlington Estate outside of the cemetery to the

east, west, and south of the Mansion, remained a militaiy resenation and was used for experimental

agriculture.

The legislative mandate of the Freeman's Bureau, which had established Freedman's Village in

1863, expired in 1868. As in villages of freed slaves elsewhere, steps were taken to remove the in-

habitants and their homes from Arlington. Due to ensuing controversy. ho\\c\er. residents of Freed-

nian's Village were allowed to remain. An inventoiy of the residents, buildings, and other improve-

ments was made and the individuals were allowed to purchase their homes. The federal government

retained ownership of the land, in addition to the right to evict the residents with little notice.

1866-1885

Between 1866 and 1868. approximately 400 acres of land—property outside the boundaiy of the

National Cemetery, but within the original boundaries of the estate—was divided up nito parcels

averaging ten acres each and rented to the Freedman"s Villagers in an attempt to increase financial

autonomy.

Fonner Arlington slaves, including Martha Smith, Daniel Richardson, Margaret Taylor, and Law-

rence, James, and William Parks, lived in the village and on the scattered 10-acre fanns. Only one

1
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family, the Syphax's, claimed legal ownership of the land, a 17-acre triangle cut out of the southern

border of the original estate.

As additions were made to the cemetery and with the burial

of highly-esteemed Union officers on the slope east of Arling-

ton House, changes were made to the existing structures. The

house, including the west elevation, which after the Civil War

was covered with stucco for the first time, was repainted a

light yellow in 1 867. Later slate roofs were added to both the

South and North Dependencies, the stables, and the wings of

the Mansion. A new greenhouse and a potting building were

constructed in the northern half of what had been the kitchen

garden area.

Figure 15: 1894 map enlargement showing

water tower, public la\aiory, and greenhouse

locations fhat existed in close proximity to the

Mansion and the South Dependency.

In March 1883, the United States government was given

clear title to Arlington. This property, which had been willed

to Mary Lee by her father G.W.P. Custis for use during her

lifetime, was to be inherited by her oldest son George Washington Custis Lee at her death. The

property therefore had been a life estate in Mai7 Lee's name only. Upon her death, her son filed suit

against the federal government for the return of Arlington. Bills were introduced in Congress both

for and against restitution. The case finally was decided by the Supreme Court in 1882. The federal

acquisition of the property during the Civil War was deemed a taking without just compensation and

therefore illegal. Custis Lee was paid $150,000.00 to settle

n the debt.^
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With the estate now finnly in federal hands, the breakup

of Freedman's Village was inevitable, for according to the

Regulations of the Army, "No civilian will be pennitted to

reside upon a Military reservation unless he be in the em-

ploy of the government ... no permission will be given any

one to cultivate any portion of a Military reservation." " In

the years immediately following the Supreme Court deci-

sion, attempts were made to remove the freed men from the

village and surrounding farms. After much resistance from

the residents, displacement efforts ceased and an inven-

tory of the village and surrounding agricultural properties

began, detailing the existing structures and improvements.

The findings showed 763 individuals living on the fomier

Arlington estate outside the boundary of the cemetery. They

had improved their individual lots by adding trees, vines,

houses, and outbuildings. Eight agricultural buildings and

slave quarters remained from the G.W.P. Custis era. These

structures were located near the eastern edge of the property

where the farm and market gardens had once been. Cus-

tis' foiTner slaves, unlike the other Freedman's Village residents, did not have to pay rent. A sum of

Figure 16. 1^24 measured drawing of the South

Dependency.
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$15,000.00 was appropriated by Congress to reimburse the renters and to cover the estimated cost of

removing the buildings and making improvements. Many of the buildings were relocated.

1886-1928

With the disbanding of Freedman's Village in 1888, the acreage devoted to cemetery use increased.

The construction of electric rail lines during the early 1890s. coupled with cessation of tolls on the

bridge from Georgetown across the Potomac, exponentially increased tourism to Arlington Ceme-

tery. In addition, throughout the nineteenth-centui^. the use of cemeteries as public parks, for picnic-

ing, and contemplating nature, gained social acceptance.

During this time, public lavatories were also constructed to the immediate north of the North Depen-

dency. By 1904, it appears that there were no longer any residents occupying the South Dependency

and that its sole function was that of a storeroom Newspaper articles and travel guides indicate that

the main house functioned as an office and as quarters for the superintendent of the cemetery.

The stable to the west of the yard, built under the direction of Custis, was destroyed by fire in July

1904. The reconstructed stable was built in a style similar to the original, with its Doric columned

portico, symmetrical wing form, and stuccoed walls.

After World War 1, interest in returning Arlington to a pre-Civil War appearance and creating a

public house museum gained momentum among the public and Congress. In 1 924. measured draw-

ings of the Mansion and South Dependency were completed by the architectural fimi of Rodier and

Kundzin. Congress authorized the Quartermaster General's office to restore the Mansion and two

dependencies to how they appeared prior to the Civil War in honor of General Robert E. Lee. Mr.

L. N. Leisenring, architect for the Quartermasters Corps of the War Department, was to direct the

restoration.

Early in the planning stage it was clear that the restoration work would not adhere strictly to Con-

gressional request that the house be returned to its appearance immediately before the war. Instead,

under the watchful eye of Charles C. Moore, president of the Commission of Fine Arts and the

former secretary of the McMillan Comission, the restoration was guided as much by contemporaiy

aesthetics as historical accuracy. The Commission of Fine Arts (CFA) had been created in 1910

by President Taft to review the proposed developments in the District of Columbia, assuring that

new designs and changes to existing conditions conformed to the McMillan Commission Plan. The

landscape ofArlington House, visible from Washington and a focal point w ithin Arlington National

Cemetery, was within their purview.

In October of 1925, Charles C. Moore visited President Calvin Coolidge to discuss the plans for

Arlington House. The New York Times reported soon after that:

the plan of creating a shrine in the memory of Robert E. Lee in the restoration of the Lee

Mansion in Arlington National Cemetery probably will be dropped . . . Following a visit

of Charles C. Moore, Chainnan of the Fine Arts Commission, paid to President Coolidge

today, it became known that an entire change of base with regard to the project \istuall\ has

been determined upon. The mansion will be restored, not in the decorative style it had as

occupied by General Lee. but in the period style of the earlier years in which it was occupied

1
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by members of the Custis family. There is no real demand from the South that a Lee shrine be

established in Arlington Cemetery, Mr. Moore declared."

According to the Commission, Arlington House was

"one of the famous buildings of the early days of the

Republic in Washington" and the furnishings, archi-

tecture, and landscape were to reflect this ideology.

After much debate, plans went forward. The restora-

tion of Arlington House, the South and North Depen-

dencies, and grounds immediately surrounding were

k
' " placed under the jurisdiction of the Quartermaster

Figure 17. North elevation of the South depeiuicnL> and General of the War Department, with immediate su-
yard c 19''8

' " pers'ision by Colonel Charles G. Mortimer. All facets

of the project were subject to the approval of the

CFA, for according to the local papers, it was the first project of its kmd ever undertaken by the War

Department.

1929-1933

In 1929, Congress appropriated $90,000.00 to fund the "continuing restoration of the Lee Mansion

and the procurement of furnishings . . . subject to the approval of the Commission of Fine Arts."

The Quartermaster GeneraLs office established a committee to oversee the restoration and conduct

hearings. The committee interviewed witnesses who could share information about the history of the

house, its appearance, function, and furnishings, and issued a report with treatment recommendations

for the Mansion and two dependencys.

Members interviewed former slaves including Jim Parks, son of the cook who lived above the sum-

mer kitchen in the North Dependency, and two children of Gray family, Mrs. Emma Syphax and

Mrs. Sarah Wilson. The Gray sisters stated that one of them was 1 7 years old and the other about 18

months younger at the time of the Civil War. There were eight children in their family. In describing

the South Dependency they stated that the room they slept in was the one farthest from the Mansion;

their parents' bed was at the right as you came in the door; the children slept in a loft overhead; and

the steps to the loft went up over the window nearest to the fireplace. When they got up there, "there

was not enough room to stand upright." They recounted that there were three divisions in this build-

ing; the center being the smoke house and the east room nearest the main house was storeroom and

meat house, from which issues of supplies were made weekly to the slaves on the plantation. Jim

Parks remembered the South Dependency as being occupied by other slaves. "As I now recollect it,"

he said "there was no basement in that building; that it had a brick floor."

The Quartermaster General's office advised that the work be carried out strictly using old methods

with every detail carefully supervised to avoid irreparable injury to the buildings and their historic

fabric. This was certainly the case for the work done in the South Dependency. It was clear however,

that they grappled with interpretation in the Mansion and the North Dependency, as demonstrated

by the CFA request to change the mantles in some of the interior rooms of the Mansion from those

present in the time of Lee to the original. Their rationale was the existing Victorian mantles were not
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part of the "original fabric" and that their replacement with colonial examples would "preserve the

old lines of the fireplaces." Although it was known that a circular drive existed behind the Mansion

in the era of the Lee's, it was difficult to manage visitors on the site with such an arrangement and so

the planners recommended its removal.

By 1 932, restoration work was almost complete. The North Dependency interior had been converted

to a two-level configuration with a reconstructed summer kitchen. The South remained a single story

with three unconnected rooms. All interior spaces in the North Dependency and the South Depen-

dency were interpreted to reflect the lives of the slaves who lived and worked there.

On .lunc 10, 1933, management of the "Lee Mansion" and the two dependencies was transferred

from the War Department to the Department of the Interior. This was pursuant to Executive Order

6166, which transferred all parks, monuments, and reservations under federal administration to the

newly named Office of National Parks, Buildings and Reservations (later known as the National

Park Service). Because Arlington National Cemetery was used for active burial, it remained under

the jurisdiction of the War Department. The executive order that recorded the transfer, however, did

not specify the boundaries of the area pertinent to the administration and protection of the buildings.

The public protested the transfer fearing it would lead to petty conflicts of authority and questioned

the Park Service's ability to handle an historic cultural landmark.

1934-1957

Upon the transfer of Arlington to the National Park Sen'ice, NPS Assistant Historian Elbert Cox,

intei'viewed Leisenring and Moore of the Quartennaster Corps to leam the details of the Army's res-

toration. Cox concluded that a thorough study and complete search for historical data had not been

made and that justification for various improvements was not always founded on solid evidence.

Early in 1934, the large circa 18H0 greenhouse was removed from the kitchen garden: the brick pot-

ting-house remained in the northeast comer of the garden space. A restoration of the kitchen garden

was undertaken. By the summer of 1934, perennial and annual flowers were planted around the

outside borders. Vegetables, bulbs, and young seedlings were growing within the perimeter. By the

winter of 1935, the restoration of the garden was complete.

According to National Park Service records, over one million people visited the newly restored

building and landscape during the summer of 1936. Down the slopes from the house, on the fomier

fields of the Government Experimental Farm, the Army constructed the South Post of Fort Myer.

Meanwhile, only basic upkeep occurred on the grounds immediately surrounding Arlington House.

By the end of the Second World War, the grounds of Arlington House again required attention.

Legislation that transferred the Mansion and two dependencies from the Department of War to the

Department of the Interior was revisited. Jurisdiction over and management of the grounds was
confusing. In 1947, it was detemiined that the executive order pursuant to the 1933 transfer could

be construed to allow for the transfer of enough land to maintain the structures and interpret the site

as a national memorial. The phrase "enough land" was determined to take in the land of the kitchen

garden, mcluding the potting building and the yard area. It did not include the comfort station and

the land upon which it sat. near the North Dependency, nor did it inckuic the flow er garden soutii o\^

1
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the Mansion. In total, only 2.374 acres was

transferred in fee simple to the National

Park Service.

By the early 1950s, visitation increased.

In order to better interpret Robert E. Lee's

story, Murray H. Nelligan, one of the first

historians employed at Arlington House,

wrote a comprehensive social history of the

Custis and Lee families from the eighteenth

century to their departure at the beginning

of the Civil War. A museum was created in

the early 1950s to display artifacts associated

with their lives at Arlington. In 1 955, the

Lee Mansion was officially designated as the Custis-Lee Mansion to avoid confusion with Stratford

Hall, the birthplace of Robert E. Lee.

Figure 18. The South Dependency as restored by NPS in 1958.

1958-1964

In the spring of 1959, a bill was introduced to extend the ground of the Custis-Lee Mansion to al-

low for the "completion of the physical layout of the Mansion . . . representing a continuation of

the plans of the Quartermaster General." On August 18, 1959, the land encompassing Mary Custis

and Mary Lee's flower garden was transferred from the Department of War to the Department of the

Interior.

Never satisfied with the Army's restoration campaign, especially that on the North Dependency, the

National Park Service undertook its own restoration program beginning in 1958. The scope of work

for the South Dependency included repair and maintenance, while that of the North Dependency was

major restoration and reinterpretation. Before proceeding however, they documented the Army's

past work through photographs and drawings. In 1964, the interior restoration of the North Depen-

dency was effectively cancelled. Interpretation of these spaces was discontinued and the rooms

reverted to single levels and utilitarian functions, serving as spaces for the book store, storage and a

dressing room. Only the South Dependency would be interpreted along with the Mansion.

1965-2004

In the early 1 960s with a tour bus system to Arlington National Cemetery contributing to an unprec-

edented increase of visitation, plans began to address issues of resource protection and interpretation.

In 1966, the National Park Service created a master plan for the Custis-Lee Mansion. Four major

factors contributed to the specific objectives of the plan. First, was an increase in understanding and

regulation of historic resources with the passage of the Historic Preservation Act in 1966. The pas-

sage of this legislation encouraged the NPS to focus on historically significant properties through the

allotment of additional funding toward their preservation. Secondly, the NPS responded to nation-

wide increases in visitation and limited funding with "Mission 66," a ten-year program to upgrade

park facilities and improve resource management. Third, across the country, the theories of living

history interpretation and their basis in the rise of material culture studies generated an increased fo-

cus on recreating settings helpful in telling specific stories. Tours of house museums led by costumed
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guides, for example became increasingly common in parks. Lastly, a master plan was produced to

guide management of the Custis-Lee Mansion. As the mission statement of the 1966 Master Plan

read, "The interpretation and restoration programs at Custis-Lee National Memorial will provide the

visitor with a moving personal experience leading to a clear understanding of R.E. Lee and his place

in American history."

Through legislation introduced by Representative Broyhill in 1972, the name of the Custis-Lee Man-

sion was legally changed to Arlington House: The Robert E. Lee Memorial. In May 1975, pursu-

ant to the Federal Property Administration Services Act of 1949, the National Park Service agreed

to assume the preservation and management of the forested area located west of the Mansion. The

kitchen garden was replanted with vegetables. Fruit trees and shrubs were also planted, including

raspberries, gooseberries, currants, pears, cherries, and plums.

During the 1980s, the varied jurisdiction of the site continued to affect its development. In 19S1. the

comfort station immediately north of the North Dependency was transferred to the National Park

Service. The land where the comfort building was located, however, was retained by the Depart-

ment of Arniy and leased to the Park Service under a renewable five-year permit. The administration

building, a reconstruction of the 1904 stable, was transfeired to the Park Service, while the parking

lot and nearby structures remained under Department of the Amiy ownership.

In the 1990s, the use of Section 29, the forested area west ofArlington House first set aside for

preservation in 1964 by the Secretary of War, was reconsidered as space for burials. Realizing that

the current Arlington National Cemetery land would be at burial capacity within ten years. Anny
officials approached NPS with a proposal to allow burials in portions of the wooded areas that could

be determined not to have historical significance or archeological resources. On February 22, 1995,

the Department of the Interior and the Department of the Anny signed an interagency agreement

to transfer portions of Section 29. A Cultural Investigation Report was written, in compliance with

the National Environmental Policy Act and in satisfaction of the requirements of Section 106 of the

National Historic Preservation Act and other legislation. The report detailed the existing cultural re-

sources within the primarily wooded 24.44-acre parcel. A draft assessment was developed based on

the Cultural Investigation Report and the environmental issues regarding the site. Released for public

review in .lune of 1999, a decision on the land transfer is still pending.

'

Few changes have been made to the two dependency buildings since their restoration in the late

1950s and 1960s. There have been some upgrades to the building systems and the grade on the front

of the South Dependency has been slightly raised for improved public accessibility. Some time dur-

ing this period, interpretation of the east and center rooms of the South Dependency was discontin-

ued. At present, the cast room is used for exhibit space and extra room for storage.

1

8
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End Notes

' The deeds were recorded in Records of Fairfax County, Liber N, 223, 226.

- George Washington Parke Custis. Recollections and Private Metnoirs of Washington, with a mem-
oir of the author by his daughter, and notes by Benson J. Lossing. New Yortc: Derby & Jackson,

1859, 254f , 504f. According to a contemporaiy report. Jack contracted camp fever while visiting

a British hospital. Letter by Mrs. Ann Dulany, c. November 1781, quoted in Kate Mason Rowland,

"Maryland Women and French Officers," .^//o/7//c Monthly, LXVI (November 1890): 654.

^ Custis, Recollections. 254f
"^ Custis adopted Washington's concern about the lack of an adequate breed of sheep that would pro-

vide a fine grain wool to compete with the merino wool coming out of Europe. His wool production

took an even more prominent form in his annual sheep shearing at his resort called Arlington Spring.

•'' This 18,000 acres includes approximately. Mount Washington/Arlington House (1,100 acres),

Washington Forest Tract ( 1 ,200 acres), Monockin and Smith's Island (6.000 acres). Romancoke

(4,656 acres). White House (5,000 acres), and Arlington on the Eastern Shore (537 acres). For lists

of inherited slaves see The Papers of George Washington Vohtme 6 Colonial Series, W. W. Abbot,

editor "Schedule A: Assignment of the Widow's Dower." (Charlottesville: University Press of Vir-

ginia, 1983-1995): 217-220; Prussing, Eugene Ernst. The Estate ofGeorge Washington, Deceased.

(Boston: Little Brown and Company 1927): 448-459.

^' This house is most likely the house identified by a 1746 map of the Howsing tract as belonging to a

tenant of Gerard Alexander during the period of time in which the map was created. Howsing Tract

Map surveyed by Daniel Jennings 1750; Tract map dated March 31, 1746. Surveyor Jeremiah Hamp-

ton et. al. George Washington Memorial Parkway Headquarters, Natural Resource Map Files, Turkey

Run, Virginia.

^ This structure was altered during the construction of the southern wing, so that the wings of the

buildings matched. It has been suggested that the building materials for Arlington House were taken

from the site. This is difficult to prove. Murray H. Nelligan, Arlington House: The Story ofthe Rob-

ert E. Lee Memorial, (Burke, Virginia: Chatelaine Press, 2001), 74.

^ Julia King, "Honour's Temple: George Hatfield's Arlington House, The Most Conspicuous Resi-

dence in America," Department of Art Birkback College. University of England. http/Zwww.let.

uu.nl/CIHA/posurs/097.htm.

^ English architect George Hadfield's obituary in 1826 stated that he was the designer of the Arling-

ton House. He came to the United States in 1 795 to serve as superintendent for the construction of

the Capitol Building in Washington, but was dismissed in 1798 after difficulties with the commission

overseeing the work. "Obituary of Hadfield." Daily National Intelingencer (February 13, 1826). No
plans of Arlington House as drawn by George Hadfield have ever been discovered.

"^ Since the foundations of the dependencies are similar to those of the wings, earlier investigators

suggest that they were built concurrently, some time before 1818. Paint studies done in 2003 suggest

that the North Dependency was contructed before the South Dependency by a number of years and

that when they first appeared together, they were not painted to match each other.

" In 1807. on the Washington Forest tract, an 1,100 acre forested property along Four Mile Run,

Custis began construction of flour and saw mills. These were custom mills, small scale business

ventures serving only the needs of the Custis properties and people in the immediate area. During

his life, Custis would sell off land lots of timber from the Washington Forest Tract to supplement his

income.
'•^ A drawing of the south elevation of the north building was found in a scrapbook belonging to one

of Lee's daughters, dated 1851.
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'^ Image of east facade of Arlington House, 1864 Civil War photograph of Washington and Virginia

in the A.J. Russell Album, 1986-1865. RG 64. National Archives. Cartographic Branch. College

Park, MD. Interview with James Parks, former slave at Arlington. Transcript circa 1925. ARHO.
'^ 19th century insurance records required that the size of a building be described by the height of

the fa9ade; the front of the North Dependency is one story, the back is nearly two stories.

''^
Calvert, Elizabeth Randolph. Childhood Days at Arlington. Undated handwritten manuscript

(circa 1870).

'^^ Alexandria Gazette, July 6, 1 83 1

.

'^ This description is based on a variety of sources including the Insurance Policy for Arlington

House written by Robert E. Lee, dated 1859; U.S. Census Bureau Records 1850, 1860 Agricultural
'

Census, Alexandria County, Virginia, National Archives. Washington DC; Arlington Corral & Co.

Arlington, VA, July 25, 1865, Record Group 77, National Archives. This map is part of a land sur\ey

undertaken during the Civil War, documents the locations of Arlington farm buildings by indicating

former use of Civil War amiy structures confiscated by the Federal Army. Environs of Washington

Map (1864). National Archives, RG77.
'*^ Vlach, John. Back of the Big House, The Architecture ofPlantation Slavety, (Chapel Hill: The

University of North Carolina Press 1993): 34-37.

''^ 1850 Agricultural Census, Alexandria County, National Archives, Washington, DC.
-^ Lee to W.H.F. Lee, Aug. 7, 1858, in Jones, Reminiscences, 377f.; same to Mrs. A.M. Fitzhugh,

Nov. 20, 1858, Lee MSS, Duke University.

^' Such an upheaval in the relatively stable familial relationships within the slave community at

Arlington, perhaps coupled with increased demands, resulted in a number of slaves running away

between 1858 and 1861.

-- Major General Charles W. Standford. May 25, 1861 as quoted in The Histoiy of the Seventh Regi-

ment.

-3 Fred W. Conklin to "Charley." December 16, 1861 . ARHO. Robert Goldthwaite Carter, April 25,

1862 as quoted in Four Brothers in Blue (Washington: Press of Gibson Bros., Inc., 1913).
-'^ Frank Leslie s Illustrated Newspaper, ''Our Camps and Strongholds." (New York) June 15. 1861.

-^ Most of the Washington relics left in the house at the time of the Lee family's departure were

taken by the Federal authorities and placed in the Patent Office for the duration of the War. After

the War, Mary Lee unsuccessfully sued the federal government for their return. Rose. Ruth Pres-

ton. "Mrs. General Lee's attempts to regain her possessions after the Civil War." Amcricati Histoiy

Magazine. October 1978.

-^^ Interview with the Gray sisters, 1929.
^'^ Dicey, Edward. .S7.v Months in the Federal States (London 1863), 16-18.

^*^ Decker and McSween, 61; See also Dicey Edward, entry for March 1862.
^'^ Frcedman's Village was established under the authority of the Department ofArmy. Many Freed-

man's camps were established on both sides of the Potomac River. The first camps were constructed

to deal with the influx of fonncr and fugitive slaves into Washington. These camps quickly became

over-crowded and proved unhealthy. The former Arlington slaves who were heads of households at

Frccdman's Village at Arlington during the first years of its establishment, included Margaret Taylor.

Austin Brannen. Lawrence Parks. William Parks. Martha Smith. James Parks. Daniel Richardson.

Bettie Taylor, Sallie NoiTis, Lousia Bingham, and members of the Syphax family, laluation of Prop-

erty Holdings ofFreedman s Villagers, Heads ofFamily and Owner ofImprovement. From Records

of the Assistant Commissioner for the District of Columbia for the Bureau of Refugees. Freedman
and Abandoned Lands 1865-1869. in Arlington Archives. Also see. National Archixes. Microfilm
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Publication. Ml 055 Roll21. Miscellaneous Reports and Lists.

^^ Libel of Information filed in United States v. All the Rights, Titles of Robert E. Lee etc., February

1864.

-^' Eighteen years later the Temple of Fame was erected from the stone columns, entablature and

frieze discarded from the U.S. Patent Office. One year later, the names of several Civil War heroes of

the Union Army were engraved into the frieze around the domed roof and onto the columns.

^^ By the time the village disbanded in the late 1880s, it was the oldest Freedman's Village in the

country. Reidy, Joseph. "Coming from the Shadow of the Past: The Transition from Slavery to

Freedman at Freedman's Village, 1863-1900." The I'ii-ginia Magazine of History and Biography:

408.

^^ Sealy, "Lee Memorial Plans Dropped," New York Times, October 26, 1925.

^^ "Lee Memorial Plans to be Dropped." New York Times, October 26, 1925.

-^^ The interior of the summer kitchen was re-excavated as it had been filled in sometime earlier.

^^ Harper L. Garrett, Assistant Historian, United States Department of the Interior, National Park

Service. May 18, 1936.

^^ "Museum Planned as Adjunct to Lee Mansion." Washington D.C. Evening Star April 18, 1950.
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Original Construction - to 1850

"Opening into this road at equal distances from the house, and as near as proportions will allow,

are two long buildings consisting of three rooms each on one floor, the one of the east contains a

kitchen and furnished homes for some

of the house servants. The opposite one

to the south accommodates a store room,

wash and sleeping rooms." Written in

1845 by Elizabeth Randolph Calvert, the

granddaughter of Mary Randolph and

a cousin of Mrs. Lee, this description

provides the earliest confirmed date of

the South Dependency's existence. The

original construction date is unknown.

Because its quarry stone foundation of

the building is similar to that beneath the

north wing of the Mansion, earlier inves-

tigators have speculated that the build-

ings may have been built at around the

same time, before 1824. Recent physical

investigation and paint stratigraphy analysis of the two dependencies indicates that the South Depen-

dency was constructed after the North Dependency. A conservative estimate of the initial construc-

tion date would fall between 1804 and the 1820s.

Figure 1. South Dependency, northwest comer, 2003.

Few records exist concerning the early history of this structure. Its engaged columns, arches, and

cornices were clearly designed to reflect and complement the architecture of the adjacent Man-

sion and mirror the already built North Dependency across the U-shaped courtyard (Figure 1). The

building is approximately 40' x 20', oriented with the roof ridge parallel to the roof ridge of both the

center section of the main building and the roof ridge of the North Dependency. The exterior dimen-

sions and location on the site are presently the same as when originally built.

Exterior

Exterior walls are made of solid brick resting on an 18-inch thick stone foundation. As with the

North Dependency, the rough manner in which the brick walls were laid (using underfired poor-

quality bricks, a significant quantity of bat bricks, and inconsistent coursing) suggests that the South

Dependency's exterior walls were never meant to remain exposed. Recent physical investigation and

finish analysis confirm that much of the current rough cast and smooth stucco finishes on the exterior

walls are original to the building. The investigation also has revealed that a surprising amount of the

historic wood moldings and embellishments—spindles, capitals, vents, and skirtboards have sur-

vived—in place, though some individual pieces have been replaced over time and a few others added

at a later date.

From the yard the South Dependency's exterior visually matched the North Dependency in its

general scale (despite the latter having two full-sized levels), geometry, textured stucco, and key
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Figure 2. West room, south wall. 1959, showing ghost of

former late nineteenth century window opening.

Figure 3. South wall, 1959, showing different brick pat-

terns within arches. The area within the box is where

rows of larger blocks appear to correspond to altered

surfaces.

Figure 4. West room attic, southwest comer. 2003 photo

showing original joist with pegged scarfjoint and lime-

washed finish.

design elements. However, when first built, the South

Dependency's woodwork color scheme was different

than that of the North Dependency. Originally some of

the South Dependency woodwork had a white finish

flecked with quartz sand crystals meant to emulate

stone—a marked contrast to the darker colors used on

the North Dependency. Sometime before the 1 860s, a

distinctive bed molding was applied around the open-

ings and to the capitals and cornices, and a rose-tan

color was applied to both dependencies, harmonizing

their appearance. For a detailed idenfification of origi-

nal material on the South Dependency exterior, see

Appendix E: Field Notes, sections 1 and 2 (stucco and

woodwork drawings).

The three exterior door openings along the north

elevation are in their original locations, though their

height has been reduced since the 1850-60s. Because

no nineteenth century photographs of the north eleva-

tion have been located, the details of the original doors

are unknown. It is likely, however, that the doors (and

cornices above) were similar to the North Dependen-

cy's six panel doors seen in the Civil War era photos.

George Washington Parke Custis reportedly painted

the stucco panels above the north elevation doors. The

framed panels above both the east and west door open-

ings featured spread eagles, while that in the center

featured a white horse. By the twentieth century, these

paintings were severely deteriorated and "practically

invisible."

Areas of the south elevation corresponding with the

east and west rooms appear always to have had win-

dow openings set within the recessed arches. The

horizontal openings present today existed in the 1860s.

During the 1959 restoration, NPS architects working

in Sclina's room identified the ghost line of an infilled

vertically-oriented window opening beneath the plas-

ter (Figure 2). On the exterior, rows of larger brick or

block appear to correspond with the altered surfaces

on the interior (Figure 3). The fonner large window

opening post dated the 1860s.

The south elevation center bay was constructed with a

niche featuring a pair of wooden louxered vents flank-
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1 880s plank

roof sheathing

1880s roofjoists reused rafter with whitewash finish that previously

functioned as rafter or joist in original roof system

Figure 5. West room attic, south pitch, 2003. This rafter was reused when the QMC rebuilt the South Dependency's roof in the 1880s.

Its whitewash finish matches an original joist from the same location that is known to have not been moved to another position (shown

in Figure 4). This suggests that though the rafter may not be in its exact original position, it is probably original to the South Depen-

dency roof system.

ing a set of enframed spindles. The woodwork rests on a wood architrave and four engaged plaster

columns. The east and west gable ends were built with recessed areas: on the east, a simple recessed

arch and on the west, a rectangular recessed area with engaged columns. Within each gable of the

east and west elevations were attic vents with enframed spindles and louvers.

The original roof structure and the upper masonry walls on which the system rested were almost

completely replaced following the Civil War. The current understanding of the historic roof system

was gathered through visual inspection, review of 1950s NPS drawings, limited views in historic

photographs, and onsite investigation comparing surviving elements above the west room of the

South Dependency and above the three rooms in the North Dependency.

Original joists along the west wall of the South Dependency's west room, as well as four original

rafters above the west room (and original members above the North Dependency) provide some in-

dication of the historic roof configuration. The surviving joist to the south of the fireplace is actually

two separate timbers with a pegged scarfjoint near the south end where the joist enters and extends

beyond the exterior brick wall (Figure 4). Historically, these joists ran the width of the interior and

extended beyond the outer walls to function as outriggers. As above the North Dependency west
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room, the joists were probably set 4' on center and the rafters spaced more closely to provide a stable

support tor the lath sheathing and wood roof shingles.

A number of reused rafters measuring approximately 3'- 1/4" to 4" by 3'-3/4" to 5'- 1/4" sursive above

the west room. At least one has a lime wash finish matching the lime wash found on a nearby joist

(that is known not to have been relocated) indicating that this rafter, though reused, probably came

from the same original roof structure (Figure 5). Without access to the top side of these beams, they

provide little additional information about the original sheathing and shingle spacing of the South

Dependency's roof. Originally, the South Dependency roof structure was covered with wood shin-

gles probably over lath skip sheathing.

Interior

Both the historic record and physical investigation indicate that the South Dependency interior had

always been divided by the existing brick demising walls into three distinct spaces: an east, west and

center room. Both end rooms were roughly square shaped while the center room was rectangular

with the longitudinal axis running north to south. The east and west end walls of the building had

brick fireplaces in the center with chimneys extending through and above the roof ridge. Early on in

its history, the South Dependency interior had a plaster finish. All three rooms appear to ha\e been

constructed with ceiling joists set into pockets in the masonry approximately 8'-6" above the 2003

floor level on the east and west walls. Physical investigation confimied that the three center sets of

pockets in the center room were original to the building's construction. In the east and west rooms,

oral histories of former slaves suggest these joists (probably along with additional joists near the

north and south walls) supported lofts that were used as sleeping (west room) and storage spaces

(east room). In the center room, the joists may have been used to suspend meats during curing. Joists

were set within pockets that passed through both of the interior walls (indicating that the loft levels

were set at the same height in each room). Upper level spaces were likely reached by a wood ship's

ladder for efficiency and space as no evidence of built-in stairs has been uncovered.

1850-1865

There were no known physical changes to the South Dependency during the period of significance.

In the summer of 1855, as Robert E. Lee commanded the 2nd Cavalry in Kentucky and Missouri,

the Mansion undei-went a "renovation." Work included plastering, decorating, and furnishing the

drawing-room, as well as the redecoration of other rooms. When he returned in 1 858. howe\ er. Lee

wrote that, "Everything is in ruins and will have to be rebuilt." Other letters noted that the mansion

house and stables leaked, and the mill required $800.00 in repairs.' During Lee's first year of stew-

ardship, he improved the estate to a degree that compelled him to raise the valuations he placed on

the Mansion and dependent buildings from $8,000.00 to $9,100.00. Work included repairs to the

overseer's house and the mill, covering the Mansion and stable, and laying the foundation for the

bam. There was no mention of any work done on the dependencies, and photographs from the 1860s

suggest that the renovation campaign did not extend to these buildings.

On an 1859 fire insurance application, Lee referred to the entire South Dependency as a store house.'

However, former slaves interviewed by the Quartermaster Corps as part of the restoration of the

quarters, and physical investigations undertaken in 1929. 1959, and 2003 indicate that the building's

west room housed Selina's family, the center room served as a smoke house, and the east room was
the estate store house.
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Oral History Relating to the South Dependency Interior 1850-1865

Elizabeth Randolph Calvert, an 1845 visitor to Arlington writing in the 1870s, stated that the South

Dependency was used as a store room, laundry room, and living space. When Arlington's former

slaves were interviewed in 1929, the daughters of Mary Lee's house slave, Selina Gray, stated that

the Gray family (Selina, her husband Thornton, and their eight children including Emma, Sarah,

Annie, and Ada) lived in the South Dependency's west room during the 1850s. At the time, the space

was divided into "a room at floor level and an attic reached by a steep stain"" The Gray sisters

recalled that the east room functioned as a store room for issuing supplies of meat, meal, lard, and

flour to the plantation slaves. According to the QMC, the former slaves also stated that the center

room was used as a smoke house.

Photographic Documentation

from the 1850-60s

Photographs taken by Army pho-

tographer Andrew Russell on June

28 and 29, 1864 (often referred

to as the "Brady photos") show

the South Dependency in a sound,

though poorly maintained, condi-

tion (Figures 6 and 7). Unfortu-

Figure 6 (left and below).

West elevation, 1 864, original

and close-up. Photos by

Andrew Russell show that the

South Dependency was poorly

maintained at the time. Note

the missing louvers in the

arched attic vent and the de-

teriorated mortar joints m the

exposed masonry foundation.
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Figure 7 (left and above). South elevation, original and close-up. Andrew Russell's 1864

photo showing wide horizontal windows with three vertical muUions for structural support.

nately, the images are limited to views of the west end of the south

elevation and the west elevation; no known mid-nineteenth century

photographs of the north elevation and doorways or any interior

photographs have been located. These images reveal a structure that,

on the outside at least, is remarkably similar to that seen at Arlington

- today. The walls have a rough cast stucco finish with recessed areas of

smooth stucco, resting on an exposed stone foundation. At least one of

the images shows how the chimneys were configured and some evidence of the historic roof comb
(Figure 8). All other features including the outriggers, capitals, window openings, and other features

shown in the photographs essentially match the current form and detailing of the building.

Most of the masonry foundation visible in the photographs needed repointing. The louvered vents set

within the arched opening in the west gable were almost completely missing, the space behind them

apparently filled in with a flat board. A molding was unseated from its place below the arch. It is not

clear whether this level of deterioration (also seen on the North Dependency in other contemporary

photographs) was a result of the Army's use of Arlington during the war, or whether this condition

predated the Lee's departure.

Physical Evidence Relating to the Appearance ofthe South Dependency 1850-60s

As part of the research for this Historic Structure Report, limited physical investigation was under-

taken on the exterior and interior of the South Dependency. Because the east room was in active use

as an exhibit space and the west room functioned as the interpreted "Selina's Room." the in-depth

physical investigation was limited primarily to the center room (a space that at the time was closed

to the public and used for maintenance and storage) as well as the loft above Selina's room. From
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the investigation of the center room, some conclusions could be made regarding features likely to be

found in the end rooms.

Information gathered during this investigation is supplemented by evidence obtained through the

archeological investigation that extended to all three interior rooms after the onsite architectural

investigation had been completed. Additional information was gained through examination of pho-

tographs documenting the 1959 NPS restoration. Unlike the North Dependency, the basic interior of

the South Dependency was not as extensively altered. However, the appearance of its interior rooms

will be best understood when, in advance of the future restoration program, the current room func-

tions are suspended, 1929 and 1959 materials are selectively removed, and additional original mate-

rial is physically examined.

Physical Evidence - Exterior

Historic photographs, visual examination, and selected mortar and paint analysis have revealed im-

portant information about the South Dependency's exterior appearance danng the period of signifi-

cance. Paint analysis

in particular helped

establish a general

chronology of work

on the building,

indicating the order

in which various

elements and finishes

were applied or re-

placed over time. The

investigation identi-

fied areas of rough

cast and smooth

stucco finishes that

date to the period

of significance, and

distinguished this

material from later

patches. Much of

the rough cast on the

upper portions of the

exterior is original to

the building and was

the finish present in

the mid-nineteenth

century. The historic

rough cast is a combination of pebble aggregate suspended in a lime matrix. During the period of

significance, it was painted with a distemper wash, medium rose in color."

Paint analysis of the woodwork on the South Dependency revealed a significant number of elements

that were original to the structure. The moldings, sash, and frames that are later pieces are replaced

Figure 8. South elevation, close up of gable end and chimney, from Figure 6 photograph. Shows the

chimney and roof comb as seen in the 1 864 Andrew Russell image.
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previously existing elements. In other words, the current location of almost all of the woodwork

is appropriate to the period of significance, even if that woodwork is not original to the 1850-60s.

Some of the replacement woodwork lacks all the detail of the original fabric. Among the sur\iv-

ing original building fabric are many of the outriggers on the north and south elevations; vents and

spindles on the north, west, and east elevations; columns and capitals on the west and south eleva-

tions; and fascia boards in the center bay of the South Dependency. Some of the historic features that

date to the original construction had, as their primary paint layer, a white sand paint finish meant to

replicate stone. By the 1 850s they were painted a red ochre color.' For additional infonnation on

\\ hich finishes and decorative elements currently found on the South Dependency are historic, see

Appendix G: Field Notes Sections 2 and 3 (stucco and woodwork drawings).

Physical Evidence - Interior

A limited amount of physical investigation was undertaken on the South Dependency during the

1929 QMC restoration, primarily to ascertain the historic function of the center room. This work

was done while the restoration was underway and was focused on corroborating infonnation gath-

ered through interviews with former slaves. There is little discussion of the building's condition and

characteristics prior to the QMC beginning work and little interpretation of the historic joist pockets,

significant areas of historic plaster, and other original features that were undoubtedly revealed in

the course of restoring the South Dependency. There is also scant record of the physical investiga-

tion NPS undertook as part of their restoration in the late 1950s. Though a series of photographs of

the work in progress have survived, little information was recorded about what was found w hen the

1929 loft and plaster finishes (installed during the QMC restoration) were remo\ed. Records mention

sending sample materials off to a government forensic lab and plans to retain samples as a historical

record, yet no reports or material samples seem to have survived. For a more detailed discussion of

the restoration campaigns undertaken by the QMC and NPS, see the relevant sections below.

West Room
Since the 1929 QMC restoration, this room has been inteipreted as "Selina's Room." home durnig

the period of significance to Arlington's chief house slave Selina Gray, her husband Thornton, and

their eight children. Because the west room was still interpreted as "Selina 's Room" and open to

view by park visitors, study of the space was limited primarily to visual investigation and measure-

ments. However, the architectural team was able to examine the work of the archeological team that

occured later when then room was closed for intcipretation.

Floor

In November 2003 and July 2004, archeologists gained access to the interior and opened one exca-

vation unit extending from the hearth, and another unit to the doorway. Conclusions based on the

recent archeological investigation reveal that the historic floor was just .85 of an inch below the

current brick floor (which dates to the 1959 NPS restoration and has been rclaid at least once since

then). What appears to be a layer of historic plaster beneath the current (NPS) layer extends below

the current floor level, further evidence of a lower floor position.

Archeologists also uncovered a hard pan surface within the fireplace, a feature consistent w ith the

heat signature of a dirt hearth. The position of this hearth and its relationship to the other strata dis-

covered during the investigation indicate that historically the room had a dirt floor.
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Figure 9. South Dependency, west room, 2004, an excavation unit

by the front door revealed rlues as to the historic location of the

floor level.

Fireplace

A visual inspection of the inside of the fire-

place and chimney (and review of images tak-

en during the 1959 NPS restoration), reveals

that this feature has undergone at least three al-

terations. Despite this history of change, large

portions of the origial floor have survived. The

middle section of the chimney appears to be

original—an indication that the chimney's cur-

rent breadth during the period of significance

was the same as today (6'-0" wide). Even the

outer edges of the fireplace walls at the lower

edge of the feature may have survived largely

unaltered since the early nineteenth century.

Much of the work on the fireplace over time

has focused on changing the proportions of the

firebox; its characteristics today are not typical

for a nineteenth century room fireplace. Origi-

nally the side walls were splayed, rather than squared. The current angle iron lintel dates to the NPS
restoration and appears

inaccurate. During the

mid- 1800s, the opening in

all likelihood was bridged

with a flat jack arch lintel.

The current one-inch

lip on the chimney face,

approximately V-9 1/2"

above the head of the

firebox, is not historic

and was probably added

as part of the 1929 QMC
restoration. Areas of the

upper chimney, between

the 1880s rafters and

joists, have also been al-

tered. Key bricks protrud-

ing from the north side of

the west gable wall and

other disturbances to the

Figure 10. Recent archeology

reveals that the historic floor

was less than an inch below the

current brick floor and that the

hearth and floor had a dirt finish,

2004.
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upper chimney indicate that portions were rebuilt, sometime during the nmeteenth century. In this

area, just below the roofline, the chimney measures approximately r-9" square. The chimney above

the roofline was rebuilt in 1964.

Loft

It is known that the loftspace would have been fairly confined, just 7'-0" in height directly below the

roof ridge, and descending to only 3'-7" near the north and south walls. Roofjoists about 3'-0" above

the loft floor and spanning the space at approximately 4' intenals would have further diminished the

comfort of the loft. The space lacked windows, with two small vents on the west gable wall provid-

ing the primary source of fresh air. The original joist and areas of original brickwork above the west

room have layers of white and gray wash finish that predate the post-Civil War era (when the space

was effectively sealed off by removing the original loft and installing a new ceiling immediately

below the roof joists). It appears, therefore, that the original loft area had exposed brick walls with

a whitewash finish covering the brick and joists and possibly the rafters, lath, and undersides of the

wood shingle roof.

The QMC purportedly installed the 1929 restoration loft in historic pockets (on the east and west

walls) that they uncovered during their physical investigation. In 1959. the National Park Ser\ice

removed this loft level, rebuilt the pockets and installed a plaster ceiling at the same height (approxi-

mately 8'-6" above the 2003 brick floor). Further investigation is necessary. By removing select areas

of the current plaster layer around the historic joist pockets and along potentially undisturbed areas

where the historic loft met the wall, information about the loft's position could be confirmed. Espe-

cially important would be indications of whether the underside of the loft had a finished ceiling or

open joists.

Walls

The uppermost layer of plaster covering the west room's walls dates to the 1959 NPS restoration. It

is clear from the shallow protrusion of the earlier window frames and sills along the south wall that

this existing plaster is considerably thicker than that present during the period of significance. Physi-

cal examination of the center room's three historic joist pockets revealed that they extends through

the west wall (an interior party wall) and probably served as pockets for the beams to support the loft

above the west room. The pockets would also help establish the original ceiling height.

Center Room
in 1929, the QMC reportedly found physical evidence that the center room was used as a smoke ^
house. According to L.M. Leisenring, the architect in charge of the restoration, ''when a later cov-

ering of plaster was scraped from the old walls they were smoked and blackened and the pungent

smell of hickoi7 smoke was vei-y strong for several days." Leisenring asserted that this discoxery

preceded the fonner slaves' oral accounts of the room function.

This space is the only room in either dependency that had louvered vents (on the south wall), rather

than window sash. Such a configuration would have been conducix c to smoking meat. Fitted co\ er-

ings behind the louvers would have been closed during the smoking process and then opened and

smoke vented through the louvers when the process was complete. Typically, smoke houses did not

have chimneys or draft vents; the curing process depended on smoke generated from a smoldering
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Figure 1 1 . Center room, east wall,

2002. Intact 1959 plaster (A) has been

removed revealing QMC plaster (B)

covering brick infill over an inte-

rior door opening created when the

Gray family occupied all three South

Dependency rooms after the Civil War

and infilled before the 1929 QMC
restoration. When examined though

a microscope, the original plaster (C)

showed a considerable accumula-

tion of soot and oil -remnants of the

room's original function as a smoke

room for meat.

fire often set on an open hearth. Yet the use of the center room as a smoke house, located within a

larger structure between a store room and a living space, remains highly unusual. Throughout the

east coast, the predominant eighteenth and nineteenth century smoke house type was of a detached

structure, separate from the other buildings. Yet, recent physical and archeological investigation con-

firmed that during the nineteenth century the center room did indeed function as a smoke room.

Walls

As part of the recent physical investigation, select areas of twentieth century plaster were removed

from the center room walls. Beneath these layers was an original layer, portions of which were in

surprisingly good condition (Figure 1 1 ). The plaster finish was only a single coat thick, in some areas

barely concealing the brick beneath. Under magnification this historic plaster layer (also identified

on the upper east and west walls where it was not covered by 1959 NPS plaster) had a thick accumu-

lation of soot and oils, likely remnants of the center room's use as a smoke chamber.

Beams
NPS plaster was removed during the recent study from the areas corresponding to the position where

the NPS in 1959 and the QMC in 1929 installed several beams hung between the east and west

walls. During both restorations these beams supported hanging meats for the interpretation of the

space as a smoke room. The current investigation revealed that the three center joists (located toward

the center of the room) corresponded with pockets, located approximately 8'-6" above the 2003 floor,

that were original to the dependency's construction (Figure 12).

Examination of the additional two sets of surviving pockets in the far ends of the room indicated that

they were probably not original to the structure but were created either at the time the South De-

pendency was converted to a single living quarters for the Gray family (to provide a loft area), or in

1929 as part of the QMC restoration. These end pockets were much less well defined than the center

three sets and were surrounded by significant areas of disturbed brick and mortar. They were infilled

in 1959 when the NPS reinterpreted the smoke room.
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early plaster and finish

1959 NPS brick and mortar

infilling joist pocket

original mortar

original joist pocket

1929 QMC cement infill around pocket edges

Figure 12. South Dependency, center room, east wall, 2002, physical investigation revealed the original loft joist pockets and the vari-

ous treatments they underwent in 1 929 and 1 959.

The original three sets of pockets in the center of the room were 5-3/4" to 7-1/4" wide by 6" to 9-

1/2" high. Considering the nature of the construction of the dependencies, it is assumed that these

beams were not left in the round, but rather were sawn, hewn, or a combination thereof

Floor

In 2003 and 2004, the archeological team opened an excavation unit in the middle of the center

room floor. With the discovery of two distinct hearths carved in the earth floor surface, the work

further confirmed the center room's historic use as a smokeroom. The upper hearth filled with char-

coal remnants was located directly beneath the current sand and brick floor The close proximity of

this hearth to the surface and the presence of post-Civil War era artifacts beneath the hearth indicate

that the feature was of relatively recent construction. It was probably inserted in 1929 as part of the

QMC restoration of the space as a smoke house. The layer of fill between the upper hearth and lower

hearth may correspond to the period when the Gray family inhabited the entire South Dependency

and the center room was no longer used for smoking meat. The earlier hearth. car\ ed into the sub-

soil, appears to be original to the structure and likely a feature present during the period of signifi-

cance. This basin-shaped hearth was larger, contained several water-worn stones scattered around

its base and also featured a lens or layer of charcoal. The archeologists reported that no distinct heat

signature was found along the base of the feature suggesting that only low-temperature fires burned

in the hearth (Figure 13). The floor of the smoke house was dirt at a level .95 feet below the 2003

brick floor
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East Room '~Y^

As the east room walls and space above ^^^
• '

the current ceiling were inaccessible dur- f^^^ir*

ing the current study, no new physical evi- jJP

dence has been uncovered about the east

room and its historic use as a store room.

Due to extensive mid-zone disturbance of

the floor, the recent archeological investi-

gation in the center of the east room turned

up little additional information. Physical

investigation of the center room's his-

toric joist pockets revealed that they went V
through the east wall (an interior party

wall) and probably served as pockets for Figure 13. South Dependency, center room, an excavation unit uncovered

beams to either support a loft space above evidence of cookmg hearth used for smoking meats, 2004.

or for hanging household goods stored in

the east room. An excavation unit revealed that construction of a modem concrete fireplace base and

a utility line had destroyed any evidence of the historic fireplace in the floor. No intact historic living

surface was found.

1866-1885

During the first phase of the development of Arlington National Cemetery, all efforts of the staff

were directed at interring soldiers and laying out the cemetery. Some of this work is described in the

Secretary of War's 1 865 Annual Report as well as Arlington Superintendent Thompson R. East's

reports for the period of June 1 , 1 867 to July 31,1 869. There is no mention of any repairs or

improvements being made to cemetery buildings, namely Arlington House or the South and North

Dependencies either during or immediately after the war.

Thompson East's reports and those of superintendents that followed were filed monthly with the

Quartermaster General's office. They described the condition of, and any work on, the buildings,

roads, walls, water supply, and graves at Arlington. Some of these reports had a space for informa-

fion about the condition of the dependencies, though it was often left blank or filled in with the

phrase "same as last report." Though not mentioned specifically, it is known that sometime before

the 1 870s, two doorways connecting the center room with the east and the west room were opened

up in the South Dependency. The openings provided the Gray family interior access to all three

rooms and remained a feature of the building's interiors until the 1929 QMC restoration (Figure 14).

Following the war, the first explicit mention of the dependencies in any postwar maintenance report

was in April 1 869, when Superintendent East wrote that "the old kitchen and servants quarters in rear

of mansion are in a state of decay." ' In 1870, the description of the dependencies in the Monthly

Report changed from "a state of decay," to "an advanced state of decay." When E. H. Hamer took

over as superintendent in late 1870, his first report on the condition of the cemetery stated "The two

outhouses near the main building are very old and nearly worthless. I respectfully ask that these

buildings may be inspected with a view of ascertaining whether they are worth the cost of repair.""

Hamer 's concems were repeated in subsequent reports until August 1871 when he included esti-

mates for repairs of the outbuildings totaling $1,300.00. He noted that making the buildings habit-
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able would require an additional $500.00. Because the report indicates that the dependencies needed

to be made "habitable," it is unclear whether this signaled that the Gray family had vacated the

space.

Repairs were approved and work, including plastering, whitewashing, and painting the woodwork,

was undertaken in September and October 1871." A monthly report from June of 1 872 stated that

good condition until 1878 when the Quartermaster General's office authorized the Arlington super-

intendent to repair the roofs of the mansions and outhouses. At that time, reports stated that the

mansion's shingle roof had slate nailed on top of a previous layer of old wood shingles. The wood

shingles had deteriorated to the point where the nails no longer secured the slate. Repairs to the man-

sion roof were undertaken in June 1878, but subsequent records indicate that the work on the depen-

dency roofs was delayed until the mid 1880s.

The dependencies were reported to be in good condition until 1 884 when the superintendent stated

that the "outhouses [were] in very fair condition, except one building connected with the mansion,

which needs a new roof"" It is not clear to which building this note refers, as there was no known

connection between either of the dependencies and the mansion. It appears, however, that the depen-

dency roofs were not significantly repaired at the same time as the mansion roof in 1878. The Sep-

tember 1 884 monthly report noted that the dependency previously described as being in bad condi-

tion was covered with a new slate roof."

^

1959 NPS plaster

1959 NPS smoke house

restoration beams

original plaster

outline showing

dimensions of post

Civil War door

1929 QMC brick

infill and plaster

I

Figure 14. South Dependency, center room, northeast comer. 2002. Recent physical investigation revealed the door opening (created

sometime after the QMC" took over Arlington in 1 86
1
) that connected the center room with the cast room. An identical opening was

made on the west wall. Both allowed the Gray family interior access to the three South Dependency rooms that they occupied at the

time.
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In May 1885, a letter was written by QMG staff prescribing treatment for the other dependency roof

"The outbuildings should be covered with slate to correspond with the other outbuilding, reroofed

last fall. The woodwork appears to be solid and would probably not have to be renewed. If it did,

the extra cost would be about $ 1 00.00." During the summer of 1 885, plans and expenditures were

authorized for reroofing the dependency, as well as the mansion wings. A specification list prepared

in September called for:

. . . removing sheathing and shingles from roofs of outbuilding and wings of the Mansion,

indicated on accompanying drawing by red shaded lines. If any of the rafters are found to

be rotten, out of line, or insufficient in number to support a slate roof, replace or correct

them, and make such additions, as may be necessary. Sheath with common inch boards,

well-seasoned and sound, surfaced, and of uniform thickness - to be laid with close joints

and well nailed. Cover sheathing with best roofing felt. Slate with best No.l Bucking-

ham slate, 12"x 24" - 3" lap, 10 1/2" to weather, well nailed with galvanized nails. Finish

in best manner at ridges. Valleys to be properly tinned and chmineys flashed. Tin to be

IX Charcoal, painted both sides, well soldered, where necessaiy, and made secure against

1880s

sheathing,

rafters and

joists

upper brick

courses rebuilt

in 1880s when

replacement

roof installed

post-Civil War

plaster wall

finish extending

to ceiling of

single-story

room

original chimney with

post-Civil War plaster finish

upper surface of 1 929

QMC restoration loft

ceiling lath marks from

post-Civil War plaster ceiling

Figure 15. South Dependency, east room, 1957, space above QMC loft. When the QMC installed a loft in 1929, they closed off this

upper area from view. Lath marks on the 1885 roofjoists indicate the presence of a finished ceiling and layers of plaster date from the

time after the Civil War when this space was a single level room. The roof system and portions of the historic plaster survive today

above the west room loft.
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leakage. Overhaul present gutters and conductors and put them in thorough repair, including

painting, if necessary. Do any carpenter work, and painting, about the roofs, including repairs

of cornices, necessary to put the whole in proper order. The whole to be done in a thoroughly

complete and workmanlike manner, and guaranteed against leakage for one year. There will

be about 46 squares of sheathing and slating.

'

A subsequent examination of the roof showed that the "woodwork" of the roof was indeed deterio-

rated and would probably have to be renewed. " Replacement of the dependency's wood shingle

roofs with slate was also confinned by David H. Rhodes, Arlington's landscape gardener from 1873-

1930. In an oral interview conducted by the Quartermaster General, Rhodes recalled that in "about

1890 the old shingle roof was replaced with a slate roof as fire protection." If the earlier loft ceil-

ing/second floor level had not been removed during the early 1870s work on the South Dependency,

it was probably removed at this time.

The roof framing present in the South Dependency today is the same construction that was installed

in the 1880s. In the September specifications, the mention of "additions as may be necessary" and

"Do any carpenter work, and painting, about the roofs, including repairs of cornices, necessary to

put the whole in proper order" ended up involving significant work on the roof Some of the original

outriggers that were probably extensions of original roofjoists were removed and rebuilt around a

new system of roofjoists. New rafters, butted together at the peak, were set on top of the newly re-

built walls. Continuous sheathing was added to the rafters. With the exception of approximately four

original rafters reused from other locations and one original roofjoist (directly against the west wall,

the south comer), all of the roof framing above the center and west rooms dates to the 1880s."

'f.i

Vi

1886-1927

There is little information about the condition and work done on the South Dependency during this

period. An 1897

photograph of the

southwest comer

of the building

shows it almost

entirely covered

in ivy. Only the

recessed arches

(areas correspond-

ing to the smooth

stucco finish) are

free of growth.

Another pho-

tograph, taken

around the same

time and from the

same angle, also

shows this growth
, , Figure I (). South Dependency, south elevation. 1897. Note the dark color of the moldings on the west

covering ine SOUtn elevation and portions of the south elevation. The offset between the window sash and the wnidow mul-

elevation with lions currently found on the building are also visible here.
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the exception of the recessed arches and center square niche (Figure 16). The ivy wraps around the

comer of the west elevation.

No known work was undertaken on the South Dependency again until 1903 when a $35.00 authori-

zation was made to rebuild the deteriorated fireplace in the tool room. It is not clear whether this is

referring to the east room or the west room, though the former seems more likely. By this time it is

possible the space was unoccupied as a 1904 map calls the building a store room. Two years later

both of the dependencies were included in a painting contract that also covered the toilet, well house,

water tank, amphitheatre, rostrum, and temple of fame. A circular inviting bid to do the work called

for painting the "entire outside of two sets servants quarters with two coats pure white lead and oil

tinted light drab." Also that year, a five-inch gutter system was installed on the South Dependency

for the first time.'"

There are no records to suggest that any changes or significant work was again undertaken on the

South Dependency until after World War I. As interest in returning Arlington to its pre-Civil War ap-

pearance and converting it to a public house museum gained momentum, the Quartennaster General

permitted Washington architect Gilbert Rodier to make measured drawings of both the Mansion and

the South Dependency. Rodier wrote that drawings "would be not only of great architectural and

historical value to many people, but also prove a great practical benefit to the Government in the

unfortunate event that any part of the building were destroyed or damaged as well in the event that

an improvement or restoration were to be made." The drawings, completed by the spring of 1924,

indicated how the dependency appeared before the Quartermaster General began the restoration

(Figure 17). The South Dependency drawings and

photos accompanied a March 1924 article in Archi-

tectural Forum about Arlington.

The following year the 68th Congress passed Public

Resolution No. 74 authorizing the Quartennaster

General to restore the mansion and the adjacent

buildings in honor of Robert E. Lee "as nearly as

may be practical to the condition in which it existed

immediately prior to the Civil War." Initial Army
estimates for stmctural changes, repairs and refur-

bishing the mansion and the dependencies came to

$160,000.00. In this estimate the North Dependency

was already referred to as the "Summer Kitchen" and

the South Dependency was called the "Slaves Quar-

ters.""

Planning for the restoration continued for the next

three years but no physical work was undertaken on

either the house or the dependencies until 1928. It

was clear early in the planning stage that the restora-

tion would not adhere strictly to Congress' request

that the house be returned to its appearance immedi-

ately before the Civil War. Instead, the restoration
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Figure 17. South Dependency, Rodier drawings. 1924.

Note that the interior openings, created for the Gray

family and linking all three rooms, are still present.
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Figure 18. South Dependency,

north elevation, shortly after the

QMC restoration. 1923. Ongoing

moisture issues are plainly evident

on the lower portions of the wall.

was guided as much by contemporary aesthetic tastes as historic accuracy. Because most of these

decisions related to the mansion interiors, the dependencies, with their bare plaster walls and utilitar-

ian function, were probably not significantly affected by this approach.

Meanwhile, the condition of the dependencies was deteriorating. In 1926, the Arlington National

Cemetery Superintendent Robert R. Dye wrote to the Quartennaster Supply Officer asking that steps

be taken, "to thoroughly repair, both inside and out, including painting, the Custis-Lee Mansion and

the two small outbuildings that comprise the original buildings of the cemetery, these buildings are

getting in such dilapidated condition that they detract from the good appearance of the place, the

walls need repainting, rooves [sic] and gutters as well as a good part of the woodwork should be im-

mediately gone over and the outside of the buildings given at least two coats of paint."
"

The letter also acknowledged plans to restore the structures, but argued for immediate repairs be-

cause appropriations for the restoration were unlikely for some time. Accompanying the letter was

a more specific description of the dependencies' condition. It stated that the walls and woodwork of

the south building were badly in need of repairs. Roof sheathing and wood cornices were decayed

and falling out and the exterior finish was missing from some areas, exposing the brick beneath to

wear and the elements. The total estimate for work on the dependencies was S700.00. Almost one-

third was necessary for renewing broken slate, and removing defective roof sheathing on the south

building. Smaller portions were devoted to sheet metal repairs for both buildings, replacing defective

sheathing, cornice, and other trim, repairs to brickwork, replacing exterior rough cast, and painting

the exterior walls and woodwork of both buildings. It is not known whether any of the work was

undertaken, though subsequent records suggest that it was deferred.

1928-1933

In 1928, Congress appropriated $10,000.00 to make a complete investigation and sur\'ey of the

conditions of both the Mansion and the dependencies prior to their restoration. The Ouaitcmiaster

General's office established a committee to oversee the restoration, conduct hearings, and interview
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witnesses who could share information about the history of the house, its appearance, function, and

furnishings. A committee report was to be issued with treatment recommendations for the Mansion

and "the subsidiary buildings in the rear of the Mansion, known as the kitchen and slave quarters."

That year a photograph was taken of the South Dependency's north elevation showing the eastern

half almost entirely covered with ivy. Each of the wood doors featured a small four-light fixed sash.

Significant areas of spalled stucco finish (revealing brick beneath) could be seen along the first two

feet above the foundation. (Figure 18)

On the South Dependency, it was clear that most of the work would involve repair rather than res-

toration. An August 1928 letter to the Quartermaster Supply Officer included a recommended list of

work to be done on the south building, including:

Rebuild end wall (tailing down) [this would have been in reference to the east wall]

Renew stucco on columns
Renew wood cornice

Copper gutters

Copper ridge

Copper downspouts
2 Sets Wood Louvers
Replace glass and incidental repairs to sash

Replace broken slate

Paint exterior

Total for Slave quarters $ 1 000.00

The Quartemiaster General's office advised that the work "should be carried out strictly with old

methods, and every detail should be carefully supervised to avoid irreparable injury to work which

must be preserved in its historic character." In December 1928, additional estimates were calcu-

lated, in this case for "refurnishing" the interiors of the three rooms in the Slave Quarters. Though

the original estimate was for $1,500.00. later that month, the QMG approved $1,200.00 for interior

work, and $500.00 for heating the building.

After an April 1929 meeting of the Arlington committee, the Quartermaster architect L.M. Leisen-

ring wrote that the committee agreed that "the two out-buildings and slave quarters and the summer

kitchen building be restored as nearly as possible to their original condition to illustrate their original

use" and "that one room in the south dependency be finished and equipped to serve as an infomia-

tion and reception room, but that no changes be made in the exterior of the building to accomplish

this result." ' An undated memo labeled simply "Restoration—General" mentioned that "As a result

of studying the Brady photographs it seems evident that the Smoke House was stuccoed in the same

texture as now exists and that these extended to the top of the mbble stone base which is left in its

natural state. These photographs also confimi other features so that there is little or no doubt as to the

exterior appearance of this building. The interior still presents questions, however, notably the level

of the ceilings in the two end rooms which are almost certainly of a later date. [Leisenring was cor-

rect: the ceilings in the single-level rooms dated only to the 1 880s.] It is recommended that radiant

heat with coils under the floor be installed as a means of connecting the uncontrolled dampness that

prohibits the furnishing of this building."

In May 1929, a series of instructions were provided by Colonel Bash for the treatment of the South

Dependency. They included opening and cleaning the chimneys, furnishing the fireplaces with open

brick arches, and applying "old fashioned cranes and other utensils." The exterior of the chimneys

were to be covered by copper wire screening that would keep birds and squiiTcls from entering the
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chimneys. Another recommendation included "relaying the old brick floors at their original levels,"

opening up interior doors, making general repairs, and furnishing all missing hardware of old pat-

terns approved by the Quartermaster Coips, and restoring the painted panels above the doors on the

south elevation. Again, the QMC urged that the work be undertaken with a sensitivity to the re-

source. "Your particular attention is directed to the necessity of taking effective means to insure that

all of the work herein described is a 'restoration.' Every effort must be made to insure that any new

work, such as the reflooring or wall finish, has an antique appearance so as to perfectly match the
4U

balance of the house. The success of the job will depend on the new work being indistinguishable."

Actual work on the South Dependency appears to have begun sometime in September or October

1929. Early in the project. Colonel Bash wrote to Charle Moore, Fine Arts Commission Chairman,

seeking advice on whether to restore the panels above the doors on the south elevation. ' According

to Bash, the paintings (a spread eagle over the east and west doors and a white horse abo\ e the cen-

ter room

—

all reportedly done by G.W.P. Custis) were still visible, "although much faded and weath-

erworn." Moore quickly responded with a recommendation that the panels be painted.

'

In December 1929, Colonel Bash wrote that a decision had been made to remove the modem plas-

tered ceilings in the east and west rooms. In the west room, an attic floor would be reinstalled sup-

ported on round oak timbers and reachable by a steep, inclined ladder with flat treads and risers in

the southwest comer. In contrast there would be no attic in the east room. The ceiling rafters were to

be exposed with old tie beams remaining and "latter added tie beams removed." This work required

relocation of the new fire detection tubing system which had already been installed along the exist-

ing plaster ceiling.

In April 1 930, Bash wrote a memo attaching the cost of $1,500.00 to the work to be done in the

South Dependency and the summer kitchen. Five hundred dollars was to be spent on guard grating

for both buildings. Some of this steel grating would be installed on the doorways of the South

Dependency. During opening hours, when the wood doors were left open, the grates would allow

visitors to see, but not enter, into the rooms. By November 1930, the grates were still not in place

and the South Dependency had yet to be furnished.'

During the winter of 1930-3 1, the QMC retumed to the question of how to treat the painted panels

above the doors. They were "faded" and "practically invisible;" their restoration considered "prac-

tically impossible." Against the wishes of the Fine Arts Commission, which hoped to avert any

attempt to restore the works, a young portrait painter from Washington, DC, Albert Nelson Davis,

was hired to try to clean, paint cracks, and restore the background of the paintings. If his work was

deemed acceptable, he would be promoted to work on Custis' murals in the Mansion hall." Before

Davis set to work, a March 1931 newspaper article claimed that the paintings were "badly defaced.

making it necessary for the artist to draw for the most part on his imagination."' There is no con-

firmation that Davis completed work on the panels. Photographs taken in 1957. howe\er. show the

elements in the paintings with much greater prominence, a result of either Da\is" work or the work

of a later NPS painter.

There are conflicting reports about w hen the w ork on the dependencies was completed. March
and September 1931 Quarterly Reports state that "Remodeling of mansion and outbuildings [was]

in progress." It appears that the outbuildings may haxe been completed by December when only
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Figure 19. South Dependency, southeast

elevation, 193 1 . Taken toward the end

of ihe QMC restoration, the photograph

reveals that the exterior of the building

was largely unchanged as a result of the

new work.

continuing work on the mansion is mentioned. By June 1932, no work on any of the buildings was

identified in the monthly reports. Other sources, however, indicate that the restoration work was

finished in March 1 930." A photograph of the east and south elevations dated 1 93 1 , does not show

any ongoing work around the exterior (Figure 19). Yet along the west comer of the south elevation,

a stack of bricks suggests that work is continuing nearby or perhaps within the building. The photo-

graph does show extensive ivy coverage along both the south and east elevations. From this, it can

be inferred that the restoration project did not include significant work (if any) on the rough cast wall

finish in these areas.

The QMC left little explanation for the restoration decisions they made between 1928 and 1931.

Much of what is known of the end result has been obtained through notes, drawings, and photo-

graphs that followed the restoration (particularly those compiled by the National Park Service when

they undertook their own restoration 30 years later). Other infomiation has been obtained by recent

physical investigations undertaken for this report. Photographs of the north elevation from 1959,

compared with photographs taken in 1928 before the restoration work took place, suggest that the

doors on each of the rooms were not changed during the QMC restoration.

Photographs from 1957 show doors with vertical planks with two horizontal members on the back

side upon which strap hinges were affixed. (Though the doors may have preceded the QMC restora-

tion, the strap hinges would likely have been among the iron hardware fabricated for the restoration.)

Each wood door had four glass lites in the upper half.

It is not clear whether any of the rough cast stucco was repaired at this time. One would expect that

the finish, especially on the north elevation where moisture had exposed the brick wall beneath,

would have been patched as part of the restoration. A photograph from 1932, however, shows the

north elevation changed little from photographs taken before the restoration work. The QMC restora-

tion also did not include reconstruction of the wood cornices above the doors.
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The QMC filled in both interior door openings returning the build-

ing to three distinct and unconnected rooms. They plastered around

the openings with a hard cement based plaster that today is easily

distinguishable from earlier layers. It is likely that the basket weave

patterned brick floor present in 1958 in each of the three rooms was

initially installed by the QMC during their restoration (floors have

been relayed several times since). Those used for the floor may

have been among the load of "old brick" obtained in 1930 by the

Quartermaster General from the Seven Pines National Cemetery in

Richmond, Virginia that was to be used in the Mansion basement

and other locations.

"

In the east and west rooms, the QMC removed plaster finish and

claimed to have uncovered five pairs of infilled joist pockets along

the east and west walls. They placed new floor joists in each of the

pockets that supported a plank loft floor. The replacement joists

were roughly hewn, rounded on the sides and bottom, and flat on

top. They narrowed to squared ends that sat in the pockets. Fire-

places were boxed out with wood sleepers running parallel to the

fireplace face and center floor joists were mortise and tenoned to the

sleeper, which, in turn, was connected to joists flanking the north

and south sides of the fireplaces. Ships ladders connected ground

levels with the loft spaces. Undersides of the loft floor planks, the

joists, and the ladder were all whitewashed. The QMC patched areas

of deteriorated plaster on the walls and fireplaces, and a whitewash

finish was applied. It appears that neither fireplace was significantly

altered during the QMC restoration, though the east room firebox was partially rebuilt. In keeping

with the oral histories from the Gray family and Jim Parks, the east room was interpreted as a store

room (Figure 20). A number of spinning wheels, benches, and farming implements were arranged

around the room with tools hanging on the walls.

Se««^

Figure 20. Infilled door opening in

center room. This passage had been cut

after 1 860 to pemiit the Gray family

full use of the three rooms

The west room was interpreted as "Selina's Room", a slave quarters, (Figure 21). The loft arrange-

ment was identical to that in the east room. The only difference being that the ship's ladder in the

west room was located in the southwest comer of the room, running parallel to the south wall and

directly in front of the west window. As with the east room, it appears that the fireplace and chim-

ney predate the work done by the QMC. The room was furnished with two beds, a cradle, a rocker,

chairs, a table, and iron fireplace cooking utensils.

Consistent with the oral history provided by the Gray daughters, the center room was interpreted as

a smokehouse (Figure 22). Joists were placed in pockets that the QMC uncovered along the east and

west walls. The joists were roughly hewn, rounded on the sides and bottom, and flat on top. Carved

wooden hooks holding replica hams and meats were nailed to the joists. An additional wood member
was secured immediately below the pockets along both the cast and west walls from which pieces of

replica meats where hung. Before the QMC work was complete, the Quartermaster Supply Officer,

Charles G. Mortimer, had proposed that "a simulated hickory wood, dead fire be built in the hole

in the center of this room, in order that it might represent what the room is intended for."
' Cur-
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FiyLiic 2 I SoLith Dependency, west room, the QMC restoration of

"Selina's Room" as it appeared in 1938.

Figure 22. South Dependency, center room, the QMC 1938 interpreta-

tion of the center room as a smokehouse with meat hanging above a

brazier.

Figure 23. South Dependency, east room, the QMC restoration of store

room as it appeared in 1938.

rent archeological investigation revealed

evidence of such a twentieth century pit. A
round metal brazier was used to indicate the

smokehouse function. For at least part of

time between the 1930s and the 1960s, this

room was interpreted by the QMC and open

for viewing.

In July 1933, Executive Order #6228

transferred Arlington House from the War

Department to the Department of the In-

terior. Before the transfer had taken place,

the QMC planned to repaint and repair the

dependencies and the Mansion. Frequent

repainting had been anticipated when the

restoration was underway. It was assumed

that the paint applied to "rebuilt walls and

similar surfaces" would not prove to be

durable or long-term. Painting and repairs to

the exterior •.vails of the outbuildings were

included in the cost estimate. This work was

made necessary by "certain deterioration in

joints, woodwork, etc., which require new

putty stoppmgs and repairs to plaster and

woodwork, also repairs to down spouts, gut-

ters, etc."" In October 1933, specifications

were written for the South Dependency that

called for applying two coats of paint to the

exterior woodwork.

Later that year, day-to-day operation of Ar-

lington came under control of the National

Park Service. Department of the Interior

Assistant Historian Elbert Cox met with

Colonel Mortimer and L.M. Leisenring to

learn details of the restoration that had been

completed just a few years previous. Accord-

ing to Cox, Mortimer "could tell me only

generally the historical background or jus-

tification for the various improvements, but

said that each item was a part of the general

plan for the restoration of Arlington which

L.M. Leisenring, architect in the office of

the Quartermaster General, had made and

which had been approved by the Fine Arts

Commission and then by the Quartermas-
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ter General." Leisenring "very generously spent an hour or more telling me what he had done, and

the basis for his plans for the restoration and improvement at Arlington. It seems that no thorough

or complete study of or search for full historical data on Arlington has been made. Leisenring has

studied the problem, has gathered the available data, and as a result of his studies and his thoughts on

the problem has drawn up plans. In my opinion before having had a chance to go into the matter with

any degree of thoroughness, Leisenring has worked with considerable feeling toward a faithful and

appropriate treatment of his problem."

1934-1956

By 1936, the National Park Service had begun its own series of repairs to the South Dependency.

An inspection that year noted that there was "quite a bit of pointing up that should be done around

the doors of the old slave quarters ..." The following year, minor repairs were made to the South

Dependency roof, though their nature and extent were not specified. Also in 1937, Herman Van

Cott, an NPS artist from the museum division, "retouched" the three paintings above the doors of the

south building. A monthly report mentioned that "the work was carefully done so that the antique ap-

pearance of the painting might be preserved." It is unknown whether Van Cott was repairing work

done by Andrew Davis, the painter hired by the QMC in 193 1 , or was doing work that was intended

for Davis but never undertaken during the QMC restoration.

A photograph of the northwest comer of the South Dependency, taken from the road behind Arling-

ton looking southeast, shows the buildings appearance in 1938 (Figure 24). It had two chimneys,

metal wire grates in front of the open doors, limited ivy coverage on north elevation, and a stucco

finish on the stone founda-

tion. Most mterestnig, the - jt.^---*^

lower three feet of the north

elevation brick wall, directly

above the foundation is

missing the rough cast fin-

ish. This condition suggests

either that the restoration

did not include work on the

rough cast exterior finish

and that the spalled finish

is a result of many years of

rising damp and wear, or

that the rising damp was so

severe that Just seven years

after the restoration was

complete, the finish had

already failed in these areas.

Around the same period, an assistant chief of the Horticulture and Maintenance Division voiced

concern about the profusion of vines on the facade. "Both the wisteria and trumpet \ ine have been

allowed to grow up between the hanging gutter and the shingle and because the gutter was the onl\

support for the vines, all the trimming had been done above it. This has created large tenninal knots

that are destructive to the gutter and shingles and has made it impossible to eliminate tlie heavy work

Figure 24, 1938 pluitograph ot"nonhv\cst corner of the South Dependency.
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from the walls or really "train the vines." The gardener suggested that eyelets be placed at five foot

by five foot intervals along the wall and copper wire threaded through the eyelets to form a support

frame for the vines. Evidence of such eyelets still exists on the building.

1957-1964

Never content with the QMC restoration of 1927-32, the NPS undertook their own program of res-

toration beginning in 1957. Starting in August of that year, they began to compile historical infor-

mation on the South Dependency and draw up a list of tasks that would be included in the project.

Though activity at the North Dependency invoh cd major restoration and reinterpretation, the aim of

work on the south building was directed more toward repair and maintenance. A weekly inspection

report from August 28, 1957 noted that:

The slaves quarters are in need of repair of soffit of cornice caused by allowing ivy to grow

into roof. All ivy should be cut away from wood at least 6" and also prevented from grow

ing into stone. The wood replaced is to be treated with 5% pentacholorphenol Inspection of

ends of rafters is imperative. The entire brick and stone work is in need of pointing up as

the pebble dash cement finish of 37 years ago is no longer protected and should be removed

and a new surface to match the mansion applied. The entire south wall should be pointed up

and restored first and this would help to detemiine original condition. The fireplace in the

west end is in need of repair and others should be investigated.

'

The following month, "Report No. 2" noted that "documentary, pictographic, and archeologicaf evi-

dence was being gathered to aid in the restoration. It also remarked that the condition of the servant

quarters (the South Dependency) gave it priority over the North Dependency. By the time the report

was submitted, measured drawings had been made of the South Dependency, ivy had been removed

from the fa9ade, and samples of exterior plaster had been submitted to the FBI for material and color

analysis. Photos, letters, descriptions, and personal reminiscences were assembled for reference, and

an appointment was made to again interview L.M. Leisenring about the QMC restoration. The work

plan specified in the report called for:

1

)

All rotted woodwork on exterior to be replaced with good seasoned timber of same kind, if

possible. Replace outlookers where needed and restore soffit

2) Exterior wall should be repointed, deteriorated brick replaced with good old Arlington

brick stored at the Mansion. The rough cast stucco which shows in Brady photographs should

be matched and replaced where necessary.

3) Plaster over stone foundation should be removed and the stonework repointed. No plaster

covered this foundation at time of Lee occupancy.

4) Roof leaks should be checked and repaired. Slate roof is historically accurate.

5) Window sashes should be repaired and if necessary window panes, which are badly bro-

ken, replaced with old glass

6) Air leaks around roof should be repaired

7) Six, six panel doors, identical with those shown in Brady photograph archive (CN - 969)

should be found and replaced at the servant quarter doors. Present doors are historically

inaccurate and should be removed. Proper hardware for doors should be located. The door

frames examined to establish the side from which doors were originally hinged.

8) Steps in east and west rooms should be repaired.

9) Fireplaces in east and west rooms should be repaired and placed in operating condition.
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10) Heat and humidity control should be installed so as not to detract from the original apear

ance of the structure, and still guarantee protection of valuable exhibit specimens and people.

1
1

)

Paintings over the quarter doors should be examined and treated by an expert to

guarantee the preservation

12) Wood and plaster samples from interior should be studied to establish original finish on

interior. Wood from outside should be examined to establish original color. Brady photos

indicate possibility of a color other than white.

13) Kach room should be carefully examined to establish any evidence of structural change.

Shelf lines may be located in the store room. Evidence of smoke should be found in smoke

house. Examination of paint and plaster finishes as well as brick and bond should help estab

lish when doors were cut and blocked between the center room and two end rooms. This

archeological investigation can be completed while exterior work continues.

14) When work is completed documentary, pictographic, and archeological evidence will be

combined and placed in the repair and restoration log at the mansion.

15) Interior walls should be returned as nearly as possible to their appearance in 1
861."'

This report shows the National Park Service's general determination to return the building to its ap-

pearance immediately prior to the Civil War. Unfortunately, any infomiation about the histor\' of the

South Dependency that the NPS obtained from the investigations described above (paint and plaster

analysis, indications of shelf lines, etc.) has not survived.

A third report, dating to September 1957, noted that all the vines had been removed from the exte-

rior; plans had been prepared and details were still forthcoming; historical background was collected

to restore to 1861; footing construction at south wall had yet to be studied; investigation had re-

vealed that the storehouse stairs were "termited;" the fireplace in Selina's room required repair; and

the historians had asked that all fireplaces be put in working order and made fire safe. The report also

contained details of the proposed work, including orders to:

1) sandblast all loose pebbled aggregate parging from entire outside, point up with Portland

cement, restore pebbled parging and paint with cement base paint; color to be approved by

historian.

2) restore all rotted wood, replacing with wood treated with 5% pentachlorophenol.

3) flashing to be installed at all sills. Parge all walls 10" below grade.

4) make new stairs for storehouse similar to stairs in Selina Gray's room; soak wood with 5%
pentachlorophenol.

5) near Selina Gray's room [illegible] all artifacts. Remove all plaster from south wall.

Rebuild fireplace with damper and install terra cotta lining in chimney according to detailed

drawings to be made."

The building exterior was photographed on September 30. 1957 by National Park Sen ice photog-

rapher Abbie Rowe. The images show the building suffering from deferred maintenance. Areas of

rough cast were missing from the lower third of the north elevation, an area corresponding to the

areas missing finish in photographs taken c\en before the QMC restoration (Figures 22. 23. and

24). The finish was also missing from the lower portions of the east, west, and south elevations. The
parged foundation was particularly deteriorated on all elevations. These conditions reveal that the

problem of rising damp was not localized but widespread throughout tlic entire stnictuic. Though
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Figure 25 (top left). Southwest comer, 1957,

exterior conditions before the NPS restoration.

Note deterioration of rough cast along lower

third of facade. Metal gates across the doorways

allowed visitors a view into each of the rooms.

Figure 26 (top right). Northeast comer, 1957,

exterior conditions before the NPS restoration.

Figure 27 (left). Southwest comer. 1957, exte-

rior conditions before the NPS restoration. Note

the poor condition of the foundation and areas

of stucco and rough cast which can be largely at-

iributed to moisture issues.

active vegetation had been removed, the remains of dead vines were visible on the upper surfaces.

Metal gates covered each of the door openings on the north elevation, allowing visitors to look into

the interpreted rooms. Rowe also took detail photographs of the painted panels above the doors on

the north elevation, showing them to be in fair condition. The paintings on the panels were quite

clear.

Also on September 30, Agnes Downey, the Arlington historian, wrote a lengthy letter to several

other NPS officials discussing proposals for new uses of the South Dependency rooms. She stated

that money was now available for badly needed repairs to the dependencies and main house and

described the South Dependency's cuiTent function. The west room (Selina's room) was interpreted

as "a typical quarter room," with reproduction and period furnishings. The center room was a smoke-

house with imitation meats, and the east room was a store room with spinning wheels and cobbler's

benches. She also discussed the steps NPS would take in documenting and investigating the build-

ing to determine historic functions, features, and materials and stated that after the restoration was

complete, temperature and humidity controls—to protect both artifacts and the building structure

—

would be established in an inconspicuous manner.
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Downey devoted the remainder of her letter to proposed uses and treatments for the various rooms.

She suggested that ahhough the exterior and interior should be restored to the period of significance,

the building should be used temporarily as a place ''for the collection of admission, short orientation

talks, a guard office and a concessionaire's shop." A turnstile admission gate and guard house with a

post and rail fence could be constructed near the west room to control entrance to the courtyard and

collect admission fees. Under this plan, Selina's room would be used for orientation and as a place

for tour groups to be greeted and introduced to Arlington. The center room would be converted for

use as a guard office, and closed to the public. This would free up the bathroom in the north wing of

the mansion (then used as a guard office) for interpretation as the only indoor bath in the house. The

east room, after a restoration that would include installing new (period) shelving and returning the

fireplace to an operating condition, would be used as a concessionaire's shop with storage in the loft

area above. The uses Ms. Downey suggested were to be considered temporary, until the NPS con-

structed another building that would provide concession, guard and orientation space. At that time,

the South Dependency would be ready to house original and period objects.

In a 1957 December monthly report, Downey stated that "...Paint reconnaissance in the mansion and

South Servants Quarters in consultation with Mr. Roberts and Mr. Swartz was begun and stopped be-

fore completion. In connection with this detailed plan for the future of the South Servant's Quarters

was submitted to staff and tabled." No explanation is provided for why the paint study was preempt-

ed and no further mention was made about proposed reconfiguration of uses.'"

Much of the restoration activity appears to have taken place between March and June 1959. Descrip-

tions of some of the day to day work was included in three documents: 1 ) notes taken by project

contractor Sidney V. Young & Sons, 2) a "progress report" filed by park historian Paul Swartz, and

3) photographs taken by NPS staff. The following is a breakdown of the daily progress made by the

restoration team during March and part of April, according to the contractor's notes:

March 12: Taking up old brick floors and stacking outside.

March 13: Taking up old brick floors. Taking off old fascia for sample.

March 16: Removing old plaster from walls and some old woodwork from outside.

March 17: Removing soffit and outriggers from south side.

March 18: Removing old roof along edges for mill company. Took old slate off and stacked

up on job

March 19: Hxposing rafters, joists for inspection, taking off old plaster.

March 20: Remove old plaster from rooms.

March 22: Making trim for inside of doors, wiring up inside. Putting gutters on buildings.

Finishing 2nd coat of paint outside. Patching outside plaster.

March 24: Taking down chimney at east end of building.

March 25: Repairing ditch line from man hole. Wiring controls for heat and cooling.

Matching outside plaster stucco. Installing large air ducts in ceiling.

March 25: Removing old fireplace.

March 26: Putting outriggers on side of building.

March 27: Extended hangers on roof rafters, replacing old ones.

March 30: Priming new wood for job.

March 3 1 : Putting new soffit on west side of building. Cleaning old plaster off wall in east

room.
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April 1 : Starting to put fascia on.

April 2: Putting up fascia board on north side.

April 3: Putting mould around outriggers. Put three sheathing boards on roof Tearing plaster

off of rooms on east end. Wood preservatives on all roof boards.

April 6: Cutting mould around the outriggers. Cutting plaster off inside wall.

April 7: Putting soffit on south side. Built chimney on east end of building.

April 8: Putting outriggers and soffit on also fascia board.

April 9: Finished fascia soffit on south side. Dug for man hole for new electric service.

April 10: Working on west end of building, furring lower poured concrete base for electric

man hole.

April 13: Putting fascia around louver on west end. Dig ditch for electric pipe from man hole

to building.

Additional work listed in the notes included plastering around the north and east wall in Selina's

Room, removing the floor from both the center and east rooms, and removing the center portion of

the east room ceiling. The notes also indicate that when plaster was removed from portions of the

south wall in Selina's Room, there was "evidence of former window under existing." No further

infomiation was provided. The contractor mentioned that the contract was for $20,000 and covered

100 days."'

Paul Swartz provided a list almost as complete as that written up by Sidney V. Young & Sons. He
also noted that work began on March 1 2, 1 959 when the brick floor from the three rooms was re-

moved. His list of the work undertaken between March 16-20, included:

I) Exterior

A) North Side.

1) Three murals over doors protected by plywood covering.

2) Soffit boards under eaves removed exposing old brick

B) East Side - water table removed.

C) South

1

)

Soffit boards removed showing recessed brickwork. Brickwork

consists of irregular sized pieces laid in unskilled manner.

2) Shoring made to support two sagging arches on west end.

3) Water table removed exposing irregular construction including insertion

of wooden pieces between courses of brick.

D) West

1

)

Window frame removed.

2) Fascia boards removed. Three courses of brick under top fascia stand

out from wall. Demolition of roof begun.

II) Interior

A) Selina's Room
1 ) Plaster removed from north and east walls. Plaster partly removed from

south wall uncovered evidence of former window under existing window.

This evidence accounts for the strange brickwork exposed on the exterior wall

which was used to fill the fonner window.
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2) Boards removed from center of ceiling. Remaining ceiling to be used as

scaffold for work on chimney and roof.

B) Smoke curing room - no work done since removal of brick flooring.

C) Store room center portion of ceiling removed.

Various photographs indicate that work continued beyond April 1959. The first images of the restora-

tion date from March 26, 1959 (Figure 28). They show the soffits and fascia board removed from the

north and south elevations; wood molding and the vents and spindles removed from upper portion of

the west elevation; wood molding removed from portions of the south and east ele\ation; and most

of the stucco removed from the foundation. In areas beneath the arches on the south elevation where

the finish had been removed, there is an interesting inconsistency in the brick work. Two rows of

bricks that are larger than the typical size found in the building are set above wood planks and below

two courses of normal sized brick. This pattern is seen at the bottom of all four arched openings.

Exterior photographs taken on April 24, 1959, show continued work on the South Dependency. Scaf-

folding was up along the east and west elevations; some of the wood molding along the west eleva-

tion had been replaced; and the remaining finish was stripped off the stone foundation. The wood
arch containing vents and spindles below the west eave had been reinstalled. Work was completed

on the soffits and fascia; the roof had been recovered with roofing felt; and the west chimney was

in the process of reconstruction. Areas on the south elevation directly above some of the arches also

had rough cast finish removed. At the time of the photograph, these areas had a smooth stucco finish

and were awaiting application of the final rough cast coat. Another image taken the same day shows

workers making repairs be-

neath the eaves of the west

elevation.

Much of the interior work

was also ongoing, as indi-

cated from photographs of

the east, center, and west

rooms from April 24, 1959.

The west room photo-

graphs show the QMC loft

removed, and exposed loft

joist pockets and much of

the plaster removed from

the walls (Figure 27). A
faint outline of a possible

infill window opening is

visible below a window on

the south elevation. The

fireplace has a plaster finish

above where the QMC loft had been positioned, a finish that slopped at the late nmeteenth centuiA

roofjoists. The fireplace itself is intact, though areas where the QMC rebuilt part of the firebox are

clearly visible and contrast with older construction further up the chimney. An area of deteriorated

Figure 28. South Dcpcndcnc>. m>rili elevation, ^liow nig NPS restoration underway. Note re-

moval of roof sheathing, soffits, eave outriggers, and other wood moltimgs. Mareh 26. 1959.
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Figure 29 (left). West room, west wall. April

24. 1959 showing NPS restoration work

in progress. Note the lower portion of the

fireplace partially rebuilt by the QMC in 1929.

Most of the upper chimney is original to the

staictiire. The QMC restoration loft is removed

exposing the joist pockets that the QMC as-

serted were original. Also note the plaster and

lath marks above that date to the post-Civil War

era when the QMC removed the historic loft

and converted the space to a single level.

Figure 30 (above). Center room. April 24. 1 M59

showing removal ofQMC smokehouse ex-

hibit during NPS restoration. The 1 880s roof

structure is seen above and sections of original

plaster are visible on the walls.

brickwork immediately to the north of the fireplace is visible. This area would be rebuilt and infilled

with brick later in the restoration program. The infilled door to the center room—opened for the

Gray family sometime after the Lee's departure—is clearly visible on the east wall.

All of the joists, boards, and hooks from which the replica meats were hung were removed from

the center room by April 24 (Figure 28). The brick floor and some of the wall plaster had also been

removed. Also by this time, photographs show that the fireplace and chimney (known to predate the

QMC restoration) in the east room had been demolished and replaced by a square chimney. This

feature, however, was clearly built only to support the chimney that would be exposed above the

roofline. No firebox or even stovepipe hole was built into the chimney. Other photographs show plas-

ter removed from all the wall surfaces.

A month later, another set of exterior photographs show the cement tile roof and gutters completed;

two chimneys rebuilt; all woodwork reinstalled or replaced; cracks patched in the recessed arches;
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and a first layer of stucco applied

over normally rough cast areas

where the brick had been exposed.

The number of outriggers beneath

the east and west eaves were

increased from five to eight, appar-

ently to correspond with the Civil

War-era photographs. Also, areas of

the foundation had been repointed.

Interior photographs of the west

room show repairs to the firebox

and the rebuilt brick areas around

the old joist pockets (with space

left for the NPS loft floor) and the

beginning of replastering.

Figure 31. Southwest comer, .lunc 1959 showing exterior following NPS restora-

tion, including new door cornices, repaired roughcast and u oodwork. and repointed

masonry foundation.

Photographs from June 1 5 and 29,

1959 show the completion of exte-

rior work on the South Dependency

(Figure 29). The final coat of rough cast finish was applied in all the patched areas and the founda-

tion was repointed. Cornices were inserted approximately 4" above each of the doors on the north

elevation with restoration pebble dash stucco between the top of the door and the comice. In the

west room, the NPS loft ceiling was installed and plasterers were finishing up work on the walls and

ceiling. Curiously, theses photographs show that sometime between May 29 and June 29, the newly

rebuilt chimney on the roof above the east room was

removed. No discussion or explanation is provided in

the written record for this change in the restoration plan.

The single chimney configuration sur\'i\ es on the South

Dependency to the present.

1960-2004

In 1963, all three rooms in the South Dependency were

on public display: Selina's room, the center meat curing

room, and the store room. The dooiAvays to the east and

center rooms still utilitzed metal gates in order to pro-

vide public viewing and air movement inside. Selina's

room had a wood frame and glass panels set a few feet

into ihe room that pio\ ided \ icw ing and security.

Figure .^2. Center room looking north. 200.'^. showing interior used as

storage space with the remnants of the NPS 1950s smokehouse interpre-

tation, including the plaster, beams, hanging hooks, and replica meat.

Note also NPS door assembly with inner restoration door and outer \ iew-

ing door with plexiglass light dating to the 1960s.
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Figure 33. West room looking north,

2003, showing NPS restoration of

space as "Seiina"s Room." The

primary distinctions between this

NPS interpretation (essentially dating

to 1959) and the QMC's version of

30 years previous was the finished

plaster ceiling, modified fireplace, and

entrance door seen here.

The National Park Service explored alternate door treatments that could accomplish the following:

allow for public viewing inside; provide a secured separation of the public from the furnishings in-

side; permit temperature and humidity control; and would not be visually obtrusive from the outside.

Another problem that they faced is that unless the rooms were heated, the furnishings would still be

subject to condensation and occurrences of frost. Closing the rooms entirely throughout the winter

was also contemplated. Architects were assigned to research "invisible glass" that could be used

as viewing panels, a type that would not be reflective and would not show "fingerprints, hair oil, and

lipstick" as the glass on Selina's room apparently did. Sometime before 1966, wood panel doors

were installed on each of the three rooms. Further into the door opening, a secondary interior door

with a viewing panel was installed in the same jamb space. This door was used during opening hours

to allow a view into the interior.'

By 2002, the east room was used as exhibit space. It had furred out gypsum board walls and a plaster

ceiling about 1 r-6" above the brick floor. The center room was used for storage and the west room

continued as the interpreted "Selina's room" (Figures 30 and 31 ). Recently the National Park Ser-

vice raised the grade on the north side of the building eliminating the stone steps in order to improve

accessibility to the rooms.
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End Notes

' Elizabeth Randolph Calvert (1833-1911) "Childhood days at Arlington Mixed with After Memo-
ries" ( 1 845) written in 1 875, page 6 (granddaughter of Mary Randolph and a cousin of Mrs. Lee)

catalogue #2514, original document in C-L Mansion - ARHO files.

- "The foundations of the two remaining outbuildings, flanking the old western carriage entrance, are

of quarry stone." ... .as are those of the two wings pointing to the possibility that they were con-

structed at the same time as the wings dated at 1803-1804. (L.M. Leisenring, 1945, page 14) Nel-

ligan in his book stated. "That the outbuildings and the stable had stone foundations like those under

the service wing of the mansion would indicate that they were probably built at the same time as

the latter." Murray H. Nelligan, Arlington House. The Story ofthe Robert E. Lee MemoriaL Burke,

Virginia: Chatelaine Press, 147.

^ When plaster and rough cast was removed from this elevation during the 1958-9 restoration. Na-

tional Park Service investigators indicated that the brick areas beneath the current horizontally-ori-

ented three light window showed what appeared to be infilled areas. They concluded that the current

configuration was not original and that a different window opening existed prior to the current form.

Photos from the 1860s, however, show a similar configuration to that which existed in the 1950s,

indicating that major changes, if any, to the fenestration along the south elevation occurred prior to

the Civil War era.

^ Hartford Insurance Company, Hartford, Conn., Insurance application of Robert E. Lee. Lee states

that both of the slave quarters were "covered with wood." October 17, 1859.
•'' Murray Nelligan, The Robert E. Lee Memorial, 336-340.

^^ R.E. Lee to Mrs. Anna M. Fitzhugh, Arlington, November 22, 1857; id. to G.W.C. Lee, Baltimore,

January 17, 1858; id. to id. Arlington, May 17, 1858, Duke MSS -cited in: Joseph C. Robert "Lee

the Farmer." Journal of Southern Histoty Vol. 3, Issue 4 (November 1 937), 43 1

.

^Alexandria County Land Tax Books, 1857-1861 (MSS., Virginia State Library) cited in: Joseph C.

Robert "Lee the Farmer." Journal ofSouthern History Vol. 3. Issue 4 (November 1937) p. 436.

^ Hartford Insurance Company of Hartford, CT, Insurance application of Robert E. Lee. Lee called

the building "a one story brick store house." October 17, 1859.
^^ The Gray sisters, going by their married names Emma Syphax, Sarah Wilson, Annie Baker, and

Ada Thompson, were interviewed by the Quartermaster General office in the late 1920s. The eldest

daughter was seventeen when the Lee families left Arlington at the dawn of the Civil War. Photo-

copied typewritten material about the QMG interviews - undated, authors' files.

'^L.M. Leisenring, 1945, 14) -ARHO files.

'

' September 23, 2003 meeting notes from George Fore, architectural conservator, at on-site

inspection.

'' Ibid.

'^ Annual Report of the Secretary of War, 1865 (Washington. DC). Government Printing Office.

1 866, I, 257. Quoted in Nelligan, 444.

'^ April 1 869 - MR ( 1 32) (Thompson R. East. Superintendent) - ARHO files.

'-'^ December 1870 - MR (132) (E.H. Hamer, Superintendent) - ARHO files.

'^^ Sec MRs for August, September, and October 1871 -ARHO files.

'^ September 1884 - MR ( 131 ) "One of the outbuildings connected with the mansion, mentioned in

the last report as being in bad condition, has been coxered with a new slate roof by direction of the

Depot Quartermaster." - ARHO files.

'*^ August 1884 -MR (131).
''^ September 1 884 - MR ( 1 3 1 ) "One of the buildings connected w ith the Mansion, mentioned in
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the last report as being in bad condition, has been covered with a new slate roof by direction of the

Depot Quartemiaster/' -ARHO files.

-^^ May 26, 1885 - Letter from William H. Owen to Lt. Col. R.N. Batchelder, Depot QMG in charge

of National Cemeteries.

-' September 3, 1 885-Quartermaster General files specification list -ARHO Files. Though the

specifications include mention of accompanying plans and a map, a 1984 notation by historian C.W.

Snell stated that, "The maps and plan according the specifications could not be found." No record of

the plans or map were located among the Quartermaster General files at the National Archives.

" QMG letter-Sept 14, 1885 -ARHO files.

^^ "Historic Memories of Arlington National Cemetery, by David H. Rhodes, Landscape Gardener at

Arlington from April 14, 1873 to March, 1930." -ARHO files.

^^ The current inaccessibility of the east room attic limits the above description to the roof system

above the west room and part of the center room.
-^ March 31, 1903-MR (box 1037) Record Group 92, General Document File 1800-1914, File No.

85106, Box 1037-ARHO files.

^^ December 24, 1 904 - Map showing proposed extension of water mam and location of fire hy-

drants at Arlington National Cemetery Depot QM office -ARHO files

-^ April 6, 1 906 -Public poster and circular inviting paint bids File No. 213212- ARHO files.

^^ May 12, 1906-"QMG authorizes expenditure of S55.00 for fumishmg and putting [in] place gut-

tering on two sets of servants quarters now used as tool houses at Arlington National Cemetery."

OQMG Doc. File 1 890- 1914, Doc. File No. 2 1 32 1 2 - ARHO files.

-"^ November 15, 1923 - Letter from Gilbert Rodier to Brigadier General John R Knight, assistant

Quartemiaster General R.G. 92, Entry 1891, Box 66, File 600.13, letter; C.W. Snell, 1982, 152

-ARHO files.

^^ Architectural Forum Vol. 40, No. 3 (March 1924), 89-96.

^' July 9, 1925 - letter gives cost estimate for restoring AH "a) structural changes and repairs, paint-

ing, etc., to the Lee Mansion and the two adjacent dependent buildings generally described as the

summer kitchen and the slaves quarters-$60,000.00; b) refurbishing these buildings - SI 00,000.00

(+ $92,000.00 for new buildings.)"- Master Data File 1924-29 -ARHO files.

32 October 26, 1925 New York Times, Master Data File 1924-29 -ARHO files.

^^ December 27, 1926 - RG92/Entry 1891/Office of QG Geographic File 1922-1935/Box 67/File

600.3

-^^ Ibid.

35 Letter from Colonel L.H. Bash of the QMC R.G. 92, Entry 1891, Box 67m File 293, Lt. Col.

Charles G. Mortimer was the depot quartermaster supply officer who had been supervising the work

on Arlington House and outbuildings since August 1, 1928; C.W. Snell, 1982, 173. The committee

included a retired general, a War Department architect. Fine Arts Commissioners and representatives

of Quartennaster Corps.

3^' August 1, 1928 - Correspondence to Quartermaster Supply Officer, Washington General Depot,

Washington, DC on the subject of the Restoration of Lee Mansion, Arlington Cemetery, Virginia

(Luther Morris Leisenring collection).

3^ December 1 1, 1928 - Correspondence from construction service to QM General - File No. RG 92,

entry 1891, Box 67, File 600.3 -ARHO files.

3^ April 18, 1929 -War Department, Office of QG, Report from L.M. Leisenring to QG, Subject:
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Restoration of Arlington Mansion, ARHO files. ^

-^'^ Restoration General, n.d. -ARHO files.

4*^ May 29, 1929 War Department, Offiee of QG, Report from L.H. Bash, Col. QMC, Assistant,

-ARHO files.

^^ November 15, 1929 - QM 600.3 C-E (Arlington Mansion) -ARHO files.

^- November 19, 1929 - Correspondence from Charles Moore, Chairman of the Commission of Fine

Arts to L.H. Bash, Brigadier General, QMC, Assistant.

^^ December 18, 1929 - Brigadier General. L. H. Bash, letter to Quartennaster Supply Officer Re:

restoration of interior to slaves quarters and summer kitchen - Record Group No. 92 - Office of the

Quartermaster General, box 66, folder 600.3, Office of the Quartermaster General Geographical File,

1922-1935. The "modem ceiling" referred to in the Bash letter was added by the Army, sometime

after they took control of Arlington in the nineteenth century.

^^ April 9, 1930 - CoiTespondence from L.H. Bash, Brig. General, QMC, Assistant to the QMSC,
Washington General Depot.

^^ Record Group No. 92 - Office of the Quartermaster General, Entry 1891, Office of the Quarter-

master General Geographical File, 1922-1935, Box No. 6, File No. 600.3 -ARHO files

'^'^ March 23, 193 1 - Correspondence from Brig. Gen L. H. Bash, Assistant Quartermaster General

To Commanding Office, Washington Quartennaster Depot.

^^ The article does not indicate from what newspaper it was clipped. Record Group No. 92 - Office

of the Quartermaster General, Entry 1 891, Office of the Quartermaster General Geographical File,

1922-1935, Box No. 67, File No. 600.3 -ARHO files.

^'^ See quarterly reports in ARHO files.

^^ October 20, 1933 - letter stating restoration of buildings completed in March 1930. Letter from

Mortimer to H.R. Owen, DOI, Master Data File 1924-29, ARHO files.

''*^ April 18, 1930 - Correspondence from Lt. Col. Chas. C. Mortimer to Col. RW. Guincy.

^' December 23, 1930 - Correspondence from Lt. Col. Chas. C. Mortimer to Mr. William Gutshall,

Arlington National Cemetery.
-''- September 29, 1933 - CoiTespondence from Mortimer to the Quartennaster General, War Depart-

ment. Snell, 1983 page 10 -ARHO Files.

-''•^ October 1933 - Specifications for Painting the Arlington Mansion, Slave Quarters, and Well

House in the Arlington National Cemetery Fort Myer, Virginia.

^'^ November 15, 1933 - Correspondence from Elbert Cox, Assistant Historian. DOI to Mr. Chatelain

-ARHO files.

•''-'' May 1, 1936 - B.C. Garfiner, Chief, Administrative and Protective Division, Report on Inspection

of Lee Mansion, Descriptive and Architectural Files- ARHO gray binder.

^^' ,lune 4, 1937 - MR (1936) letter from Mr. Gan-ett wrote ARHO files.

^^ .July 7, 1937 - MR for June 1936, (220) - ARHO files.

-^^ Aug. 28, 1957 - Regular Weekly Inspection Report No. 1 - Mr. Quinn and Mr. Roberts (Mr.

Schwartz was absent) - ARHO files .

^"^ September 25, 1957 - Report No. 2 - ARHO files.

^'*^ September
, 1957 - Report No. (date and report number illegible) - ARHO files.

^'' September 30, 1957 - Use of SSQ at the Custis-Lce Mansion - .Agnes M. Downey, historian,

letter to Mr. T. Sutton .lett. Chief, Division of Public L'se and Interpretation; Mr. Randle B. Truett,

Chief, N.M and H.S.; Mr. Drew Chick, Chief, Division of Inteipretation- ARHO files.

^- November 15 - December 15, 1957 - Monthly Report - Agnes M. Downey. Park Historian.
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^'^ Contractor's notes, Sidney V. Young & Sons, 5302 Park Road S.E., Washington, DC- ARHO files.

^'^ Weeks ending March 13 & March 20, 1959 - Progress Report - Custis-Lee Mansion - SSQ - Paul

C. Swartz, Park Historian, copy to Mr. McClure, Mr. Kahler, Mr. Haussmann, Mr. Truett,

ARHO files.

^'^ September 23. 1963 - National Capital Region Memo- ARHO files.

^'^ July 1 9, 1 966 - memo - ARHO files.

6^ July 1 9. 1 966 - memo - ARHO files.
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General Condition

Since the 1958-59 rehabilitation, the National Park Service has taken reasonable care of the South

Dependency. While the systems (including mechanical and electrical) need to be updated, most of

the recent maintenance work has focused appropriately on keeping the building weathertight.

The roof requires regular attention because of the premature failure of so many clay tiles; the recent

repairs are of a much better quality than earlier efforts to seal or patch broken tiles.

Excessive moisture within the walls has been a long-standing problem which undoubtedly confront-

ed even Robert E. Lee. A holistic approach to improving site drainage and ventilation, and reducing

moisture penetration is beyond the scope of day to day maintenance. It is a problem that should be

addressed before repairing the stucco and/or plaster on the masonry walls.

The regular painting of exterior woodwork has helped minimize decay. Various wooden elements

have been replaced over time, including some during the late 1950s rehabilitation. A number of the

replacements tend to lack traditional detailing, such as drip edges on window sills, and constitute

higher maintenance items than necessary. Some replacement elements are contributing to the mois-

ture problems.

As long as any differed maintenance does not contribute to moisture or safety problems, it is not

anticipated that the buildings will suffer in the immediate future. Care should be taken, however, to

address any immediate maintenance needs involving mid-nineteenth century building fabric, espe-

cially woodwork.

Regular roof, gutter, and drain maintenance should continue to be a priority. Electrical service should

be inspected and corrected as needed.

Site

The Arlington House, the Robert E. Lee Memorial site,

includes a centrally located yard, enclosed by the main

house on the east, a dependency on the south, and an-

other on the north. An opening on the west side of the

site provides access to Sheridan Road, which descends

the hillside to the lower portions of the cemetery north

and east ofArlington House (Figure 1 ). A circular bed,

filled with a horizontally branching deodar cedar and

a large boxwood, marks the center of the yard. The

ground plane, outside the planting bed, is covered with

a river gravel, clay, and sand mixture called bankum.

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of site.

The yard side (north) and east of the South Dependency is bankum and slopes from south to north.

The surface functions as a combination walkway and service road. The area adjacent to the west
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Figure 2. West elevation showing grade and grass

ground cover.

Figure 3. South elevation showing the problem-

atic grade slope and an underground drain cover.

and south facades of the building is covered with dirt and grass (Figures 2 and 3). The grade on the

south, immediate to the building, slopes away from the building, however, four feet out, the grade

changes and slopes back towards the building, from south to north. A depressed area where the two

grade changes meet is above the underground drains which were installed primarily to carry away

the water runoff from the roof and the lawn on the west side which slopes toward the building.

Ponding water following heavy rains has been an ongoing problem and has been partially addressed

in the past through the addition of gutters, underground drains, changes to grade, and varying pav-

ing materials. Rising damp and deterioration of the rough cast finish on the exterior walls indicate

continuing problems.

Recommendations: The grade on the south elevation needs to be corrected. The four foot slope away

from the building is insufficient to address the water migration from the south lawn and garden. The

ground surface on the south should be regraded, banking the surface drainage farther away from the

building. An exploratory trench should be dug along the foundation to detemiine how moisture is

penetrating and migrating. Additional underground drains may be needed to redirect the moisture.

Larger gutters and an additional downspout would improve the the roof drainage and reduce water

ponding in times of heavy rain.

Masonry - structure

The South Dependency is a masonry structure with four exterior and two interior load bearing walls.

The building is primarily brick. 8"-9" thick (two wythes). sumiounfing an 18" thick rubble stone
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foundation. The foundation walls are pointed with a brushed joint, flush with the outside surface of

the stone. The brick portion of the walls has a painted stucco finish.

Stone

The stones on the exterior face of the foundation walls vary in size but are coursed with a distinctive

horizontal pattern and joints are pointed in a brushed joint. Four different mortars are identifiable

ranging from early soft, warm toned ones with high lime content to more contemporary hard, gray

mortars with high Portland cement content. The ledge where the foundation meets the stucco fin-

ish is not properly sloped with mortar (Figure 4). As a result, water collects and seeps into the wall

through open joints.

In general the foundation appears to be in reasonably sound condition for its age. However, the

joints, originally flush and tight with the outer surface of the stone, have deteriorated in areas, allow-

ing water to be absorbed into the walls.

Deficiencies: There have been some structural repairs over the years on the South Dependency. It is

evident from photographs and physical inspection that some deflection in the west wall has occurred,

probably as a result of early settlement. Recent movement of a serious nature is not apparent. Mor-

tar has leached out of areas of the stonework and in other areas the joints are no longer tight.

Recommendations: The exposed

ledge of the foundation wall should

be covered with mortar and sloped to

shed water away from the wall. De-

teriorated mortar joints and areas of

inappropriate repairs should be hand

raked and repointed using a proper

mortar for the building. These joints

should be tooled flat and recessed

approximately 1/8" from the stone ^^p 4i^^K^^^ fest*.

surface. In conjunction with the Figure 4. The exposed ledge of the foundation wall should he covered with mor-

exploration of the drainage problems t^r with a slope away from the building.

around the building, it is suggested

that at the southeast comer of the wall a small trench be opened to examine the condition of the foot-

ings. Based on the findings, fiarther work may be necessary.

Brick

Early records reveal that the brick used to construct many of the buildings at Arlington were made on

site. Many were not fired, only air-dried, making them soft and sponge-like when wet. The brick por-

tions of the walls of the South Dependency were laid in an uneven coursing and with varying joint

widths. They are soft, porous, and irregular in form suggesting that the brick wall was never intended

to be exposed for a long period of time. Unlike the North Dependency where the exterior brick walls

were first painted, those on the South Dependency show no evidence of a coating under the smooth

stucco. It appears these walls were parged with stucco early on.
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In the attic, past repairs have occurred to the west gable portion of the brick, north of the chimney

flue. Some brick in the gable wall of the attic was removed when an old HVAC system was installed.

The QMC also undertook some repairs to the east wall in the 1928.

Deficiencies: The brick walls are in generally good condition. Some repointing is needed although

not widespread. Some repairs are needed in the west gable within the attic.

Recommendations: Undertake selec-

tive repointing. Remove old air ducts

around the attic chimney. Repair ma-

sonry wall in locations as needed.

Masonry - brick chimney

(exterior portion)

One brick chimney is extant on the

west end of the building (Figure 5). It

was rebuilt in 1958-59 from a combi-

nation of older soft bricks and newer

sewer bricks with a smooth finish. The

flue is infilled at the top with cement

and is capped with copper sheeting. Tar has been used to seal the chimney flashing to the masonry.

Deficiencies: Tar seals have failed allowing water to infiltrate (Figure 6).

Recommendations: The restoration calls for the rebuilding of the chimneys above the roof. However,

if this work is not timely, stabilization of the existing chimney is advised. Remove tar and properly

reseal. Reopen flue to assist in the needed ventilation of the building. Install chimney cap on a raised

frame to allow air movement below while protecting from direct rain infiltration and pests.

1 '

Figure 5. West chimney

rebuilt in 1958-59 is cur-

rently sealed and capped.

Figure 6. Tar seals to the tile roof have failed in a

number of locations allowing water to infiltrate.

Figure 7. Counterbalanced rafter design roof construction without a

ridge board dates to the 1880s.

Figure 8. Outrigger fomied from continu-

ous ceiling rafters that cantilcvered past the

bearinu walls.
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Roofing - structure

The roof structure in the South Dependency was accessible for inspection in the west room and only

partially in the center room. Much of the current roof framing in the building, with the exception of

the 1958 era reinforcements, appears to date to the 1880s. Counterbalanced rafters and ceiling joists,

with l"x 6" chords and ties at alternating rafters, form the 12/5 pitch roof structure (Figure 7).

Thirteen of the eave outriggers are original and were formed from continuous ceiling joists that

cantilevered past the bearing walls. Others were replicated in 1958 by butting new outriggers to the

square cut of the ceiling joist at the edge of the bearing wall (Figure 8). These newer outriggers are

fastened to the ceiling joist with a l"x 5" plate on each face in the attic of the west room. Pairs of

vertical chords were added on each side of the roof rafters, connecting them to the new modillions.

The earliest rafters are oak with a wane edge (quarter round on one side) and whitewash finish. The

majority of the rafters date to the 1880s and are poplar, roughly 3" x 4" in size. The m.ore recent

rafters are smooth surfaced and probably date to 1958-9. All rafters rest directly on the wall plate,

which surmounts the masonry walls (see Appendix B). Nails and friction between the rough cuts of

the ends of the rafters connect the rudimentary trusses. {Also see interior descriptionsfor center and

west roomfor sheathing, rafter, andjoist details visible in those locations.)

Deficiencies: Deflection occurs at two points along the ridge—crowning at 18'-8" and 30'-2" in from

the west roof edge. These deflections were caused by long term loading on the timber members from

the weight of the clay tile shingles.

Recommendation: NPS engineer, Louis Teran, surveyed the structure and concluded that the rafters

appeared to have sufficient strength, capable of carrying the existing loads, provided the moisture

content of the interior plenum is maintained with little variation from existing conditions {see Appen-

dix G). The restoration plan calls for the creation of a false assembly of skip sheathing roof lath to be

installed above the exposed joists and rafters in the center room. This would create a false underside

to replicate the appearance of a mid-nineteenth century roof while retaining the existing roof struc-

ture and sheathing (see Part IIA, page 4). The clay tiles would be replaced with lighter weight wood
shingles.

Figure 9. Delamination, chipping, crazing, and structural

failure of shingles are widespread.

Figure 1 0. A variety of temporary repairs have been made in

an effort to keep a weather seal.
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Roofing - sheathing

The roof is sheathed with soHd wood planking of varying widths (wider boards may be pre-Civil

War), an underlayment of 15# feU paper (double thickness in some areas) and clay shingles - Ludo-

wici model 126 fired clay tile shingles. These shingles date to 1958-59. The dimensions of the tiles

are 9/16" to 5/8" thick, 15" to 15 'A" long and 5 %" to 8 "Z." wide. The general exposure is 6 %" and

the colors are random, ranging from dark gray to a reddish brown. The ridge is finished with a "Bos-

ton" cap sealed with tar. Numerous temporary repairs have been made (Figures 9 and 10). These

repairs include tar used to fill gap between shingles separating at ridge, caulk, and tar on broken

pieces, and copper and aluminum sleeves slipped under broken and/or missing shingles.

Deficiencies: Delamination, chipping, crazing, and structural failure of shingles is widespread-

proximately 1/3 are delaminating and 5-10% are cracked, with some retention of vegetation.

-ap-

Recommendation: The South Dependency's roof structural system and plank sheathing date primar-

ily to the 1880s. Though not as old as the period of significance, these features do posesses a second-

ary significance. Analysis by an NPS engineer recently determined that the system and sheathing are

sound and need not be replaced. The clay tiles should be removed and replaced with high quality

yellow cedar shingles, taper sawn, not wider than 7", 18-20" long, vertical grain with about a 5 1/2"

exposure. The shingle butts wood shingles should be about 1/2" thick and taper to a pointed thin

end. In order to provide the appropriate roof ventilation, wood nailing strips (skip lathe) should be

installed on top of existing sheathing. A comb at the roof ridge should extend from the north slope

out over the south slope 4"-5" (see Appendix F). Copper flashing should be used under capping

shingles at ridge and solder flashing rather than caulk at chimney.

Eaves

The painted wood eave boards on the South Dependency (white) are a combination of bead board

(south) and tongue and groove (west).

Deficiencies: The headboard is a later replacement, not appro-

priate for the period of significance. The existing eave detail

where the board meets in a seam at the edge of the roof is not

typical for nineteenth century construction (Figure 1 1). More-

over, it is a poor detail that will allow water to wick up and lead

to wood rot (see Appendix F).

Recommendation: The bead board material should be replaced

with tongue and groove boards and detailed as seen in Appen-

dix F.

Gutters and downspouts

Five inch copper half-round gutters with copper hangers and

straps (spaced about 2'-0" apart) are cunently hung on the north

and south edges of the roof. One box drop downspout serves

the east comers of both the north and south elevations feeding

Figure 1 1 . Eave boards on south elevation

are bead board. The size of the gutter troughs

are not adequate to accommodate heaN^y

rains.
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into a below ground drain. Six support straps are missing from the south side and five are missing

fi-om the north. The gutters are in generally good condition.

Deficiencies: The size of the half-rounds is not sufficient to handle heavy rainfall and the under-

ground drain runs too close to the south elevation (Figure 1
1

). The overspill and ponding water

wicks up the walls, causing moisture problems that affect the plaster and stucco.

Recommendation: Despite the fact that gutters did not exist on the building in the nineteenth century,

the severity of moisture problems provides a strong case for their continued use. If gutters are to re-

main, the 5" half-round troughs should be replaced with 6" members and a second downspout added

to the west end of the north and south elevations. Both the new downspouts and the replacement

downspouts should be round drops rather than box drops. The downspouts should remain connected

to the underground drain. The underground drain loops should be relocated a further distance from

the building foundation, especially since they may periodically become clogged with debris.

Exterior wall finishes

The exterior walls above the exposed stone water table of the South Dependency are finished with

several different stucco textures. The primary surface is rough cast, consisting of a thick topcoat of

rendering with a pebble aggregate. In some areas, the aggregate has been pressed into the cement.

In others, it was applied as on the North Dependency but later sand blasted, giving the wall a more

exposed aggregate look. The recessed ornamental niches on the east, south, and west elevations are

finished in a skim coat stucco with a smooth, "cork float" finish.

Stucco - smooth

The recessed ornamented niches on the east, south, and west elevations are finished with the painted

skim-coat stucco. Various patches of smooth stucco of varying mixes have been applied to the re-

cessed niches over the years (Figure 12). Three different applications have been identified thus far.

The earliest smooth stucco is a soft render of pure white binder above a yellow base coat integrated

with small pieces of lime (shells) and tiny stones. Coatings include a white oil base under a medium

yellow distemper topped by a layer of rose tan with a mottle of tera cotta. This mix is primarily

Figure 12. Within the wall niches of the south elevation, top coatings Figure 13. Efflorescence is visible on the east elevation stucco

of beige and orange paint are visible. within the recessed areas.
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found in more protected areas (see Appendix E, Section 1). A brownish matrix with a high sand con-

tent and no aggregate was used for patching as well as one with a similar matrix but small stone ag-

gregate. Below the skirtboards is a restoration stucco used by the NPS-one with a light beige render

and small aggregate. The NPS also used a hard, gray Portland cement with tiny aggregate for patching

random areas in the more recent years.

Deficiencies: The smooth stucco has delaminated in certain sections. Areas of various patching exist

which do not match in texture, color or hardness (see Appendix E. Section 1). Numerous cracks are

present especially in the center bay. Areas have separated from the back wall. Efflorescence is visible

on the east elevation (Figure 13).

Recommendation: The stucco should be sounded for areas of adhesion failure and dead sections

removed by hand. Stucco patches of hard Portland cement and inappropriate surface texture should

also be removed. Every effort should be made to preserve as much historic fabric as possible and the

services of a plaster/stucco conservator should be utilized. Since the stucco will be painted, previous

patches do not need to have exact color match. A somewhat plastic patching mix should be deter-

mined, using a white mason's mortar, sand from the Potomac River and a river aggregate. Significant

cracks can be reclosed by cutting the joints out, and cleaning and floating in repairs with a cork float,

using the same patching mix described above.

Interior comers should be repaired using a dovetail joint and not a V-cut joint; use Plaster Weld,

diluted with 50% water to allow

for better bonding. Flat areas of

stucco with solid bonding to the

underlying brick can be skim

coated as needed.

§r^5
':«»-'

©
(D

Stucco - rough cast

The primary finish on the exte-

rior of the South Dependency is a

rough cast stucco, characterized

by a thick coat of matrix with

exposed stone aggregate. Rough

cast is produced by mixing a ce-

menting composition with coarse

stones and then literally throwing

the material on the wall (Figure

14). Rough cast is more forgiving

than smooth renders and docs not reveal cracks as easily. Its open-textured surface. \\ ith many ex

posed aggregate, does not shrink much by comparison with smooth renders.

Figure 14. Rough cast is produced by mixing u

cementing composition or matrix with aggregate/

stones. It is applied by literally throwing the material

on the wall. At least four distinct rough cast finishes

have been identified.

Figure 15. Three differ-

ent applications of rough

cast stucco: 1 . The Army"s

brown 1 929 restoration mix,

2. The 1958 NPS restoration

mix and 3. A gray repair

mix applied more recently

by NPS.

At least five distinct rough cast finishes have been identified. It is especially significant that one of

these five rough cast finishes that comprises the cun-cnt stucco finish on the South Dependency ap-

pears to be both original and in some quantity. It is applied directly to uncoatcd bricks (sec Appen-

dix E, Section I). Its matrix is composed of a pure white binder of lime with a brown base coat with
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coarse stones mixed in. The stucco has been coated with three layers of pigment which include a

glossy white oil base coat, under a layer of medium yellow tan distemper and a coating of red tan

distemper. This stucco which would have existed c. 1860 and before is still found in the more pro-

tected areas of the building.

A second stucco mix with a darker brown colored matrix and an aggregate that includes chunks of

brick clinkers is found in areas just below the fascia board. The QMC's 1928 rough cast has a me-

dium brown matrix with a light under layer contains small round, regular aggregate. The fourth mix

is the NPS's 1958 restoration rough cast with a light beige matrix, and with small and medium sized,

round aggregate (Figure 1 5). A gray matrix with medium aggregate was used to patch areas on the

south elevaton and of unknown recent vintage.

Deficiencies: Surface repairs point to ongoing problems of rising damp and backsplash from heavy

rains.

Recommendations: A plaster/stucco conservator should undertake any work on the stucco. The rough

cast should be sounded for delamination followed by the careful removal of dead patches, as well as

those containing the Portland matrix; a rough cast stucco that matches the original should be used

for repairs; and a lime paint coat should be applied to match the historic finish. As with the smooth

stucco, emphasis should be placed on preserving as much historic rough cast stucco as possible. The

use of rough cast on the building is quite significant as this is one of the earliest such applications

in American architecture and unlike the Mansion, areas of the historic rough cast have survived in

place. Later repairs that are sound, yet differ in color, may be retained. Because the aggregate in

many areas has been aggressively exposed through sandblasting, a thick paint application that is

permeable to moisture could be applied to recapture the historic appearance. A test should be un-

dertaken to establish whether one or more coatings will be necessary. The desired effect is to match

more closely the surviving historic finish on the building.

Where stucco abuts horizontal wood trim or features, such as the window heads and skirtboard, cop-

per flashing should be set up beneath rough cast finish and angled to lay flat on these wood elements.

This will provide a more permanent weather seal and protection for the wood. A couple inches of

finish will need to be removed and reapplied when the "bridging flashing" is inserted. Where historic

stucco has survived in these areas and is sound, bridge flashing is not recommended.

Should it be necessary to clean the stucco surface of the building in the fiiture, it is recommended

that a study of available techniques be performed at that time and that only the gentlest means pos-

sible be utilized. Frequent cleaning should not be undertaken.

Openings

There are currently eleven openings in the South Dependency building: three door openings spaced

across the north facade; four window openings span the upper wall of the south elevation, and in the

attic (single vents in each of the gable ends) and two on the south side.
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Figure 16. Windows opening into the west room (SD5 and SD6). Figure 17. Window openmgs into east room (SD9 and SDIO)

Windows (south elevation only)

One long, narrow, horizontal window opening with a painted wood frame is set within each of the

recessed arches of the two outer bays at the east and west ends of the wall (Figures 16 and 17).

Two vertical supports (modillions) with a beaded molding divide each window opening into thirds

(8"xlO"). The ears of the sill extend to the abutting arch wall on the east but have been cut shorter on

the west ends (Figure 18). The four 4-light, painted wood sash pivot inward, hinged at the top with

inappropriate reproduction strap iron hinges. Note that the muntins do not line up with the two verti-

cal supports of the frame providing both structural support and some additional security in the case

of the store room. The three easterly window sash are painted shut (SD5, SD6, and SD9). The one

on the west end (SDIO) is operable. Some of the glazing is cylinder glass while others are modem
replacements or reproduction glass.

The window sash in the western-most bay (SD5) has round pegs, not square, and is clearly a replace-

ment. The original manner of operation of the south elevation windows has not been established.

One possibility is that these sash were hinged at the top of the window opening. Another possibliity

is that they were not hinged but rather lifted out when ventilation was desired and secured in place

by turn screws located at each horizontal ends.

Deficiencies: The window sills are not correctly detailed. Either they have been modified or replaced

over time. The ends of the sills have been reduced in length. Fragments of wood that were once the

i

Figures 1 s ^lelt ) I he ears ot the window sills extend to the abuttmg areh wall on the east but ha\ e been cut shorter on

the west ends. Blocks of wood, presumed to be once the ends of these pieces, are extant in the abutting walls of various

openings. Figure 19 (right). Edges and ends of indow sills and frames are exposed to the elements in many locations.
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ends of these sills are extant in the abutting walls of various openings. Edges and ends of sills and

frames are exposed in many locations (Figure 19). Some sash are not operable.

Recommendations: All windows should be restored to working condition to allow for better ven-

tilation within the building. Simple butterfly hinges should be installed at the top of the sash for

convenience (see Appendix F). The exterior portion of the sill should be restored, extending the sill

in length and width. This can be accomplished through addition of a wood face piece secured with

epoxy to the existing sills. The top face of the sill will need regular painting as part of a good mainte-

nance program. A %" drip cut should be incorporated at the bottom of the sill extension.

Doors and hardware

Three wood paneled viewing doors with large glass panes were

constructed and installed in the South Dependency by the NPS in the

1960s. (Drawings for the door assembly are included in the 1960s set

of construction drawings in the appendix of this report.) These doors

and frames remain extant in the exterior openings on the north eleva-

tion. The center and west doors are hinged on the east. The door open-

ing into the east room is hinged on the west. A full paneled wood door

is set behind the glass paneled exterior door in the center room. The

door jambs were oversized to accommodate a double door solution to

site security and visitor viewing. The doors are painted white.

At present, the door hardware includes metal handles and dead bolt

locks (Figure 20). All three doors are hinged with twentieth century

butt hinges.
Figure 20. Current door hardware

includes metal handles and dead

bolt locks.

Recommendations

:

The restoration plans calls for the replacement of the doors and re-

moval of the extended door jamb (see Appendix F). Additional investigation is needed to verify the

exact height of the threshold. Until that work is possible, the existing hardware needs to be tightened

and resecured. (See North Dependency HSR for details on door replacement.)

Attic vent openings

The gable ends contain attic vent openings, one on the east and one on the west end. The opening

on the east is supported by a spanning wood lintel. The opening on the east is rectilinear and infilled

with a tri-partite decorative wood grill, closed in the mid section and open on the two end sections

(Figure 21). The center section of the grill has five turned spindles backed by a painted board. The

flanking sections are slatted with painted wood louvers. The opening on the west is arched and also

infilled with a tri-partite decorative wood grill, closed in the mid section and open on the two ends.

As on the east, the center section of the grill has five turned spindles mounted in front of a painted,

tongue-and-groove backboard. Many of these elements date to the period of significance (see Appen-

dix E, Section 2).

Two rectangular vent openings in the center bay on the south elevation flank a spindled wood feature

and open into the center room of the South Dependency (Figure 22). These openings contain painted
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Figure 2 1 . Attic vent on east end needs to be Figure 22. Two rectangular vent openings in the center bay on the south eleva-

cleaned and painted tion open into the center room and flank a spindled wood feature.

wood louvers that provide ventilation to the smoke house. Many of these elements date to the period

of significance (see Appendix E, Section 2).

Deficiencies: The attic vents are generally in good condition. On the south elevation, the vent assem-

bly is loose from the wall, probably as a result of previous ivy encrouchment.

Recommendations: Clean, strip, and paint as needed. Carefully resecure and align attic vent on south

elevation.

Wood trim

Numerous pieces ofwood trim articulate the South Dependency. These include outriggers, fascia

boards, bed molding, door hoods, skirt boards, column capitals, vents, and spindles. Many of the ele-

ments making up the decorative vents within the upper sections of the two gabled end as well as the

center bay of the south elevation were found to date within the period of significance.

The NPS did replace vari-

ous wood members in their

1958-59 restoration campaign,

including decorative elements

and ones with profile shapes

at joints and ends. These were

not carefully duplicated. The

painted trim elements that

were identified as original

mostly end at least 1 " back

from building comers and

have a return underneath

leaving no exposed cut ends.

(Early craftsmanship is evi-

dent in some of the building

details.) Later replacement

members lack those details

(see Appendix E: Field Notes,

Section 2).

Figure 23 (left). The original coiitigunition tor the wood skirtboard that extends the length

of the building on the south is a three-piece construct consisting of (A) a simple sill plate.

(B) an apron with a molded drip edge, and (C) a molded trim piece set up into the back of

the apron to seal and cap.

Figure 24 (ngiit). Sections of the early skirtboard configuration remain however there are

many areas where tlic low cr piece is missing as shown in the circled areas.
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South elevation

Wood trim on the south elevation includes outriggers, frieze boards, bed molding, skirt boards,

column capitals, vents, and spindles. All pieces have an outer coat of white paint. The fascia board,

replaced by the NPS in the 1950s, is deteriorated. The original configuration for the wood skirt

board that extends the length of the building on the south is a three-piece construction consisting of

a simple sill plate, an apron with a molded drip edge, and a molded trim piece set up into the back of

the apron to seal and cap the feature. Sections of the early skirtboard configuration remain; however,

there are many areas where the lower piece is missing (Figures 23 and 24). A horizontal skirt board

to run low within the two recessed semi-circular arches and within the central rectilinear niches may
be missing. The 1958 photographs, showing stucco removed from the lower portion of the west

arched bay, reveal the presence of a wood nailer strip near the bottom of the stone foundation wall.

A wood skirt board may have been intended to be attached to this nailer, continuing the horizontal

lines shown by like elements on the east and west elevations (Figure 25). However, it is not shown

in the Civil War photographs and may have been removed by then due to deterioration or was never

installed. Stucco needs to be selectively removed at this location and the presence of nail holes con-

firmed in the nailing strip before undertaking restoration of this feature.

V-jointed soffit boards on this elevation have replaced the more typical beaded or butted boards

(with a flush joint) which originally existed. They are replacement elements dating to the

1950s NPS restoration. Most of the existing skirt boards are also replacements probably dating to

this time as well. They appear to have been installed with a 3-degree bevel to drain water, although

warping and deflection have resulted in the inadequate shedding of water in areas. There is no proper

return on the underside of the skirtboard.

The upper section of the center bay has wood framework that is pegged together surrounding a series

of six hand-lathed spindles (irregular in their profiles), backed by a beaded board (Figure 26). The

framework, vents and spindles are pre-Civil War features and have multiple layers of primarily white

paint. The beaded board appears to have a sand paint on one of the lowest layers. The capital on the

I

'JL..J^L M^

Figure 25. riie 19.^8 photographs, showing suicco re-

moved from lower portion of west arched bay, reveal

the presence of a wood nailer strip near the bottom of

the stone foundation wall.

Figure 26. The upper section of the center bay has historic wood

framework that is pegged together surrounding a series of six hand-

lathed spindles (irregular in their profiles), backed by a beaded board

(with an early sand paint coating).
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easternmost pilaster is partially cut off and incorrectly detailed. The frieze board above the engaged

columns is pulled away from the wall plane.

Deficiencies: Replacement members typically do not duplicate the originals and in some cases will

have a shortened life expectancy because they are not constructed or finished to shed moisture.

Recommendations: Pieces that are not replicative of the original details should be replaced. The

historic upper assembly in the center bay needs to be resecured.

Removal and reinstallation of this assembly should only be »

undertaken if absolutely necessary. Historic woodwork should be - ,
'.;

repaired as needed rather than replaced (see Appendix E: Field

Notes, Section: 2).

' •* *^

Figure 27. The location of the door pedi-

ments seems to match that which appears in

the 1 860s photographs.

North elevation

Wood trim on the east elevation includes outriggers, frieze

boards, and bed molding. All pieces are coated with white paint.

Three wood exterior doors exist evenly spaced across the fa9ade

and raised slightly above grade. They are surmounted by door

pediments of molded wood and inframed painted panels. The

profile and location of the pediments (set within rough cast),

seems to match the configuration seen in 1 860s photographs

and early twentieth century photographs (Figure 27). Although

the evidence is not conclusive, it appears that these pediments

are appropriate in design and placement. The molding profile

seen in the wood frame surrounding the painted panels is differ-

ent than any other used on the

building and probably a replace-

ment. Some outriggers have been

replaced over time.

Deficiencies: Replacement members often do not duplicate the origi-

nals and in some cases have a lesser life expectancy because they are

not constructed or finished to shed moisture.

Recommendations: Wood trim that is not replicative of the original

details should be replaced with ones that match the historic appear-

ance. The painted panels should be examined by a paint conservator

to help establish date of frame and underlying paint {see Appendix E:

Field Notes, Section: 2).

West elevation

Wood trim on the west elevation includes outriszcers. frieze board,
Figure 28. The header is missing from

, • , ,

'"'"

i
• n

above the attic ventilation unit west ^^" molding, skirt board, column capitals. N'cnts, and spindles. A
wall series of six hand-lathed wood spindles (irregular in their profiles)
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are centered between two louvered vents and surrounded by an arched pegged frame set above the

frieze board. Molded trim crowns the frieze board and projects out just below the ventilating unit.

The skirt board is detailed correctly and may be an original piece of wood trim. All pieces are coated

with white paint.

Deficiencies: The wood header over the arched opening/vent is missing.

Recommendations: A header should be installed over the arch. The vents should be repainted (see

Appendix E: Field Notes, Sectioti: 2).

East elevation

Wood trim on the east elevation includes outriggers, frieze board, bed molding, skirt board, column

capitals, vents, and spindles. A series of si.x hand lathed wood spindles (irregular in their profiles) is

centered between two louvered vents and sunounded by a pegged frame set above the frieze board.

Molded trim crowns the frieze board and projects out just below the ventilating unit. All pieces are

coated with white paint.

Deficiencies: The attic vents are in need of careful cleaning and maintenance. Eave outriggers have

been reconfigured, and possibly replaced, at least twice. The fascia board, replaced by the NPS in

the late 1950s, is deteriorated. The wood sill below the attic vent projects out too far. The skirt board

is raised and not detailed correctly. The projecting sill is incorrectly sized, extending out too far. A
replacement plank skirt board (dating to 1958-59 or later) at the base rests on the top of the founda-

tion wall and has no profile detailing.

Recommendations: The skirt board should be replaced with one matching the detailed skirt board on

the west. Clean attic vents. Relocate outriggers to historic locations (see Appendix E: Field Notes,

Section: 2).

Interiors

East room

Historical accounts describe the east room as a storehouse. The interior space measures 16'-0" x

18'-0" with a ceiling height of 1 V-6". Access to the room during this study was limited as it con-

tained exhibit materials. Behind the panels, the masonry walls are covered with 1950s NPS plaster

except for the east wall which has been furred out and drywalled. The south wall has been coated

with a sealant and then painted white. The plaster and coatings are peeling as a result of water migra-

tion in the wall. The entry door jamb has been enlarged, doubled in width, boxed in with wood, and

painted white. The exterior-most piece is older than the interior piece. The brick floor is of two types

-pavers with a shellac or other dark accretion and sewer brick. Both have low absorption levels, are

abrasion resistant, and present a reasonable approximation of a mid-nineteenth century floor. Evi-

dence of the historic fireplace on the east wall was not found due to access limitations. Physical ex-

amination of the windows on the interior was also not possible as they are walled off from the inside.

Deficiencies: Access to this room for physical investigations was extremely limited. Rising damp
should be addressed in this room.
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Figure 29. The space is currently used as exhibit space.

Recommendations: The treatment plan calls for the restoration of this room to a mid-nineteenth

century storeroom with features similar to those found in the west room of the building (see Part

IIA, page II). Many questions remain as to the location and size of features such as the fireplace and

ships ladder, wall and floor treatments, etc. due to the limited access allowed during our study. If the

restoration plans are not timely, stabilization of this room is advised. Water management and ven-

tilation issues should be addressed. Windows should be uncovered and made operable and utilized

to better ventilate the space. A more efficient gutter and exterior drainage system is needed, (see

"gutters " and "Site "for necessary drainage work). Loose plaster should be removed and replaced

to match the historic. Where plaster has failed, stonework should be examined for the integrity of

mortar joints and repaired as needed. Plaster walls should be sounded for areas of adhesion failure.

When removing loose plaster, care should be taken to preserve in place all sound historic plaster

beneath. The door and door jamb should be replaced with ones to match the 1860s appearance.

Note: Water migration in the wall has been a long-term problem. Excavating the foundation along

the exterior to permit repointing as necessary is one of a number of corrective measures that may
be necessary in the future. Since the plaster deterioration was a ''historic" condition, the appearance

could be considered part of the interpretative presentation. If such an approach was taken, it would

require ongoing monitoring and periodic repair work.

Center room

The interior space of the center room measures 10'-6" x 1
8'-0". The traditional view that this room

was constructed as a smokehouse and later converted to living quarters with a loft appears to be

accurate. The pre- 1860 louvrcd windows high on the south wall were used in conjunction with the

curing and storage of meat. Plaster covers the masonry walls except in areas where remoxal has

been required for investigatory purposes (Figure 30). Although the finish plaster coat on the lower

walls appears to date from the 1950s, that on the upper walls on the east and west is historic. It is

also there that accumulations of soot and oils appear, probably dating back to the room's early use

as a smokehouse. The south wall shows widespread areas of plaster damage due to rising damp and

efflorescence. The ceiling is unfinished, exposing a solid roof sheathing and wooden enclosures for
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Figure 30. Southwest comer showing evidence of the nine-

teenth century opening in the west wall which postdates 1 860. Figure 3 1 . South wall showing historic vents and center niche.

mechanical ducts. Some of the roof sheathing members are vertical sawn while others are circular

sawn. The solid sheathing was probably added at the same time that the slate roof was installed.

The original surface of the floor was probably earthen, consistent with its use as a smokehouse. Two
firepits/hearths were identified during the recent archeological study, one laden with charcoal above

a basin shaped feature with a random lining of weather worn stones. Archeologists noted that the

areas around the older pit appears to be undisturbed pointing to an early dirt floor. A 1929 directive

orders the relaying of old brick floors at their original levels, so we also know that brick was there

before the Arniy did their restoration. QMC records also indicate that at one time the floors in this

building may have been cement. When they restored the space, the QMC used a basket-weave brick

pattern. In 1958, NPS relaid the floor in common running bond pattern as it is today.

The entry door jamb has been enlarged, doubled in width, boxed in with wood, and painted white.

The exterior-most piece of the jamb is older than the interior piece.

Deficiencies: The walls in this room show signs of rising damp.

Recommendations: The treatment plan calls for the restoration of this space as a mid nineteenth

century smoke room. This includes the creation of a false assembly of skip sheathing roof lath to be

installed above the exposed joists and rafters in the center room. This would re-establish the under-

side appearance of a mid-nineteenth century roof while retaining the existing late nineteenth century

roof system. The plan also calls for restoration of the historic plaster, the three center beams for

hanging meats and the firepit/hearth (see Part 2A. page 10). Areas with early plaster should be con-

solidated by applying a bonding agent such as a Plasterweld mixture of 1/2 resinous emulsion to 1/2

water. The surface should first be carefully cleaned with air from a no-pressure airhose followed by

the application of Plasterweld with a soft brush. IfNPS decides to keep also a portion of the origial

plaster on the lower walls exposed for interpretation purposes, a perforated frame with a plexiglass

sheet can be affixed to the wall for protection of the original plaster. The installation should allow for

air flow between the plaster face and the plexiglass. If the restoration work proposed is not timely.
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Figure 32. West room, scmilicasi comer, 2003 Figure 33. West room, noi i room. 2003

Stabilization of the space is advised. This would include water management and ventilation issues.

The south wall vents should be made operable and utilized to improve air flow in the room. A more

efficient roof gutter and exterior drainage system will help (sec "Gutters " and "Site"for necessary

drainage work). Loose plaster should be removed and replaced to match historic. Where plaster has

failed, examine stonework for integrity of mortar joints and repair as needed. Walls need to be re-

pointed in some lower areas. When removing loose plaster, care should be taken to protect fragments

of sound historic plaster. The door and door jamb should be replaced with ones to match the 1860s

appearance. The 1959 channels boxed out to pennit mechanical ductwork near the ea\es and ridge

should be removed.

West room

The west room is known primarily as a living quarters for Selina Gray and her family. The interior

space of the east room measures 16'-0" x 18'-0" with a ceiling height of 1
\'-6". The walls and ceiling

in the west room are plaster with a lime wash coating, applied by NPS in 1958-59. Changes have oc-

curred to the ceiling and loft levels over time. The lower portion of the walls show widespread areas

of plaster damage due to rising damp and efflorescence.

A ship's ladder stands in the southeast comer, provides access to the upper attic space through a

wood trap door (Figure 33). The brick fireplace on the west wall, measuring 6'-7" in width, is coated

with plaster and white lime paint. The front wall steps in 1
" on the vertical plane of the brick fire-

place wall. The firebox measures 3'-9" x 2'-4" and is bridged with a fiat jack arch lintel and finished

with squared sides.

The entry door has two wood panels in the lower half and is glazed on the upper portion to allow

visitors to view the interior of the room without entering. The door jamb has been enlarged, doubled

in width, boxed in with wood, and painted white (Figure 34). The exterior-most piece of the jamb

is older than the interior piece. Two 4-light wood w indows are extant on the south wall. They are

fastened on top with H hinges, a twentieth ccntui-y colonial revival hinge produced by the QMC for

their restoration program. The room is currently used as intei"pretive space.

The brick in the floor is of two types - paver bricks with a shellac coating or other dark accretion and
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Figure 34 (above). West room, top of lower attic floor level, the

location of which is based upon joist pockets the Army identified as

original.

Figure 35 (right). West room, upper floor level of the attic, located

on top of the sill plate.

sewer brick. Both have low absorption levels, are abrasion resistant and present a reasonable approx-

imation of a mid-nineteenth century floor.

Deficiencies: There is clear evidence the walls in the room suffer from rising damp.

Recommendations: The treatment plan calls for the restoration of this room, improving upon its

current interpretation and appearance by applying new insights gathered during the recent research

(see Part 2A, page 7). If the work proposed is not timely, stabilization of the space is advisable. This

includes water management and ventilation issues. Windows should be made operable and utilized to

better ventilate the space. A more efficient gutter and exterior drainage system will help (see "Gut-

ters " and "Site "for drainage ^vork that is needed). The front wall of the fireplace should be made

flush, removing the step-in. The door and door jamb should be replaced with ones to match the

1 860s appearance. The H hinges should be removed from the windows and replaced by regular butt

hinges (see Appendix F).

West room attic

The west room attic has two floor levels. The lower floor level is set on top of the sill plate and ten

brick courses below the upper level. It utilizes the joist pockets the Army identified as being original

(Figures 35 and 36). On the west wall on either side of the fireplace and at the same height of the

loft floor level, the brickwork has been rebuilt, dating to the 1958-59 restoration. The chimney posi-

tion may have been shifted at one point, possibly to install sheet metal ductwork. Plaster remains on

some areas of the south and west wall, and along the fireplace which could date to the period when

the loft was removed and the interior space opened to a single story. Areas on the upper west wall

show whitewash on brick that predates the newer roof rafters.

Deficiencies: N/A

Recommendations: The treatment plan does not call for restoration work to be done in this area. No
immediate work is needed.
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Mechanicals

Lighting

There is minimum lighting in all three rooms, provided in most cases by portable fixtures. New light-

ing has been installed in the center room after the architectural investigation in order to establish a

temporary First-aid station.

Recommendations: Lighting needs should be established to reflect the proposed use plan for the

room

Plumbing

There is no plumbing service in the building.

Recommendations: No plumbing service needed unless required for future fire supression system.

Fire

There are remnants of a fire detection system in the building. It's operability is unknown. There is no

fire suppression system.

Recommendations: A contemporary fire detection system should be installed and tested on a periodic

basis. New supression system should also be installed.

Mechanical

A forced air HVAC system is located in the attic over the west room. Model #TWE030C1 40B0;

200-230 volts, 60 hertz, dated January 2001.

Recommendations: New systems may be installed as part of the restoration plan. No immediate work

is necessary.

Electrical

A subpanel providing service from the main house is located in the east room.

Recommendations: Existing services should be inspected and repairs should be made as necessary

to insure safety.

Water

There is no separate water service. None is required unless needed for a future fire suppresion sys-

tem.
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Overview of Treatment Plan

There is sufficient evidence to restore the South Dependency exterior and the center and west

ground-level interior rooms to their appearance immediately prior to the Civil War. Loft spaces

should not be restored or open to the public because of difficult access issues and the intent to retain

the 1880s roof structure. The Ultimate Treatment Plan will help the National Park Service interpret

the daily life and hi.story of Arlington's African-American slave community. It reconciles informa-

tion gathered from archival research, and a program of inspection and physical investigation along

with material testing and analysis. Evidence gleaned from the recent physical, archeological, and

paint studies revealed that extensive restoration work will not be necessary to bring the South De-

pendency exterior back to its 1860s appearance. The addition of modem HVAC system, as well as

plans for addressing accessibility, security, and moisture control concerns are discussed in Part IIB:

Requirements for Treatment.

The interior of the west room, also known as "Selina's Room," should continue to be inter}")reted as

the Gray family quarters as it existed in the mid-nineteenth century. The cuiTent room appearance

is the result of a 1960s NPS restoration. This room will require some restoration and repair work so

that the space better represents the period of significance. The center room can be restored to reflect

its historic use as a smokehouse with open rafters and a firepit, while the east room could be restored

to its historic function as a store room. Additional physical investigation of the interior of the store-

room will be required since the loft was inaccessible to the investigation team and a new exhibit

occupying the ground floor room precluded physical investigation during the time of our study.

Exterior

Walls, Finish, and Trim

The exterior of the South Dependency exhibits a high degree of historic integrity. Civil War era pho-

tographs taken by Andrew Russell show how parts of the east, west, and south elevations appeared

during the 1 860s. Wood moldings and the horizontal windows on the south elevation are clearly vis-

ible as are alternating areas of roughcast and smooth stucco, and an exposed stone masonry founda-

tion. There are no known mid-nineteenth century photographs of the north elevation.

The recent physical investigation, along with mortar examination and paint stratigraphy analysis,

confinned that the majority of the material found on the South Dependency exterior walls today is

the same as that visible in Russell's photographs. Sui"viving historic material includes large areas

of the rough cast and smooth stucco finish, the exposed masonry foundation, most of the outriggers

on the south and north elevations, and most wood trim members, wood vents and wood spindles on

the east, west, and south elevations. Because no physical evidence survives regarding the original

dimensions of the three entrance cornices on the north elevation, these features (dating to the 1960s)

should be repaired and retained as best estimates of the original configuration. See Appendix E:

Field Notes, Section 1 for annotated exterior elevation drawings that identify the various finishes and

features.

The Treatment Plan calls for the preservation and restoration of all elements identified as dating

to the period of significance. Other features, including the remaining outriggers, some of the trim
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pieces and patched areas of rough cast and stucco, date to the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Where these match original features they should be retained; where inappropriate, they should be

replaced. An example of the latter are the soffits on the underside of the north and south eaves. The

current soffit boards date to the NPS restoration and have V-grooved joints. They should be replaced

with tongue and groove flush boards with no visible joints that more accurately depict their historic

configuration (as seen on the North Dependency soffits).

The stucco should be sounded for areas of adhesion failure and dead sections removed by hand

under careful supervision of the stucco/plaster conservator. Areas of delaminated, deteriorated, or

inappropriately patched rough cast and smooth stucco should be replaced with new material that rep-

licates adjacent historic areas. The south wall is especially in need of smooth stucco repairs. Because

so much of the stucco dates to the period of significance, a trained conservator rather than a general

contractor should be used for the stucco work. The foundation should be repointed with a soft, lime

mortar leaving a flat-tooled joint with a 1/8" recess (see Part IC, page 5).

Should it be necessary to clean the stucco surfaces of the building in the future, it is recommended

that a study of available techniques be perfomied at that time. A paint conservator should also be

called in to study the existing coatings and to detemiine the best contemporary coatings to be utilized

in repainting the building.

Roof

The South Dependency's roof stmctural system and plank sheathing date primarily to the 1880s.

Though not as old as the period of significance, these features do posesses a secondary significance.

Analysis by an NPS engineer in 2003 determined that the system and sheathing are sound and need

not be replaced.

The existing structural system and sheathing can be retained and concealed from public view in the

east and probably west rooms above the restoration lofts. Taking into account these factors and its

relative importance, the Treatment Plan does not include replacing the 1880s roof structure. In the

center room, where the existing joists, rafters, and sheathing would be exposed to the public, the cir-

ca 1860 features can be recreated without altering the 1880 roof structure. Rafters and joists should

remain in place and a false assembly of skip sheathing roofing lath and standard short lap. machine

cut wood shingles should be installed below the existing sheathing. The shingles should be the same

as used on the top of the roof replacing the cun-ent cement tile roof. This false underside will repli-

cate the appearance of a mid-nineteenth centuiy roof from the center room interior w hilc allowing

for retention of the existing system. The 1959 NPS channel boxes to permit mechanical ductwork

near the eaves and ridge should be removed.

The current cement tile roof dates to the NPS restoration in the late 19S0s (when it replaced a slate

roof dating to the 1880s). The large number of cracked, crazed, and delaminated tiles indicate that

the tiles have reached the end of their service life and should be replaced. Bamng any additional

information about the South Dependency's historic roof coxering rcxcaled during the upcoming res-

toration work, the new roof should be based on known mid-ninctccnlh century examples of shallow

pitched roofs found along the Potomac region and evidence gleaned from the Ci\ il War photographs

of the building. The shingles should be taper sawn, not wider than 7", 18-20" long, vertical grain,
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with about a 5-1/2" exposure. The Treatment Plan calls for the replacement shingles to be high-qual-

ity yellow cedar shingles. For durability and performance, the shingles should be sawn from the Brit-

ish Columbia area of Canada. Shingles will be secured with galvanized roofing nails to wood roofing

lath applied directly atop the existing 1880s plank sheathing with no intervening roofing felt paper.

The South Dependency did not feature gutters until the beginning of the twentieth century. However,

in an effort to mitigate the well-documented moisture problems this building has experienced over

its history, it will be necessary to replace the existing gutters (dating to the 1960s) with new, larger

capacity gutters and an additional round downspout at the opposite end of the existing. This treat-

ment is discussed in Part IIC: Requirements for Treatment of this report.

Chimneys

The west room chimney should be rebuilt above the roofline to more closely match its historic ap-

pearance, make it more weathertight and allow ventilation to the interior. The fireplace and chim-

ney should be reconstructed in the east room. It should be based on evidence gathered from further

investigation of the east room, as well as surviving historic features of the west room fireplace. The

reconstructed chimneys should include a single course drip edge immediately above the shingle roof

line and a double course top edge. Both chimneys should be opened to increase air circulation in the

rooms below while screened and covered for protection against rain.

Doors

The three doors currently located on the south elevation date to the NPS restoration and should be

replaced. Because no historic photograph of the South Dependency's north elevation survived, new

doors should be produced based on those visible in the 1860s photographs of the North Dependency.

As is discussed in the North Dependency HSR, a number of

factors indicate that one or more of the doors visible in the

Civil War photographs were not original to the dependency

but were of earlier construction, reused from another struc-

ture. The raised panels seen in the Uncle Joe photograph

appears to be an earlier door; the quality of construction and

high style appearance of the doors and jambs are not typical

of a dependency.

During the future restoration program, a careful inspection of

the area above the door openings at the east and west rooms

should be made to determine if any historic lintels survive or

if there is any other evidence of a change in door height.

The reproduction doors, jambs, headers, and sills on the South

Dependency will match that specified for the North Depen-

dency. The Ultimate Treatment Plan calls for using the North

Dependency center room door frame (as seen in the 1864

photograph) as the basis for the three openings on the South

Dependency, while the the door to the east room (as seen in

the 1864 Army photograph and the Uncle Joe photograph)
Figure 1. Photograph of Uncle Joe taken in front

of the North Dependency.
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should be the basis for all three of the South Dependency reproduction doors. Each replacement door

should match the original raised panel door's dimensions and materials. See Appendix F for detailed

drawings of the reproduction door, doorjambs, header, and sill.

The existing doorjambs should be removed and replaced with replicas made to fit the existing rough

masonry openings. If, after the existing jambs are removed, close inspection reveals that the open-

ings have been signficantly altered from their original dimensions, the new jambs and doors should

be adjusted to reflect this revised understanding. New information about the historic opening may

also be obtained by additional archeological investigation outside the north elevation doorways.

Such investigation may reveal the historic grade and position of the door opening as it existed during

the period of significance. Historic door and door frame dimensions may require modest alteration to

accomodate current code and accessibility requirements. Changes to the historic door configuration

are discussed in Part IIB: Requirements for Treatment.

Door Pediments

Because no mid-nineteenth century photographs of the north elevation survive, the definite presence

and character of the original door pediments is not known. The 1864 Russell photos show cornices

above the North Dependency doors. The existing cornices on the South Dependency date to the 1959

NPS restoration. Installed with rough cast stucco between them and the doors, these features are not

in keeping with typical historic door or window cornices that featured a flat architrave panel between

the opening and the projecting cornice moldings. Barring any additional evidence revealed during

the future restoration program, the cornices should be modified in the same manner as that identified

for the North Dependency.

Painted Panels

The framed stucco panels above the north elevation doors were purportedly painted originally by

George Washington Parke Custis. They were severely deteriorated and "almost invisible'' by 1929

when the QMC decided to restore them. Photographs of the panels taken in 1957. prior to the NPS
work on the South Dependency, shows the paintings in better condition than in the 1920s, indictating

that the QMC carried through with the restoration or replaced them altogether. At present, the images

on the panels are again severely deteriorated. The Treatment Plan recommends securing the services

of a qualified paint conservator to examine the painted panels, identify any surviving historic mate-

rial, and assess the potential for restoration, if appropriate.

Windows

An 1864 photograph showing the South Dependency's south elevation confirms the existence of

hori/ontally-oriented windows during the period of significance in the same locations as the existing

windows. Recent paint stratigraphy analysis and physical in\ cstigation indicate. howc\er. that the

cun-ent window sash and frames are not likely original to the structure. The appearance of the exist-

ing windows is similar enough to those in the Civil War era photo to preclude their replacement w ith

new windows. Only those areas of the sash and frame that have cracked, chipped and delaminated

paint will be stripped, and in those locations only stripped to the uppermost sound layer. At friction

points where accumulated layers of paint have rendered the windows inoperable, sufficient paint

should be removed to ensure the windows' free operation. Afier necessary stripping, sanding, and

preparation, the sash and frame should be repainted with a sand additi\ e to imitate the exterior sur-
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face of stone. The sills will need to be extended on the exterior to match historic detailing and restore

the original function of the sills as drip edges.

Exterior Treatment Summary
• Replace existing 1960s cement tile roof with new wood shingle roof to match

1860s appearance

• In center room, install false underside of wood shingle roof to existing underside of 1 880s

sheathing

• Rebuild the east chimney and west chimney above the roof level

• Rebuild chimney in east room

• Rebuild fireplace in east room

• Repoint stone foundation using approporate soft, lime-sand masonry mortar

• Use the services of a material conservator experienced in historic stucco to conserve deteriorated

historic stucco where possible

• Remove deteriorated and delaminated historic smooth and rough cast stucco that is beyond re-

pair, and inappropriately patched stucco finish on all elevations. Replace with new material that

matches oldest adjacent historic material in appearance and composition

• Paint finish in accordance with results of investigation prior to work

• Replicate doors from 1 860s based on drawing provided in Appendix F

• Window sash and frames should be stripped of deteriorated paint to sound paint surface; paint

finish in accordance with results of investigation prior to work; replace existing hardware with

new, reproduction hardware

• Reestablish original appearance and drip fianction of window sills by adding material to vertical

face of sills

• Replace inappropriate plank watertable on east elevation with two piece molding to match that

on west elevation

• Replace deteriorated fascia board on gable ends and other trim as shown in drawing in

Appendix F

• Replace soffits beneath north and south eaves with flush boards

• Resecure the vent/niche assembly in the center of the south elevation

• Secure the services of a paint conservator to examine painted panels above door

• Re-establish historic grade where possible; otherwise recontour grade to improve drainage away

from building

Interior West Room
The treatment plan calls for restoration of the west room, also known as "Selina's Room," and im-

proving upon its current interpretation and appearance by applying new insights gathered during the

recent research project. Although the west room was not accessible for significant physical investiga-

tion, important evidence regarding its historic configuration was gathered through archival research,

examination of the adjacent (center) room, and archeological and paint studies.

Loft

Investigation of the beam pockets in the center room revealed that the pockets are contiguous to the

west room and original to the building's construction. While they supported meat hanging beams in
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the center room, they were hkely the means to support loft floor joists in the west room. The exis-

tence of a loft above the east room is also consistent with oral histories of the Gray sisters, former

slaves that lived in the room during their youth in the 1 860s. Limited access to the space during the

recent physical investigation prevented a conclusive detennination of the exact position and type of

ceiling that existed historically. At the outset of the future restoration program, select areas of the

existing 1959 NPS plaster should be removed along the upper edges of the main room walls, espe-

cially along the east and west walls and on the fireplace breast. Investigators should look for sur\'iv-

ing pockets, ghosts of the original loft ceiling and floor, any nailing blocks or other indications of the

original loft's position and character. Surviving evidence may reveal whether the original main room

ceiling had exposed timbers or a plaster finish.

Should no further understanding of the original loft configuration be revealed during this limited ex-

ploration, the current Joists (dating to the 1959 NPS restoration) should be left in their cuirent posi-

tion. Barring any additional infomiation about the historic ceiling finish, the Treatment Plan calls for

removing the smooth 1959 plaster ceiling, and installing a new wood lath and plaster ceiling onto the

existing joists. The plaster ceiling should not be overly finished but consistent with the results that

would have been achieved by a relatively unskilled journeyman plasterer. This finish would match

that of the kitchen in the North Dependency.

The existing wall plaster, applied by NPS in 1959, is too smooth and its excessive thickness is

pronounced along the south wall. The plaster should be removed from the south wall down to any

historic plaster and refinished. Plaster on the other walls can be repaired and skimmed coated in a

cruder manner to more closely match the historic appearance. Complete remoxal is not recommend-

ed.

Floor Level

Recent archeological investigations revealed that the historic floor was .85 inches below the current

brick floor (which dates to the 1959 NPS restoration and has been relaid at least once since then). A
hard pan surface within the fireplace was also found, a feature consistent with the heat signature of

a dirt hearth. The position of this hearth and its relationship to the other strata discovered during the

investigation indicate that historically, the room had a dirt floor.

Since the floor in this room during the period of significance was dirt, the cuiTent brick floor and

subsequent layers of dirt should be carefully remoxed by hand under the supenision of an historic

preservation specialist. Some infill dirt should remain above the historical level to protect potential

archeological artifacts buried below.

Fireplace

Visual examination of the chimney, both above and below the current loft le\el, suggests that signifi-

cant portions date to the period of significance. The firebox has been altered and rebuilt at least twice

in 1929 (as evidenced by the pattern of newer bricks seen in 1959 NPS pre-restoration photographs,

and in 1959 as part of the NPS restoration). Its dimensions were also altered by changes in the floor

height which shortened the overall height of the opening.

When the 1959 NPS plaster is selectively removed as part of the future restoration work, additional
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evidence of the historic fireplace's configuration may be revealed. The outer wythe of brick from the

lower portion of the fireplace face (dating to either the QMC or NPS restoration) should be removed

to search for evidence of key bricks and other signs of the fireplace's historic configuration.

If no additional information is revealed, the firebox will be kept square and the opening adjusted to

make the flue draw properly. When properly constructed, the flue to firebox ratio should be approxi-

mately 10%. With the historic flue in the west room measuring about 7" by 1 7", the firebox would

ideally have measured about 1 ,190 square inches for proper draw. To achieve this and remain within

the known historic measurements of the fireplace during the period of significance, the box opening

will be approximately 36" wide with plastered sides and about 36" high (+/- an inch or two) from the

finished surface of the floor. Historically the back wall of the firebox would also have been plastered

with a roughcast finish.

The current chimney steps in about 1
", approximately 4' up from the current floor level. This ledge

appears to date to the 1929 restoration and reconstruction of the fireplace and survived the 1959 NPS
restoration. As it is not a feature that was historic to the building, it will be removed as part of the

current restoration.

During the upcoming restoration program, when the existing plaster layer is removed, the fireplace

breast should be examined for nailing blocks or other evidence of a simple wood mantle. Because of

past alterations to the chimney face (more appropriately known as a "fireboard"), evidence will not

likely be forthcoming, yet it is recommended that this once common feature be provided. See Ap-

pendix F for detailed drawings and typical examples.

Ladder

No evidence of a built-in stair has been found to date, lending support to the ships ladder approach to

accessing the loft area. In 1929, the Gray daughters recalled that the South Dependency's west end

was divided into "a room at floor level and an attic reached by a steep stair."** In response, the QMC
in 1929 and the NPS in 1959 fabricated heavy, open tread ships ladders. A study of other such fea-

tures dating from the same period, however, suggests that a more accurate replication of a nineteenth

century ships ladder can be produced.

The stairs would have been steep, closed carriage with dadoed treads and no risers, much like those

currently in place. However, the dimensions of the current ships ladder (dating to 1959) are much

too heavy. The restoration stairs will be set at a steep angle, have treads about 11/16" thick, project-

ing past the edge of the closed stringers approximately 1' at the top edge with a small hand-planed

chamfer at the front comer. The tread will be set into two dadoes that are stopped just before the

back side of the carriages. Carriages should fit snugly inside two joists and be nailed to joists. Ap-

pendix F provides a detailed description and typical examples of a more accurate nineteenth century

ships ladder as used in residential buildings. If additional infomiation about the historic location is

not revealed by future investigation of the space, the Treatment Plan calls for running the stairs in the

same direction and angle as currently exists (south to north ending at a hatchway where the southside

of the chimney intersects the west wall).
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Figure 2. Selina's west wall: 2004 drawing showing proposed restoration ladder and the likely location of the mantleboard.

Loft Hatchway

Nothing is known about the appearance or characteristics of the hatchway to the west room's up-

per level loft. In fact, there is no conclusive evidence that the opening in the main level's ceiling,

reached by way of the ships ladder, was ever covered. Yet some type of hinged door or hatch is likely

to have covered the opening and is definately advisable for the cuiTcnt restoration program (which

does not include a finished loft). Absent any hard evidence, the hatch would most appropriately be

a board and batten door, probably three or four hand planed boards with 1/4" beads facing down,

tongue and grooved with two battens, both beveled on the up side. The battens could ha\ e been

screwed or clinch-nailed together. Two cast iron slim line butts should be attached so that the hatch

door can swing up toward and against the gable brick wall. The hatchway opening would be lined

with hand-planed lumber beaded at the lower edge, probably a half bead. See Appendix F for draw-

ings of the proposed loft hatchway.

Window Hanlwafc (see Exterior for discussion ofsash and frames)

The existing H-hinges are reproduction Colonial Revival hardware dating to the 1929 QMC restora-

tion. The existing window's earlier hinge pocket, however, is still discemable on the interior sash

and frame. The pockets reveal the the early use of regular fixed-pin cast iron butt hinges. See Ap-

pendix F for drawings and size information. One of the windows in the west room has a wood turn

latch that functions as a basic lock securing the sash closed. A similar feature can be replicated on

the other windows.

At present there is no means to secure the South Dependency's windows in an open position. A com-

mon method during the mid-nineteenth centuiT in such buildings was to use a wood stick or narrow-

board, to prop the window open. However, this solution is too hazardous for today's use. Thus, a

more secure method should be employed utilizing a hook (with safety latch) and eye arrangement.

The hook is to be anchored into the plaster laih or ceiling joist while the hook eye is secured to the

lower rail of the sash. See Appendix F tor a drawing of the proposed window hook treatment.
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West Room Treatment Summary
Selectively remove 1950s NPS plaster at east and west walls and fireplace breast to confirm cur-

rent loft position and determine whether evidence of the original ceiling finish survives.

If no new evidence is revealed, retain joists in their current position, remove the current plaster

ceiling from the joists and install a new wood lath and plaster ceiling.

Consolidate historic plaster finish exposed during investigation where necessary. In areas where

the plaster is severely delaminated, remove layer to a sound substrate.

Repair plaster areas where needed and skim coat the existing walls to historic appearance

Remove select areas of 1959 plaster and select areas of later fireplace alterations to detemiine

historic dimensions and configuration of the firebox. If no addtional information is revealed, fire-

box should be kept square and the dimensions of the opening altered to approximately 36" wide

and 36" high; cover the firebox sides and back wall with roughcast plaster.

Rebuild the chimney breast removing the step in the vertical plane; install a reproduction fire-

board/mantleboard according to drawings provided in Appendix F.

Fabricate and install ships ladder and hatchway according to drawings provided in Appendix F.

Replace existing strap hinges with a fixed-pin cast-iron butt hinges appropriate to period.

Remove brick floor to reveal historic floor level. Some infill dirt should remain above the histori-

cal level to protect potential archeological artifacts. Work requires close supervision.

Install hook (with safety latch) and eye arrangement to hold open sash according to drawings in

Appendix F.

Paint finish in accordance with results of investigation prior to work.

Interior Center Room
The Ultimate Treatment Plan calls for restoring the center room (currently storage space and a first

aid station) to its historic use as a "smoke house" and food storage room. Both twentieth century

restorations interpreted this space as a "smoke house" in essentially the same fashion. The room is

currently not open to the public. Recent archeological investigation, paint and finish stratigraphy

analysis, and recent physical investigation have revealed that the QMC and NPS restorations were

not far from the mark. Restoration should include removing the 1959 NPS ventilation duct work

along the roof peak, and north and south walls.

Beams

Historically, the space featured three beams set into pockets approximately 8' 6" up the east and

west walls. The historic pockets survive and are located roughly in the center third of the room. Two
additional joists, one each along the north and south wall, were added sometime after original con-

stmction, probably when the space was converted to living quarters for the Gray family after 1860

or in 1929 as part of the QMC inteipretation of the room. The post- 1860 loft was accessed by a ships

ladder in the northeast corner. A joist pocket in the north wall helps define where the ladder hatch to

the loft existed. The original roughly finished beams were used to support hanging meat during the

smoking process. When this process was completed, smoke would likely have been vented through

the pair of louvered vents on the upper south wall.

The three sets of center beams should be reinstalled in the historic pockets. Each beam should have a

combination of sash saw marks on at least two sides with hewn marks on the other one or two sides.
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As it is not known how the meats were hung from the beams during the period of significance, two

typical treatments are equally appropriate: hand made "J" hooks or cut nails, nailed randomly down

the beam. See Appendix l-^ for drawings of appropriate hanging hooks.

Walls

Further evidence that the space was used for smoke curing meat came from examination of the paint

and finish stratigraphy found on the walls. A thick accumulation of soot and oil is visible on areas

of original plaster located on the upper parts of the east and west walls, and under magnification, in

areas of original plaster lower on the walls that had been concealed behind the 1959 NPS finish.

The Treatment Plan includes carefully removing NPS plaster from the wall surfaces of the center

room. When the later layers are removed, all wall surfaces should be closely examined for sur\ iving

evidence (plaster and finish remnants, partition ghosts on the brick, nailing blocks) that may provide

additional infomiation about the historic configuration and appearance of the space. Historic plaster

that is beyond repair should be removed to a sound substrate. Areas of minor deterioration or de-

lamination should be consolidated. NPS officials may consider affixing a plexiglas cover, allowing

for necessary ventilation, to protect the original material from abrasion. In all other areas, the 1964

gypsum plaster should be removed and a thin, single coat of lime plaster applied to exposed areas of

brick to match the historic material. Finally, the entire wall surface should be painted with a thin-

white limewash.

Floor

The room's historic function as a smoke room was confimied by the archeological investigation that

uncovered a basin-shaped hearth filled with charcoal and water worn stones carved into an otherwise

undisturbed layer of subsoil. The stones may have funtioned as a partial lining for the hearth. Civil

War and post-Civil War era artifacts were identified in the strata immediately above this original

layer.

The freatment Plan calls for returning the center room floor to its historic position and appearance.

Some infill dirt above the historic position is advisible to protect any remaining archeological materi-

als. All layers above that containing the original hearth will be removed and the original hearth will

be excavated and interpreted.

Center Room Treatment Summary
• Remove areas of 1959 plaster from wall surfaces; examine original surfaces below for any fur-

ther evidence of historic features and finishes.

• Consolidate historic plaster finish where necessary, in areas where the historic plaster is severely

delaminated, remove layer to a sound substrate.

• Patch areas of exposed brick with a thin single-coat lime-based plaster to match adjacent historic

finish.

• Install false underside of wood shingle roof to existing underside of 1 880s sheathing.

• Remove existing brick floor and excavate to historic level of earth floor as indicated by archeo-

logical report, retaining or installing some infilled dirt above to protect any remaining archeo-

logical evidence.

• Recreate basin-shaped hearth above remains of historic hearth.
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• Reinstall three reproduction center beams with hanging hooks in existing original pockets based

on description in ''Beams" section (page 95).

• Install new reproduction door, that include a reproduction lock as shown in the Uncle Joe photo-

graph.

Interior East Room
The South Dependency's east room was currently used as an interpretive exhibit space at the time of

the investigation. The current ceiling is positioned 1
1' 6-1/4" above the floor. As the room was inac-

cessible for indepth physical investigation during the recent study, information on its historic appear-

ance is less well known. Oral histories and limited documentary information indicate that during the

period of significance, the space was used as a storeroom, kept under lock and key. The room had

a fireplace on the east wall. Archeological investigation of the area in front of the fonner fireplace

was inconclusive as the ground had been heavily disturbed by modern utility trenches and the inser-

tion (in 1929) of a concrete pad beneath the reconstructed fireplace. The center three historic beam

pockets in the center room extend through to the east room, suggesting that the east room either had

beams for hanging stored items or that there might have been a loft. Further examination of the east

and west wall at the ends may reveal additional historic beam pockets, providing further evidence of

a loft as in the west room.

During the future restoration of the South Dependency, all exhibit materials will be relocated, the

existing stud wall on the east end select areas of the ceiling and twentieth century plaster layers care-

fully removed to examine any surviving historic finish or features beneath. Of particular assistance in

the restoration will be a pattern of sheared key bricks along the east wall that may reveal the original

fireplace's dimensions and characteristics; areas around the original pockets and ceiling/loft line that

would indicate the loft's original position and whether the ceiling beneath was finished; any original

joists or rafters in the loft that provide further understanding of the original roof system; and any

plaster and paint remnants that suggest how the walls were finished during the period of significance.

New findings from this future investigation should be incorporated in the treatment plan.

Should the future investigation reveal no additional infonnation about the space, the east room will

be restored as a storeroom with the same loft, ships ladder, fireplace, plaster, and floor treatment

planned for the west room. Unlike the west room, where the current ceiling is at the same approxi-

mate position as the historic loft, restoring the east room will require repositioning a new loft ceiling

in accordance with surviving joist pockets. Depending upon the park's needs at the time of the work,

the room will either be interpreted as a storeroom with appropriate reproduction shelves, furnishings,

and provisions, or the interior will be left unfurnished and provide space for separate exhibits and

displays.

East Room Treatment Summary
• Remove existing exhibit material including display boxes and wall panels.

• Remove stud wall on east and ceiling.

• Carefully remove select areas of twentieth century plaster to examine surviving historic material

beneath.

• Consolidate historic plaster finish where necessary; in areas where the historic plaster is beyond

repair, remove layer to a sound substrate.
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• Patch areas of exposed brick with a thin, single-coat hme-based plaster to match adjacent historic

finish.

• Paint finish in accordance with results of investigation prior to work.

• Remove brick floor and investigate for evidence of earlier floor levels and materials, if no further

information is revealed, install a dirt floor similar to that in the center and west room.

• Rebuild fireplace on the east wall. This rebuilt fireplace will include a chimney extending up be-

yond the roof plane, returning the South Dependency to its original, two-chimney configuration.

• If no further information is revealed, recreate historic loft ceiling at position of historic pockets,

finish the ceiling with wood lath and plaster.

• Furnish the interior with reproduction shelving and provisions to replicate its nineteenth century

ftinction as a storehouse, or leave the interior unfurnished to provide exhibit and display space.

• Provide for ships ladder to loft; install new loft based on results of further investigation.

• Install new hardware to match that specified for the west room.

• Provide new hatch for loft.

• Leave loft area without access to public.

• Undertake work on windows as described for those in the west room.
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Requirements for treatment

Acessibility Issues Concerning Proposed Work to the Arlington House Dependencies

From the initial planning for the North and South Dependencies, the National Park Service (NPS)

sought opportunities to expand its interpretation of plantation life at Arlington and the experience of

the African-American slaves of Robert E. Lee at his family residence. A precursory examination of

records concerning the two dependencies suggested that considerable change had occurred over the

years to these two structures and that little historic fabric probably remained. Assuming only the ves-

tiges of the original structures survived, making the buildings fully accessible on the principal floors

was not considered problematic.

As the research and physical investigation of the structures expanded, two surprising developments

emerged. First, physical investigation and a more indepth study of available records and histori-

cal photographs presented a fascinating picture of two buildings that retained considerable historic

integrity. The exterior of both buildings retained their original walls and fenestration except for the

window openings on the lower level, north elevation of the North Dependency. The most altered

openings had been the entrance doors on the North Dependency which were changed during the

military restoration but returned to their historic location during the NPS work in the 1960s. The

exterior masonry walls were largely intact, dating to their early nineteenth century construction, and

most remarkable, the majority of the prominent rough cast stucco on both dependencies dated at

least to the 1 850s. Not only is this a very early use of such a wall finish in the U.S., unlike the man-

sion's foundation where the original rough cast stucco finish was long since removed, the historic

treatment on the dependencies, complete with evidence of early paint, had survived.

Plan A. How to provide for public accessibility to the center and east rooms ofthe

South Dependency.

The center room had an original grade level similar to Selina's Room. Archeological investigation

uncovered fonner fire pits in the center of the room, including one that probably represented the first

restoration efforts undertaken by the military and an earlier layer that dates to the period of signifi-

cance when the space was used as a smoke room for meats. For this room, a consensus was reached

at the park planning meeting to provide for full public access. This can easily be achieved by some

reworking of the existing, raised, outside entrance level created by NPS in the 1990s and replacing

the non-historic interior brick floor with dirt fill, at a level filled to the height of the historic door

threshold. The fire pit can be recreated at a higher floor level, thus avoiding further disruption to the

existing archeological evidence. The interior floor level will thus be the same as it currently exists

and would not visually affect any spatial qualities of this room nor disturb surviving historic artifacts

in the ground.

As for the east room of the South Dependency which historically was a store room, the existing brick

floor could be retained at its cun^ent level. Although this is undoubtedly above the historic floor

level, the current archeological investigation along with the research undertaken by the HSR team

has shown that the original floor level has been greatly disturbed. Current plans call for this room to

be used for displays, similar to its current function, while revealing the cl860 architectural appear-

ance of the room. The exterior grade up to the door has been changed by the National Park Service

in recent years and some additional modification is necessary for accessibility.
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Plan B. How to fesforc the original floor level within the west room of the South Dependency.

Selina's Room has been treated appropriately for many years as perhaps the most historically im-

portant of all the rooms in the two dependencies. In addition, it appears that the room is the least

disturbed of all the interior spaces. Portions of the fireplace are original and recent archeological in-

vestigation led to the exciting discovery of the pre-Civil War occupancy level for the floor, complete

with period artifacts. Having established for the first time that this room had a dirt rather than a brick

floor during Selina's occupancy, it also became clear that entrance into the room from the outside

included a step up onto the door threshold and then a step down onto the inside direct floor.

Through meetings with NPS staff, the decision was made to treat this room as a museum exhibit,

depicting the quarters of Selina's family at the time of Robert E. Lee's residency at Arlington. There

was consensus that the appropriate way to accommodate public access was to provide an acces-

sible entrance from the outside and provide for a platform viewing area on the inside. The platform

would be raised above the historic floor level and would control public access within the space. This

would allow the exhibit within the room to reflect the importance to Arlington history of the African-

American family that lived there. It would also permit the dirt floor level to be returned closer to the

original level without greatly disturbing the historic artifacts and debris that remain in the ground.

Some infill dirt should remain above the historical level to protect potential archeological artifacts.

Furthermore, it will allow the fireplace hearth to be returned to its historic appearance while retain-

ing surviving original fabric. The entrance from the outside and the platform would be fully acces-

sible. The upper sleeping loft would not be on display as this area is not being restored.

Moisture Control

Both the South and North Dependencies have long suffered from moisture problems. Even in the

Civil War era photographs, it is apparent that the buildings exhibited serious rising damp. Over the

years, moisture rising in the walls through capillary action has led to decay of interior and exterior

finishes at varying heights on the walls, starting at the ground and working up; the breakdown of

mortar joints in the same areas of finish decay; and the deterioration of various wood members.

While wood decay as a result of excessive moisture in the walls, is not cunently a major problem,

finishes and mortar joints remain high priority issues. Besides the normal reasons for undertaking

moisture control measures, the importance of preserving and maintaining the highly significant sec-

tions of the historic stucco cannot be over emphasized.

To help ameliorate the moisture problems in the South Dependencies, a number of corrective steps

should be taken along with long-term monitoring.

Exterior

1

)

A study should be made of the current drain system around the building to ascertain its

effectiveness especially in times of heavy rain. Consideration should be made of moving

drain openings further away from the building and appropriate steps taken so when drains are

partially clogged or overwhelmed by heavy rain, ponding v\ ill not occur immediately in and

around the building.

2) The grade along the south elevation should be re-contoured to slope away from the build

ing. Currently, the lawn on the south side slopes toward the south wall of the building so as

to utilizing the same drain openings as the building gutters. The ground slopes away from the

building only for a veiy short distance. This helps to account for why the south wall incurs
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the heaviest damage from rising damp.

3) Areas of deteriorated mortar joints along the foundation, such as in the southwest comer,

should be repointed, matching the historic tooling and mortar.

4) The beveled mortar edge along the water table should be correctly re-established.

5) The size of the gutter should be increased from 5 to 6 inches, and one additional down

spout with a cleanout should be added on both the north and south elevations, connected to

the underground drain.

6) The stucco finish should be selectively repaired where needed to help keep out unwanted

moisture.

7) The stucco should be painted to restore the historic appearance of the walls and also serve

as a moisture control; the finish should be compatible with existing paint finishes on the

building and designed to be breathable.

8) Drip line should be recreated for the existing sills as described earlier in this report.

9) Flashing should be carefully retrofitted to certain exterior wood trim to help shed water

from the junction with the stucco; where damage to historic stucco Vvili occur as a result of

retrofit, alternate treatments such as caulk should be used.

10) Vehicle parking along the east facade presents not only risks from impact damage but

also effects drainage when the ground is moist. Parking adjacent to the building should be

avoided. On the north facade, vehicles should be deterred from passing close by to avoid

splashing of rainwater onto the building.

Interior

1) It is our understanding that NPS intends

to run HVAC services to the building from

a plant located away from the main house and

that the temperature will only be moderated in

periods of more extreme times of either hot or

cold weather. Such an approach is important

because any attempt to bring full climate con-

trol to the interior of the South Dependency

will likely have the long-term effect of encour-

aging more rising damp. In the event a decision

is made to utilize the east room for a gift shop

or other purposes that requires greater com-

fort level, the impact of the HVAC usage

should be carefully monitored in regards to

moisture in the walls. This can be done

through use of a moisture meter and mapping

of the masonry walls to record readings over

time.

2) If the new HVAC system utilizes a fan unit

in the building, the fan should be regularly

utilized to enhance air movement and to aid in

moisture management. Figure l . Center room, east and south walls show c\ i-

3) Sometime over the past 50 years, the NPS dence of rising damp,

applied a thick very hard plaster to certain
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interior wall surfaces. This treatment was intended to control moisture damage to interior

finish. The west room of the South Dependency was in use as an exhibit room, limiting our

investigation. However, judging from the two window reveals and the condition of the

plaster, it seems that this thick coating of hard plaster was executed at least on the south

wall of the west room. Since the thick hard plaster tends to further trap moisture and also

promotes further capillary action, it is recommended that the plaster be carefully removed

from the south wall of the west room and the center room. Special care should be taken so

as not to damage historic plaster or other physical evidence of historic finishes that exists be

neath. An added benefit of removing the hard plaster from the south wall of the west room is

that it will permit the restoration of the wall detail/window trim around the historic window

openings. The south wall should then receive a thin plaster coating and a finish to

recreate the historic appearance. Such a treatment should not be designed nor considered

a permanent corrective solution. It is expected that flaking, cracking and other signs

of gradual failure will occur; such conditions should be accepted in order to best present

what the appearance and conditions of the 1860 building to the public. This was a part of

the living and working conditions of the life of household slaves at Arlington. Simply

put, the interiors of this building were seasonally damp and unpleasant. Decisions regarding

what to do with the south wall of the east room depend upon further investigation, since the

room was not accessible during our investigation.

4) The reintroduction of dirt floors in the west and center room will require monitoring as to

potential moisture impact.

5) The finish of the interior wall should both recreate the historic white-wash finish and be

breathable at the same time.

6) Improved ventilation is important to moisture management. To this regard, the fireplace

chimney in the west room should be reopened and a compatible rainwater cap installed at the

top. The fireplace in the west room should be reconstructed with a compatible rainwater cap.

The open chimneys will promote natural updrafts and air movement within the rooms. Simi-

larly, windows should be viewed as functional, providing seasonal ventilation while moni-

tored for security.

7) In general, a moisture monitoring program should be established that utilized both visual

observations and techniques such as wall mapping utilizing a moisture meter.

HVAC
Decisions regarding any HVAC installation are beyond the scope of this report. It is our understand-

ing that a physical plant is being designed by others to supply the needs of both the Mansion and the

North and South Dependencies. Based on our investigation, some special precautions are still \\ orth

noting:

1) Both the North and South Dependencies are quite special historic resources and. for their

age and historic function, contain a considerable degree of historic integrity. Special care

should be taken not to damage historic fabric or finishes.

2) Due to the long-term moisture problems associated with the dependencies, considerations

regarding the treatment and operation of the HVAC should take into account the recommen-

dations in this report concerning moisture management.
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Security and Fire Protection

Decisions regarding security and fire protection are beyond the scope of this report. It is our under-

standing that both the security and fire protection systems are being designed by others as part of a

central system for the Mansion.
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List of Classified Structures Page 1 of 2

Arlington

House, South
Servants'

Quarters

Identification:

p..

St.

Arlington House, South Servants' Quarters

AHQS

Other Sti'ucture Name(s):

f

Other structure Name(s)

1. Smoke house, storage room, and slave quarters

Park Arlington House, The Robert E. Lee Memorial

Park Distnct;

Historic District:

(300

Historic District

\

No records.

Struct /irginia

Structure County: Arlington

Region National Capital

Administrative Unit George Wastiington Memorial Parkway

LCSID 011956

istorical Significance:

N,,.;,^ , -egister Status

National Register Date

National Historic Landmark'?

Significance Level

Short Significance Description

Entered - Documented

10/15/1966

No

Contnbuting

This structure is significant as part of the 1804 design by George Hadfleld

for the site. The structure housed a smokehouse, a storeroom, and slave

quarters. On 5 October 2002, the a exhibit on slavery opened to the public

Construction Period:



List of Classified Structures Page 2 of 2

Construction Period: Historic

Chronology Begin End

Physical Begin Year End Year Designer

Event Year AD/BC Year AD/BC Designer Occupation

1. Built 1804 AD 1817 AD Structure built Other

2 Designed 1804 AD 1804 AD Hatfield,

George

Architect

3. Preserved 1933 AD 1933 AD Transferred

by War Dept

toNPS

Other

4 Rehabilitated 2002 AD 2002 AD Rehabilitated

as slavery

exhibii

Other

Function and Use:

Primary Historic Function

Primary Current Use;

Structure Contains Museum

Collections^

Other Functions or Uses

Institutional Housing

Interpretation Facility

Yes

Other Function(s) or Use(s) Historic or Current

1. Agricultural Outbuilding Historic

2. GENERAL STORAGE Historic

Physical Description:

e Type;

Volume;

Square Feet;

Matenal(s):

Short Physical Description;

Building

2,000 - 20,000 cubic feet

800

Structural Component(s) Material(s)

1. Other Stucco

2. Roof Slate

3. Foundation Stone

4. Walls Brick

5. Framing Wood

West of the main house's south wing, this dependency is a single-story

stuccoed brick structure on a stone foundation. It measures approximately

20'-x-40' and has three unconnected rooms reached by three doors to the

courtyard. Pilasters and arches define the openings and the gable ends
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Project Manager, Matthew Virta, GWMP Cultural Resource Manager

Project File, Arlington House Slave Quarters Historic Structures Report

Physical History and Condition Assessment.

Arlington House: The Robert E. Lee Memorial

George Washington Memorial Parkway (GWMP)

FROM: Architectural Historian, Kaaren Staveteig. TPS

SUBJECT: For purposes of testing and analysis, 19 samples, approximately 3" diameter,

were taken from specific locations along the exterior and interior walls of

the South Dependency building. A schematic plan was provided showing

approximate locations of these samplings. Mortar, stucco, rough cast and some

paint samples were evaluated using the facilities at the conservation lab in

Lowell, MA under the direction of Peggy Albee. manager of the Historic

Architecture Program, NER/NPS. Mortar analysis infomiation and testing

results

November 2002
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.OCATION OF SAMPLES - 11/2002

;ample n'pc

\-8 mortar

3-4 stucco

3-5 s

3-7 s

':-i3 roughcast

location

S, attic, notrth side of chimney

S, north elevation in niche, 12" beUnv facia, 54" east from arch, surround

S, north side of southern engagaed colulmn, west elevation

S, east elevation within niche, 55" above bisecting shelf, 89" from north corner

S, 299" from eact corner, 33 1 /2" below fascia, north elevation

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLES - 11/2009

;sample t}'pe

'\-8 mortar

3-4 stucco

^3-5 s

33-7 s

I!- 13 roughcast

description

soft brown beige with small white lime inclusions, wood fibers

soft, warm grey with black, red and brown inclusions, small white lime inlcusions, tan and orange

coating on one side

soft, grev with beige \eins, some botanical growth (dried) at underside, small white lime inclusions

stratafied brown beige with gra\- top coat and yellow/amber paint chips; large white lime inclusions

soft brown beige substrate with 1/2" top layer of white matrix, clean pebbles and biological growth,

white lime inclusions in substrate

MORTAR SAMPLES
3arts/volume 11/02

jiand

lime

nines

:ement

:^)'psum

•atio

>TUCCO ANALYSIS
oarts /volume - 1 1/02

A-8

8.5

1

0.5

8.5/1

B-4 B-5 B-7

and

:ime

lines

:ement

;;ypsum

iiatio

6 7 7.5

1 1 1.5

3 2+ 1

6/1 7/1 5/1
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South Dependency

ROUGH CAST SAMPLES
C8—later repair, SSQ
C9—oldest, SSQ
CIO—oldest, SSQ
Cll— l%Os

CI 2—later repair

*C13—patch or orig, over center door, SSQ—soft, greyish blue stucco-like, small white lime inclusions,

orange/tan costing on surface, small aggregate, scored on surface

CI4— 1920s, SSQ (rebuilt wall?)

STUCCO SAMPLES
*B4—early, south—soft, warm grey with black, red and brown inclusions, small white lime inclusions, tan

and orange coating on one side

*B5—early, west—soft, grey with beige veins, some botanical growth (dried) at underside, small white lime

inclusions; flakes of paint (amber over yellow) on outer surface.

B6—early, west

*B7— 1920s, east—stratified brown beige with gray top coat and yellow/amber paint chips, white lime

inclusions.

*tested in lab

MORTAR SAMPLES
1

.

undisturbed east wall, center room

2. door infill at lintel

PAINT SAMPLES
1

.

outrigger in NW comer

2. south wall ledge board (oldest?)

3. back board behind balustrade feature

4. baluster, back side south elevation

5. upper wall, center room, (linseed residue)

6. upper wall, center room, (without linseed)

7. attic, paint on plaster, gray paint on west elevation

8. attic, paint on plaster, blue paint on north elevation
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Stucco on the South Dependency, color key:

I I oldest roughcast stucco (whitish body with small to medium aggregate)

I I Army restoration roughcast (medium brown matrix with small,

round aggregate, some pieces of brick klinkers)

I 1 NPS restoration roughcast (light beige render with small and medium

aggregate)

\tS^t!i post NPS restoration roughcast (grey matrix with high content of portland

cement, medium aggregate)

I I
oldest smooth stucco (soft, light beige matrix with small pieces of lime shells

and tiny stones)

1 1 pre Army smooth stucco (darker brown mix with high sand content with no

aggregate)

1'-
-I Army restoration smooth stucco (brownish mix with high sand content and

small, round aggregate)

1 , I NPS restoration smooth stucco (light beige render with high sand content)

l^&'A post NPS restoration smooth stucco (brownish matrix with high sand content

and tiny stones)

post NPS restoration smooth stucco (grey matrix, high portland cement content)

W Prepared by National Park Service,

Tcclinical Preservation Seviccs

C I'"isher, C. Randl and K. Staveteig
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fflfMdra'ffWii iiiiiw I

South Dependency. North Elevation South Dependency, East Elevation South Dependency, South Elevation

The south dependency was constructed some time after the north dependency.

The time frame of the two construction periods is not known, and differences

heiween the two buildings do not allow for an exact comparison of the

construction chronologies. The two buildings differ most in their interior plan,

mainly due to the differences between the sloping site at the north dependency
and the level site of the south building. The exterior of the south dependency
matched the north in its general scale, geometry, textured stucco and the key
design elements on the north, east and west elevations, but when built it did not

match the north dependency's color scheme. The early use of sanded, white
finishes applied to all woodwork was quite different from the darker colors
applied to the north building. Later, a distinctive molded band was applied to the

openings, capitals and cornices of both buildings and a rose-tan color applied to

itie woodwork of both.

4. ,
South Dependency, West Elevation

South Dependency, micrograph of finishes on pebble-dash stucco ouih Dependency, micrograph of finishes on west elevation column capital



South DependuiL'., t cntci Room The iradilion that the center room was consinicied as a

'smokehouse" .mJ ujs later con\ cried into living quarters with sleeping loft appears to be
accurate. The touvcred windows high on the south elevation are functional for the curing
and storage of meat. The fitted windows were closed during the smoking process and could
be opened for \cniilatton. Typically, smoke houses did not have chimneys or draft vents;
the curing process depended on the smoke being quite thick. The smoke was produced by
smoldering and not an open fire, thus only a central hearth area, or depression, was
required. Anodicr feature of this room are the joist pockets in the east and west elevations.
These locate the joists for hanging the meats, The original pockets are distinguished by the
masonry laid ..round the joists as the brick walls were constructed. The later pockets
against the nonli and south elevations were clearly cut into masonry. This occurred when a
floor was installed o\er the open joists to form an upper level.

South Dependency. Center Room: The thick accumulation of soot and oilssmoke chamber lor curing meats.
1 the upper walls appears to be the remnant ol the center room's use as a

"^ <;

£ §
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Arlington House, Dependencies, DCR June 1 7, 2004

Arlington House, North and South Dependency Chimneys

By Doug Reed, June 1 7, 2004

The following pages are blurred, digitalized blown up scans from very clear copies of photos

taken during the Civil War and provided to me by Kaaren Staveteig. Under a 30x loupe lense, it

is fairly easy to see details that were missed in less clear copies of the photos.

The purpose of this review was to try and better establish the chimney configurations and sizes.

The following page, page 2, is a view North showing the south elevation of the north

dependency. Under the loupe lense a careful review of the east end of the roof of the north

dependency showed the chimney yet in place above the roofline. The modules making up the

chimney cap were too large to be bricks. They appeared to be somewhat irregular, though the

surfaces had to be chisel faced since the vertical surfaces appeared to be plumb.

On page 3 is a view of the rear of Arlington House dated June 28, 1864. On the right side of the

picture is the west end of the south dependency and above its roof is a chimney. The chimney

had the same characteristics of modular construction at the cap too large to be bricks and with

what appeared to be irregular shapes. The chimney seen above the south dependency did not

belong to the low wing addition to the main house since the page 2 photo clearly shows that

chimney was built of bricks with a corbelled brick cap.

The chimney above the south dependency roof appeared to be the west end south dependency

chimney servicing Selina's brick chimney system rising through the building. The play of light

and shadow on the shaft of the short chimney indicated there was likely stucco on the shaft.

What we may be seeing in the two photos were brick chimney shafts, stuccoed over to match the

rest of the building finish scheme The caps appeared to be a single corbel layer of some

decorative module perhaps such as stone, but also perhaps a decorative fired clay product fairly

large in size. I can say the cap units were projecting at least 1" over the shaft and were four

mches thick or about the same thickness as two courses of bricks.

If you can find a microscope for viewing the chimneys under a higher magnification, the details

may reveal themselves as to the cap materials.

See sheet page 4 for recommendations on the chimneys, sizes and caps.

No widths of chimneys are given since widths would have varied per use and size of firebox, and

number of fireboxes.

C 'vDixMuncnls and ScItings\Douglas.s Keed\M\ I3ocumcnts\Clienl.s\ArIington House 2002\Histonc Photos and written histonesVOld Photos

shovMng chimneys doc
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Arlington House, Dependencies, DCR June

As blurred as it may be, we are looking at a chimney

with stucco on the exterior shaft. The large cap

modules are cut stone or a fired clay product and

were likely stuccoed as well.

Review a clear photo under a 30x loupe lense and

you can see the chimney once you find it. It is

visible through the tree limbs and leaves.

I am going to say the rise off the peak is about 18".

In my earlier package of information 1 called the roof extension at 3" and with a loupe lense on a

clear photograph you can clearly see the north slope comb at the peak of the roof clearly larger

than three inches. I would push the comb out to minimum of 4" and it could go to six inches.

CADocumcnts and Settings\E)ouglass RccdVM) Documents\Clients\Axlington House 2002\Hisloric Photcs and written lTislories\OId Photos

showing chimneys doc
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DOUGLASS C, REED

35 East Ir\in Avenue

Hagerstown, Maryland 21742

Phone (301) 665-9217

Fax (301) 791-7881

Email - dcraiareedaaol.com

March 21, 2004

Arlington House - Dependencies Exterior Doors

There is one good photograph of a slave sitting in a doorway believed to be the North

Dependency, east door position (ND3). The details of the door, jamb and sill visible in the

photograph clearly show a much older door than the dates of the dependencies. The style of the

door and jamb indicate late 18 or early \9^ century construction. The quality of construction

and high style appearance are out of place on a slave or support building.

Another telltale clue seen in the photo indicates the door, jambs and sill as well as the

decorative backhands were reused, salvaged components from another h 'cation, presumably the

main house The pieces were removed from a larger, grander building, saved for reuse and

installed in the dependencies when they were built. The manner in which the sill was attached to

the jambs and the mitered comer of the backhand piece on the lower right jamb clearly indicates

the pieces are not in their original locations.

I recommend the doors, jambs, headers and sills be built to be as close to that which is

seen in the slave photo. There was a major remodeling of the main house and there were enough

doors and jambs remaining to be salvaged and reused on the newer dependencies. The door and

jamb components of any house were expensive and the salvage and reuse of these elements was

common. The heavy post type jambs should be built and located per the attached sketches. The
sill seen in the photo and all the other sills were likely altered since it appeared the doors were

shortened and therefore the jamb set had to be shortened in height as well. The north

dependency doors were roughly 6' 8 '/i" to 10 Vt" high. The south dependency door heights were

anywhere from 3" to 8" shorter than its opposing neighbor.

All existing dooijambs should be removed and replaced with faithful replicas made to fit

the existing masonry rough openings. All masonry rough openings should be investigated to see

if the original door openings have ever been altered. If not, make wood jambs and doors to fit

existing openings. If the openings have been altered, make new jambs and doors to fit adjusted

and restored to original masonry openings. I also recommend the poorly connected sills be

replicated to show all things were indeed not perfect.

Hardware can be early sheet iron box locks, keyed. They can be stock locks (no knob

sets) or box locks with knob sets. Hinges were clearly 4" narrow butts, cast iron, 5 knuckle four

screws per leaf butt hinges. Use only straight slot flat head wood screws set flush or slightly

sunk below the surface of the butt hinges

C:\Documents and SettingsVDouglass Reed\My Documents\Clients\Ariington House 2002\Exterior Door Recomcndatioos 032204.doc
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DOUGLASS C. REED

35 East Irvin Avenue

Hagerstown, Maryland 21742

Phone (30 1)665-92 17

Fax (301) 791-7881

Email - dcraiij.rceJYjaol.coui

March 21, 2004

Arlington House - Dependencies Wood Roofing

It was not the practice of builders during the 19 century to solid sheath a roof that

received wood shingles Certainly there were exceptions, but the vast majority of the wood
shingles roofs were applied over skip sheathing roof lath spaced at a predetermined exposure.

Skip lathing was made from a variety of woods, both hard and soft species. However, the

roofing "lath" (the proper term) usually measured 1 1/8" x 2 %" The lath were fastened to each

rafter they crossed with an 8d cut or hand made nail.

Wood roofing south of the Potomac River was typically set at a shallower pitch n than the

roofing slopes North of the Potomac River. The shallow sloped roofs such as those used at the

Arlington House dependencies precluded the use of long shingles (also known today as double

bevel shingles). The long shingle needed a steep slope to shed water successfiiliy.

The standard short lap wood shingle was short, narrow and lapped at the lower half. The

average widths of the standard lapped shingles were 5" to 6" wide rarely exceeding 7" wide.

The length of the lapped shingles ranged fi"om 14" to 24" long with the t^qsical lengths measuring

from 18" to 20". Tapered smooth on both sides of the shingles with a draw knife, the shingle

butts were about '/a" thick and tapered to a pointed thin end. The shingles were laid with side

laps of from 1 '/4" to 1 Vi'. The exposures of the shingles were laid usually at 5 V2" for shallow

sloped roofs. It is also possible there were two different exposures for the different slopes of the

roofs. The south exposure could have been 5 1/2" to 6" while the north slopes of the

dependencies could have been from 5 to 5 V2".

With no hard evidence to gauge the original shingle widths, exposures and side laps, I

recommend the following: Use a high quality yellow cedar shingle, sawn, fi-om the British

Columbia area of Canada. The shingles should be taper sawn, not wider than 7", 18" to 20"

long, vertical grain and all shingles should be applied with 5d and 6d where appropriate

galvanized cut nails. 1 recommend that you do not specify fire retardant treatment 1 also

recommend that you do not interlace roofing felt paper of any type or weight between the rows

of shingles.

C:\Documents and Settings\Douglass Reed\My Documents\Clients\Arlington House 2002\Wood Roofing Recoaunendations doc
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DOUGLASS C. REED

35 East Irvin Avenue

Hagerstown, Maryland 21742

Phone (301) 665-9217

Fax (301) 791-7881

Email - JcraiuiccJ a aol com

March 3, 2004

Arlington House Selina's Rear Window
Hinge T)^e

T
South Window in Selina's Room.

The existing H hinge is a 20* century colonial revival hinge. The original hinge pocket is

outlined in the black box. A regular butt hinge was used. The measurements are visible in

the old mortise and a fixed pin, cast iron butt hinge as close to the dimension of the mortise

should be purchased and installed for use on the rear south sash of the south dependency.

C:\Docuinents and Settings\Douglass Reed\My Docuinents\Clients\Arlington House 2002\Associative DetailsVSelinas window hinge and

holdopen 030404.doc
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A good source for a decent cast iron reproduction hinge can be purchased from Antique

Hardware and Home. Their web site is v^w'v\ aniiquehardware.com . In their catalogue coded

8642 on page 32 they list their cast iron hinges. They make two sizes: one is 9C1A 2 V-i'' H X 2"

W at 16.95 each, the second size is 9C1B 3 V2' H X 2 1/8" W at 18.95 each These are black cast

iron tight pin hinges and one of them should fit the bill.

Method for holding open the sash

The method for fixing the window open for use during the warm months was not determined A
typical method was to use a stick, a dimensioned sawn piece of small wood, to prop the window

open. However, the stick method can be hazardous when the window blows. If a gust of wind

blows directly against the window and pushes the window up just enough to allow the stick to

fall, the sash can crash into the frame and break glass, hit someone on the head or hurt some

fingers.

Another very common method was to fashion out of wire, heavy gauge such as #9 or perhaps a

bit smaller, a hook and eye arrangement The hook could be screwed into plaster lath if a center

of a lath is found or better yet the ceiling joists. A hook eye was attached to the sash. When
Selina wanted a breeze, all she had to do was open the sash and hook it to the overhead hook and

leave it hang.

C:\Documetrts and ScttingsVDouglass Rccd\My Documen1s\Clicnts\Arlington House 2002\Associative E>clails\Selinas window hinge and

holdopen 030404 doc
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DOUGLASS C. REED

35 East Irvin Avenue

Hagerstovvn, Maryland 21742

Phone (301) 665-9217

Fax (301) 791-7881

Email - Jcraigrcedcjao l com

March 3, 2004

South dependency: Selina's Fireplace and Fireboard

£f^'

'^"^''m%-

t
Lx)wer brick level

Alleged level ofworking floor below

brick on dirt fill, I do not think the

evidence is conchisive and ail

cultural patterns of the day would

dictate a brick floor of the type in

evidence



There was some discussion that the original working floor level was below the level of the

existing brick. 1 find this hard to believe, but should this information be correct, the opening of

the box, while near its original upper opening height, would have been another 2-1/2" +/- in

height making the overall opening to flue ratio 6.78% making the current firebox flue system

almost inoperable. The flue to firebox opening ratio should be between 8.75% to 1 or 12%
maximum with the optimum ratio being 10% for a perfect draw Simply stated, the flue at its

narrowest constriction should be about 10% of the firebox opening size. Any draw ratio smaller

than 8.75% or larger than 12% and the chances are the chimney will not draw causing a smoky
interior. It was not at all unusual for a kitchen or cooking fireplace to be a smoker since they

almost always had square box corners along the back wall of the box, but they did understand

ratios between openings and flues.

The original flue size was approximately 7" by 1
7" as best we could determine the sizes the day

we visited the site. This would dictate a firebox opening of 1 , 1 90 SI (square inches) for a perfect

10% draw.

In the photo above there is clearly evidence the box may have been widened by one of the earlier

restorations. If so, the width would be narrower by 8" making the net width of the box opening

only 37" brick to brick and 36" if the side jambs were plastered as they probably were.

If the box were 36" wide with plastered side jambs and 34" tall the box opening to flue ratio

would be 9.7% and would work very well for the draw If the box were 36" high, the ratio

would still be nearly 9.2% and would have adequate draw. This was not a primary cooking

fireplace and the size is odd for a small room-heating firebox in which some small amounts of

personal cooking may have occurred.

Lacking any fiarther definitive evidence fi^om archaeological evidence that the sides of the box

were splayed, I recommend the box be kept square and the opening adjusted to make the flue

draw properly. I would not go any lower than a 9% draw My best guess would be the box

opening should be about 36" wide with plastered sides and about 36" high or lower by an inch or

two ft-om whatever the finished surface of the floor will be.

The back wall of the firebox would also have been plastered, but I recommend you not plaster

the back wall if you intend to use the firebox for heating or cooking purposes. If the box will

never be used, it is appropriate to plaster the entire box in a roughcast type plaster pattern.

The fi"ont wall would not have a step in the vertical plane of the wall. It would be straight up and

equal to the upper plane of the masonry stack.

A mantel more appropriately known in the period of use as a "fireboard" was usually present and

I have drawn one with the appropriate details. If there is no evidence uncovered during the

exploration of the fire breast, and there probably will not be any, you will have to decide whether

you want this item installed or not. There most likely was a fireboard.

Refer to the accompanying drawing for more details.

C:\Docunienls and Settings\DougIass Reed\My DocumentsVClientsXArlington House 2002\Associative DetailsVSelina's firebox and

fireboard.doc
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Fax (301) 791-7881

Email - dcrai^eed^/ aol.com

March 4, 2004

Arlington House - Associative Details

South Dependency

Selina's Room
Fireboard

Details from Hollyday Spring House Fireboard, Washington County, MD ca. late 18* c.

%

The Hollyday fireboard was placed directly on the face of a finely hewn firebox opening lintel

There were two curvilinear brackets for the square cornered shelf Between the two brackets

there w£is a molded bed molding to help support the long fireboard.

C:\Documetiu and SettingsVDouglass ReedVMy DocumcnUNCheDtsVArlington House 2002\Associative DeUibVHollyday House\Sprii% House Fireboard

details doc
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DOUGLASS C. REED

35 Fiast Irvin Avenue

Hagerstown, Maryland 2 1 742

Phone (301) 665-9217

Fax (301) 791-7881

March 3, 2(304

South Dependency: Selina's room stair and hatchway to h)ft

Selina's hatchway, absent any hard evidence, would most appropriately be a board and batten door, probably

three or four hand planed boards with '/V

beads facing down, tongue and grooved

with two battens, both beveled on the up

side The battens could have been either

screwed or clinch nailed together. Most

likely the hatch door was fastened with

two cast iron slim line butts to swing up

toward and against the gable brick wall.

The hatchway opening was lined with

hand planed lumber beaded at the lower

edge, probably a V2" bead, not a full bead but a bead along the

lower inside edge

The stairs would have been steep, closed carriage with dadoed

treads, no risers much like the one currently in place.

However, the dimensions of the one currently in place are

much too heavy The closed carriages may have been as thick

as 1 1/8", more typically 1" The dadoes would not have

plowed all the way through to the backside of the carriage

Rather the dado would have been cut from the forward, front

edge of the carriage and stop before reaching the back edge

The dado depth would have been V2. The hand planed treads

would have been smoothed on the top and maybe left in the

rough sawn condition on the bottom (typical). The front of the

tread would have projected at the top edge Va' to 1" beyond the

front edge of the carriage and the tread would have had ears

that extended and slightly beveled back to each outside edge of

the carriage The entire ajffair would have been fastened with

one operation cut nails At the mid rise of the back edge of the

two carriages there would have been a small stabilizer bar of

wood measuring 3/4" x 1 V^". The ends would have been let

into the back edges of the two carriages and joined with a half

dovetail notch and fastened with one thin cut brad in each joint

Recommendation: Run the stairs in the same direction and angle as the current set Change the sizes of the

compotients Refer to the attached associative details and drawing for more information
C:\Dociiments and Settings\r)oug)ass ReedvMy Documents\Clicnts\Arlmgton House 2002\Associative DetaihvSeJinas stair details.doc
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DOUGLASS C, REED

35 East Irvin Avenue

i Hagerslown, Maryland 2 1742

Phone (301) 665-9217

Fax (301) 791-7881

Email - dcraigrced a aol.com

March 4, 2004

Arlington House - Associative Details Selina's Room
South Dependency Stairs to loft

Andrew Jackson's First Hermitage, Nashville, TN, stair details

D C Reed took the photos below during the study of the log house Andrew and his wife Rachael

Jackson lived in from ca. 1803 to 1821. The photos show the style of a rather typical stair

leading to a loft or attic where there was room for a straight run stairs. I believe there is ample

room for a straight run stairs in Selina's room in the South Dependency of the Arlington House.

The angle of these close carriage straight run stairs varied greatly to fit the circumstance from

house to house The 5' 10" of run space for the stairs in Selina's room is plenty considering the

stairs were often placed near or next to the wall and one had simply to climb over the side of the

stairs to access the stairs. Refer to the photos below to see that Jackson's stairs were very close

to the wall These original ca 1803 stairs were made completely of black walnut. Note the

stabilizer bar in the backside fastened in place with small brads. The half dovetailed ends of the

bar to the closed stringers were a nice detail.

The following six images were removed from the report written entirely by Doug Reed,

The First Hermitage and Alfred's Cabin - Vol. II. A partial Historic Structures Report prepared

for The Hermitage, April 1999 - April 2000.

C VDocuments and SettmgsVDougiass ReedVMy Documents\CbentB\Aiiington House 2002\AssociaJive Details\Firet HennitageUackson stair to attic trom HSR Repoitdoc
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DOUGLASS C. REED

35 East Irvin Avenue

Hagerstown, Maryland 21742

Phone (301) 665-9217

Fax (301) 791-7881

Email - dcrai grecdc/aol com

March 3, 2004

Arlington House - Associative Details

South Dependency
Selina's Room
Stairs to loft

Details from Webb Cabin, ca 1843, Caroline County, MD

Only the upper portion of the

original loft stairs remains The
lower platform and two stairs

were missing.

The steep angle of the stairs was

approximately 60 degrees. The

rise from tread to tread was 11".

The totd rise from floor to loft

was 8 '3" There were only eight

treads between the two floors.

The

treads

were

dadoed

into the

closed

carriages.
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Image 4.85 WC. Ladder stairs located in northwest

bedroom R103 against south wall. Made of black

walnut expertly hand planed smooth by a master

craftsman and nailed together with hand wrought, rose

head, spoon bit nails dated 1802-1803. Originally the

bottom edge of the stairs touched the east log wall.

During the 1979 restoration, the little stairs was reset a

few inches west of its original location.

Image 4.86 WC. Ladder stairs, lower half showing

each tread nailed once at each end near front edge of

stringer Treads were nosed out over front edge of

stringers.

C VOocumenls and SeOingsXDou^ass Reed\My Docuni«iiJ»\Cbenls\Aifington House 2002\AMOcialive Detiil»\First HemritageVJaeloon stair to »ttic ftom HSR Repoitdoc
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Image 4.87 WC. Underneath side of top tread at south end the split wood revealed a s]

bit nail end used to fasten the stringers to the treads. The treads were set into a recess€

dado for support.

Image 4.88 WC. West Cabin, attic stairs, spoon bit end of hand wrought nail sticking

under top tread. Nail dated 1802-1803.

CMSocuments and Settings\DougU.u ReedVMy DocumenlsVCliadsVAdington House 2002\Aa»ocj»tive Detiils\Fint HentutageMkckson staii to attic from HSR Repod



Image 4.89 WC. Back side of ladder/stairs located

in northeast bedroom R103 Just above the fourth

tread up from floor was a stabilizer bar to keep the

lower edges of the stringers sturdy. The top ends of

the stringers were originally down lower, flush with

tlie tops of the attic joists.

Image 4.90 WC On the backside of the ladder/stairs was a stabilizer bar. A close up view of

the north end of the bar with a delicately cut half dovetail notch into side of stringer Each end

of the stabilizer b<ir was nailed with two small brads. Note too that the tread dado does not

extend through the width of the closed stringer. The back of the treads stopped in the dado

prior to reaching the backside of the stair carriage.

C:\Dociiments and SettingsVDouglass RecdVMy DoctunentsVCbailsVAilington Hoiue 2002\Auocutive DelailsXFirat HenmtageVJiclaon stiii to attic fifom HSR Repoit.doc
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March 1,2004

Arlington House - South Dependency Smoke Room
Meat Hanging Beams

There were three meat hanging beams spaced over half the depth in roughly the center third of the

center room of the south dependency. The pair of opposing pockets where the original center and

south set ofbeams were located were in good enough condition to measure the sizes of the beam-ends.

The east beam had only one measurable pocket.

In the center and south beams, the measurements from one end to the other varies by as much as 3 Vm".

There is far too much variance from one end to the other to indicate dimensioned lumber. There is no

way to determine the manufacturing marks of the timber, or even if the entire lengths of the timbers

were even flattened down the full lengths of the beams. It is possible three large poles were squared in

the ends and left in the round. However, this would be unlikely and not typical of such estates and

their support buildings.

The varying sizes of the beam pockets indicated the beams were used to hang meats and were not

dimensioned lumber meant for a floor or other type of structure. The varying sizes of the beams also

indicated that any scantling that came to hand was used for the meat hanging beams regardless of its

relative size one to the other and/or the manufacturing methods used to produce the beams.

There were three ways the beams could have been manufactured.

1

.

The beams could have been left in the round with just the ends squared.

2. The beams could have been hewn on two or four sides and the ends squared.

3. The beams could have been sawn all four sides. I believe this was likely the case or

possibly with one maybe two hewn sides and the rest sawn.

Most of the remaining original scantling in the dependencies exhibited all methods described above.

There are sash frame sawn scantUng pieces, hewn sides and wane edges. The one hewn side of a

scantling piece was from a tree being felled and hewn all four sides in the forest before being

transported to a savmiill. Then the hewn timber was mounted on a sash frame sawmill and cut into

smaller semi-dimensioned pieces of rough light frame timber known as scantling. It is likely three

poor quality pieces were left over and selected for the meat hanging beams used in the meat house.

If this was the case, all four side sawn beams would be appropriate as well as one or two sides at a

right angle to each other could be hewn and the other two or three sides sawn. Poor quality beams
should be used, possibly exhibiting some wane edges, large knots and varying sizes.
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SITE VISIT REPORT

Date: December 20, 2002

To: Chuck Fisher

Cc: Kaaren Staveteig

Tim Buehner

Richard Foster

From: Luis Teran

Re: ARHO Slave Quarters (South) Site Visit

Date of Visit: 12/17/2002

1 .0 Background and Physical Data

The Slave's Quarters building is a small rectangular structure that is located behind the

Arlington House. The v^alls of the structure are at least two brick wythes. The roof

framing consist of rough-cut timber rafters at about 24" on center, and ceiling joists at

every other roof rafter. The roof sheathing consists of planks tightly laid over the roof

rafters.

We observed the connection detail betv/een the rafters and the ceiling/ ties joist (See

attached sketch and photographs). At the site, Chuck Fisher noted that the roof has a

heavy cement-like tile and that the roof diaphragm has deflected along the ridge of the

roof.

2.0 Assessment and Opinions

From this limited site visit, we were able to observe the roof framing and the connection

between ceiling joists and roof rafters. The ceiling joists act as tension ties between the

front and back walls. The rafters bear on top of the sheathing of the soffit and

presumably nailed from the top of the rafter (not verified).

The original eave outriggers were probably formed from continuous ceiling joists that

cantilevered past the bearing walls. Due to weather exposure, the outriggers may have

rotted. Later construction repaired or restored the eaves by attaching new outriggers

that butt to the square cut of the ceiling joist at the bearing wall's edge. The new
outriggers are fastened to the ceiling joist with ±1x5 lumber plates on each face. During

the same repair period, pairs of vertical wood plates were added on each side of the roof

rafters, connecting them to the new outriggers. This arrangement completes a

rudimentary truss formed by the roof rafters and the ceiling joist. Nails and friction

between the rough cuts of the ends of the rafters connect the rudimentary trusses.

During this site visit, no actual measurements were taken to determine the moisture

content of the wood framing or the air. The interior plenum appeared dry. This state is

ideal for wood framing as it prevents rot. The timber framing appears to be in excellent

condition.

ARHO SITE VISIT REPORT Page 1 of 2
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Based on this visual inspection, and without the benefit of testing, it is our opinion that

the rafters appear to have sufficient strength and are capable of carrying the existing

loads provided the moisture content of the interior plenum be maintained with little or

no variations. Changing the roof covering from cement tile to wood shakes will reduce

the dead load and improve the capacity of the rafters to carry live (snow) loads.

However, environmental conditions may change and moisture may fluctuate. These

environmental changes may alter the dimension of the timber members, which will

readjust by creeping, creaking and dislodging some of the fasteners (nails, pegs, etc). As

long as the changes are not severe, the timbers will remain stable and not lose strength.

We recommend that changes be kept to a minimum during reconstruction.

We also recommend engaging a professional structural engineer during construction to

asses the health of the structure, and to provide small non-intrusive repairs as needed.

The deflection, noted by Chuck Fisher, appears to be the result of the creep effect,

caused by long term loading on timber members. We do not recommend, (without a

structural evaluation) taking-out this deflection during tile roof replacement, because

other members may get overloaded. Unless the timbers are replaced with new ones,

natural deformations due to creep should be left alone.

Please do not hesitate to call us at 703- 419- 6420 for any questions on this brief report

or any other structural questions

ARHO SITE VISIT REPORT Page 2 of 2
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FINISH.

ROUGH CAST STUCCO FINISH. PAINTED.
PROTECT ORIG, STUCCO FOR INVESTIGATION &
CONSERVATION.

SMOOTH STUCCO FINISH. PAINTED.

BEADED ARCHITRAVE W/ MOLDED BACK BAND.

WOOD SHINGLE ON WOOD LATH. RETAIN WOOD
SHEATHING.

4" TO 6" RIDGE COMB,

DECORATIVE PAINTED PANEL, PROTECT FOR
INVESTIGATION & CONSERVATION.

RUBBLE STONE BASE.

SOUTH DEPENDENCY
-1 yNJORTHELEVATION - 2004

- LEVEL OF GHAOE TO ALIGN W/
TO HIST THRESHOLD & SLOPE
AWAY FROM BLDG AS REQD FOR
DRAINAGE & ACCESSIBUTY

PROGRESS PRINT
NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION
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GENERAL NOTES

A INFORMATION FOR THE BASE DRAWINGS WAS PROVIDED
BY HABS AND SUPPLEMENTED W/ ADDITONAL FIELD

DIMENSIONS PROVIDED BY THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
(NPS)

B ELEVATION MARKINGS WHERE INDICATED WERE PROVIDED
BY THE NPS ESTABLISHED FROM A USDI BRASS DISC
LOCATED ON THE STEPS LEADING DOWN FROM THE
NORTHEAST SIDE OF ARLINGTON HOUSE TOWARD THE
GRAVESITE OF ADMIRAL DAVID DIXON THE ELEVATION OF
THE DISC IS AT 100' ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL (AMSL), NPS
NEEDS TO RECONFIRM ELEVATION MARKER READING.

C TO PROTECT HISTORIC ARTIFACTS FROM BECOMING
DISTURBED ORIGINAL FLOOR LEVELS INDICATED SHOULD
BE EXCAVATED CLOSE TO THEIR HISTORIC GRADES & THEN
COVERED W/ A PROTECTIVE COVERING PRIOR TO
INSTALLATION OF RESTORED FINISH (IE DIRT OR BRICK)

D REGRADE AROUND BUILDING TO IMPROVE DRAINAGE,
IMPROVE VENTILATION IN BUILDING. MONITOR RISING
DAMP ESPECIALLY ALONG SOUTH ELEVATION AND
INTERIOR MASONRY WALLS.

ELEVATION KEY NOTES:

BRICK CHIMNEY & MASONRY CAP WITH STUCCO
FINISH.

ROUGH CAST STUCCO FINISH. PAINTED,
PROTECT ORIG. STUCCO FOR INVESTIGATION &
CONSERVATION.

SMOOTH STUCCO FINISH, PAINTED.

BEADED ARCHITRAVE W/ MOLDED BACK BAND

WOOD SHINGLE ON WOOD LATH, RETAIN WOOD
SHEATHING.

4" TO 6" RIDGE COMB

DECORATIVE PAINTED PANEL, PROTECT FOR
INVESTIGATION & CONSERVATION.

8 RUBBLE STONE BASE.

SOUTH DEPENDENCY
-1 ^_SOUTHELEVATION - 2004

(D
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NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION
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SOUTH DEPENDENCY
1 A EAST ELEVATION - 2004

(i)

GENERAL NOTES

A. INFORMATION FOR THE BASE DRAWINGS WAS PROVIDED
BY HABS AND SUPPLEMENTED W/ ADDITONAL FIELD
DIMENSIONS PROVIDED BY THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
(NPS),

B. ELEVATION MARKINGS WHERE INDICATED WERE PROVIDED
BY THE NPS ESTABLISHED FROM A USDI BRASS DISC
LOCATED ON THE STEPS LEADING DOWN FROM THE
NORTHEAST SIDE OF ARLINGTON HOUSE TOWARD THE
GRAVESITE OF ADMIRAL DAVID DIXON THE ELEVATION OF
THE DISC IS AT 100' ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL (AMSL), NPS
NEEDS TO RECONFIRM ELEVATION MARKER READING,

O TO PROTECT HISTORIC ARTIFACTS FROM BECOMING
DISTURBED, ORIGINAL FLOOR LEVELS INDICATED SHOULD
BE EXCAVATED CLOSE TO THEIR HISTORIC GRADES & THEN
COVERED W/ A PROTECTIVE COVERING PRIOR TO
INSTALLATION OF RESTORED FINISH (IE DIRT OR BRICK),

D, REGRADE AROUND BUILDING TO IMPROVE DRAINAGE,
IMPROVE VENTILATION IN BUILDING MONITOR RISING
DAMP ESPECIALLY ALONG SOUTH ELEVATION AND
INTERIOR MASONRY WALLS,

ELEVATION KEY NOTES:

1

,

BRICK CHIMNEY & MASONRY CAP WITH STUCCO
FINISH,

2, ROUGH CAST STUCCO FINISH, PAINTED,
PROTECT ORIG, STUCCO FOR INVESTIGATION &
CONSERVATION,

3, SMOOTH STUCCO FINISH. PAINTED.

4, BEADED ARCHITRAVE W/ MOLDED BACK BAND,

5, WOOD SHINGLE ON WOOD LATH, RETAIN WOOD
SHEATHING,

6, 4" TO 6" RIDGE COMB,

7, DECORATIVE PAINTED PANEL, PROTECT FOR
INVESTIGATION & CONSERVATION,

8, RUBBLE STONE BASE,

PROGRESS PRINT
NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

SOUTH DEPENDENCY
EAST ELEVATION - 2004
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GENERAL NOTES

A INFORMATION FOR THE BASE DRAWINGS WAS PROVIDED
BY HABS AND SUPPLEMENTED W/ ADDITONAL FIELD

DIMENSIONS PROVIDED BY THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
(NPS)-

B ELEVATION MARKINGS WHERE INDICATED WERE PROVIDED
BY THE NPS ESTABLISHED FROM A USDI BRASS DISC
LOCATED ON THE STEPS LEADING DOWN FROM THE
NORTHEAST SIDE OF ARLINGTON HOUSE TOWARD THE
GRAVESITE OF ADMIRAL DAVID DIXON. THE ELEVATION OF
THE DISC IS AT 100' ABOVE MEAN SEA LEVEL (AMSL), NPS
NEEDS TO RECONFIRM ELEVATION MARKER READING.

C TO PROTECT HISTORIC ARTIFACTS FROM BECOMING
DISTURBED, ORIGINAL FLOOR LEVELS INDICATED SHOULD
BE EXCAVATED CLOSE TO THEIR HISTORIC GRADES & THEN
COVERED W/ A PROTECTIVE COVERING PRIOR TO
INSTALLATION OF RESTORED FINISH (I.E. DIRT OR BRICK).

D. REGRADE AROUND BUILDING TO IMPROVE DRAINAGE.
IMPROVE VENTILATION IN BUILDING. MONITOR RISING
DAMP ESPECIALLY ALONG SOUTH ELEVATION AND
INTERIOR MASONRY WALLS

ELEVATION KEY NOTES:

BRICK CHIMNEY & MASONRY CAP WITH STUCCO
FINISH,

ROUGH CAST STUCCO FINISH, PAINTED.
PROTECT ORIG. STUCCO FOR INVESTIGATION &
CONSERVATION.

SMOOTH STUCCO FINISH, PAINTED,

BEADED ARCHITRAVE W/ MOLDED BACK BAND.

WOOD SHINGLE ON WOOD LATH, RETAIN WOOD
SHEATHING,

4" TO 6" RIDGE COMB.

DECORATIVE PAINTED PANEL, PROTECT FOR
INVESTIGATION & CONSERVATION,

8. RUBBLE STONE BASE.
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WD, SHINGLES ON WD. LATH.
EXIST laeO's SHEATHING TO BE
RETAINED

f

QBiejJPPEBFLQOa

.

LEVEL (EL. +/-1 13.33' AM3L)

QBLa.IHRESHQLD LEVEL ..

(EL. 104,74' AMSL)

pRIG. DIRT FLOOfLLEVEL
(EL. idS-S'AMSL)

M M W

\

\

1

- RETAIN REMNANTS OF -

HIST. IBBO-s PLASTER
WHERE FOUND

WD FIREBOARD

ACCESSIBLE VIEWING ~
PLATFORM W/ WD. RAIL
A GLASS PANELS

DIRT HEARTH2l

- LEVEL OF GRADE TO ALIGN
W/TO GRIG THRESHOLD &
GENTLY SLOPE AWAY FROM
BLDG AS REQ'D FOR ACCESSIBILFTY

(D

SOUTH DEPENDENCY, WEST ROOM (SELINAS ROOM)
EAST INTERIOR ELEVATION - 2004 ®

SOUTH DEPENDENCY, WEST ROOM (SELINA'S ROOM)
NORTH INTERIOR ELEVATION - 2004
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NOTE, FOR TREATMENT OF CEILING
IN CENTER ROOM SEE ULTIMATE
TREATMENT SECTION OF HSR

WD. SHINGLES ON WD, UTH,
EXIST. 1 SBO's SHEATHING TO
BE RETAINED

> '• 1) il ]t=i

tWD. BEAMS
W/ HANDMADE 'J' HOOKS
'

6*-a" O C . TYP

LEVEL OF DIRT
FLR. TO ALIGN W/
T.O. OBIG THRESHOLD-

-^ QBIG^PEER £LQOB
LEVEL, EAST & WEST RMS
(EL +/-1 13.33' AMSL)

{EL 104-74' AMSL)
_pRIG DIRT FLOG
(EL, 103.8' AMSL)

RAISE LEVEL OF
GRADE TO ALIGN W/
TO THRESHOLD*
SLOPE AWAY
FROM BLDG AS REQD
FOR DRAINAGE &
ACCESSIBILITY

(D

SOUTH DEPENDENCY, CENTER ROOM (SMOKE HOUSE)
SOUTH INTERIOR ELEVATION - 2004

SOUTH DEPENDENCY, CENTER ROOM (SMOKE HOUSE)
WEST INTERIOR ELEVATION - 2004

PROGRESS PRINT
NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION
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WQIE FOR TREATMENT OF CEILING
IN CENTER ROOM SEE ULTIMATE
TREATMENT SECTION OF HSR

WD SHINGLES ON WD. LATH,
EXIST laeOsSHEATINGTOBE
RETAINED

j
— wi

4J:

- UNE OF HIST leaO's PLASTER
FINISH TO BE RETAINED,
EXPOSED BRCK ABOVE
WD. BEAMS
"HANDMADE 'J' HOOKS,
6--a* c . ry^p

nn'

D

-^ LEVEL, EAST & WEST RMS.
(EL. +/-1 13.33' AMSL)

LEVEL OF GRADE
TO ALIGN W/TO
0HH3 THRESHOLD 4
SLOPE GENTLY AWAY
FROM BLOG AS RECD
FOR ACCESSIBILITY

* J_._ORI<i THBESbO.LJiLEVEL-
^' (EL 104 74' AMSL)
4 i_ . .

ORIGJIIHT FLOOR LEVEL-^^r^ (EL, 103.8'AlutSL)

1

LEVEL OF DIRT FLB
TO ALIGN W/ TO.
OHe, THRESHOLD

VJ

V^

SOUTH DEPENDENCY, CENTER ROOM
,

NORTH INTERIOR ELEVATION - 2004
SOUTH DEPENDENCY, CENTER ROOM
EAST INTERIOR ELEVATION - 2004

PROGRESS PRINT
NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION
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